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Since the beginning of the 20th century, physics has been reconstructed on the
basis of quantum mechanics. This scientific revolution, in addition to revamping our
view of the fundamental properties of nature, has also yielded many technologies
based on the new theory. As compensation for letting go of classical physics, we
have been gifted with new technologies ranging from magnetic resonance imaging
to the electronic transistor.
Now, in the 21st century, a new crop of quantum technologies is bearing fruit.
The National Institutes of Standards and Technology has echoed many others by
referring to a “second quantum revolution” [1]. This new phase includes quantum
computing and quantum communication, which is why “quantum information” is
the usual appellation for the field of science underlying these technologies. Whereas
as previous technologies may have taken advantage of uniquely quantum properties
of matter, the new technologies manipulate and transmit information in ways that
are fundamentally different from classical devices.
This latest wave of technologies depends crucially on entanglement. Although
subtle, entanglement is one of the most fundamental breaks between quantum and
1
classical physics. In some ways, quantum entanglement represents the end point
of a very long project – reductionism. For centuries, we have used reductionist
methodology to break physical systems down into ever-smaller parts, explaining
the behavior of substances by appealing to molecules, explaining the behavior of
molecules by appealing to atoms, and so forth. This project stretches back to
antiquity: Democritus introduced the notion of atoms into Greek natural philosophy
to resolve the paradox of changeable everyday experiences arising from unchanging
microscopic constituents [2].
Quantum entanglement can be viewed as a rebuke to the reductionist impulse,
because entanglement makes the decomposition of systems into smaller parts impos-
sible. To illustrate this, we can imagine taking a “snapshot” of a physical system,
yielding a “God’s eye view.” In classical physics, this set of data would consist
of storing the state of each individual particle. However, in quantum physics, we
would instead have to store the complex probability amplitude of every possible
configuration of all the particles, meaning that a general description is not built
up from the descriptions of smaller particles. Note that, on the other hand, if we
were guaranteed to be dealing with an unentangled state, this exponential scaling
would not occur. The many-body state of the system would be like the classical
one, describable in terms of independent parts.
Although this causes immense challenges for theorists who would like to cal-
culate the behavior of quantum many-body systems, this is actually a fantastic
opportunity. We know that classical physics exists (through the famous correspon-
dence principle) as a subset of quantum physics, an effective description that works
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well enough at human scales but only does so by ignoring the rich complexity of the
quantum realm. We live in a very tiny corner of the possibilities that quantum me-
chanics allows for. Technologically, this means that the devices and methods built
according to classical physics are using only a small portion of their physical poten-
tial. There is no reason why a classical computer, classical measurement, or classical
communication channel should be the best option in this context. Quantum tech-
nology thus offers the possibility that we can tap into these entangled possibilities
and use them to solve human-scale problems.
It is perhaps somewhat surprising to realize that entanglement was not dis-
cussed until quantum theory was over thirty years old, if we begin the accounting
with Planck’s 1900 paper on black body radiation (which does not mention entan-
glement) [3]. Entanglement does not appear in Einstein’s 1905 exploration of the
photoelectric effect [4]. Nor does Bohr mention it in his 1913 atomic model [5], or
Schrodinger in the 1926 paper introducing his wave equation [6]. It was Einstein,
Podolsky, and Rosen’s famous 1935 paper, “Can Quantum-Mechanical Description
of Physical Reality Be Considered Complete?” [7] which first pointed out and rig-
orously described the strange correlations of entangled particles. Since then, it has
been clear that entanglement is perhaps most interesting when the entangled sys-
tems in question are separated across large distances in space. Einstein believed the
apparently instantaneous action at a distance that arose in this thought experiment
disproved the notion that quantum mechanics could be a final description of real-
ity. However, examination by physicists and philosophers in the decades since have
shown that quantum mechanics still yields correct predictions in this setting [8, 9].
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Experiments based on EPR and the subsequent work of John Bell [10] have allowed
theorists and experimentalists to show that entanglement is a real, intrinsic property
of quantum mechanics which is deeply intertwined with the notions of indeterminism
within the theory.
All of this leads us to study not just what entangled states are, but how they
can be used, and what possibilities they open up technologically. Similarly, we are
interested not just in what entanglement can do in general, but what particular
possibilities and restrictions emerge when we focus on entanglement’s spatial distri-
bution. The inherent difficulty of creating such systems also guides us to study the
limitations on entanglement generation and to seek to meet those limits if possible.
1.2 Entanglement
In quantum mechanics, the state of a quantum system is described by a nor-
malized ray in Hilbert space, |ψ〉 ∈ H. For any measurement made on the system
described by the state |ψ〉, we can predict the probability of each possible outcome
of the measurement through the wavefunction. In general, this involves a posi-
tive operator-valued measure (POVM), but in many cases the POVM reduces to
projecting |ψ〉 onto the eigenstates of the observable of interest.
To combine the wavefunction of two systems, a tensor product of two states is
taken. Thus, if system 1 is in state |ψ1〉 and system 2 is in state |ψ2〉, their overall
state would be:
|ψ12〉 = |ψ1〉 ⊗ |ψ2〉 . (1.1)
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The new overall Hilbert space is H12 = H1 ⊗ H2. However, it should be noted
that not every vector in H12 can be expressed as a tensor product in this manner.
Although we can always find a basis in which every basis vector is a product of
vectors in H1 and H2, Hilbert spaces are vector spaces, and therefore we can add
these basis vectors together to yield new wavefunctions and valid kets which are not
decomposable. Consider a two-qubit system in which each qubit has basis states







This state cannot be written in the form |ψ1〉⊗ |ψ2〉. Therefore, we call it entangled.
Because the two particles are entangled, we cannot describe the two-particle system
in terms of two individual particle states. Instead, we have to describe the system
as a whole. Unlike the case of a classical mixture, in which the state would be either
|00〉 or |11〉, but unknown to us, the entangled state persists even if we have the
best possible knowledge of the state of the two particles. The individual identities
of the two particles, as physical entities with independent, localized properties, have
vanished.
1.3 Distributed Entanglement
While entanglement as a mathematical consequence of the algebra of Hilbert
space is interesting, it becomes a more consequential physical fact when we suppose
that the state |ψ12〉 describes two qubits which are separated by some macroscopic
distance. Suddenly, two objects, which could be arbitrarily far apart, cannot be de-
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scribed as two separate entities. This gives rise to what Einstein famously referred
to as “spooky action at a distance.” Consider the state |ψ12〉 given in Eq. (1.2). Sup-
pose Alice and Bob are separated by large distances, kilometers or even light-years,
and each of them possesses one of the particles described by |ψ12〉. If Alice measures
her particle, she may obtain either outcome |0〉 or |1〉 with equal probability, and
the same is true of Bob. However, as soon as Alice makes her measurement, Bob’s
measurement ceases to have an equal probability of either outcome, since his result
must be the same as Alice’s. In this way, it seems that the act of measurement by
Alice has influenced not only her system, but Bob’s, no matter how far away he was
at the time.
One obvious issue with this scenario is that it would seem to violate the prin-
ciple of relativity, which forbids signalling faster than light. Indeed, a relativistic
perspective means that it is in general impossible to say whether Alice or Bob makes
their measurement first if the two are separated by a spacelike interval in spacetime,
so if we accept that there is causation in this process, then we could not truly say
which measurement was the cause and which was the effect. More philosophically,
Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen objected that, since there was no physical mechanism
of causation – no messenger particles or fields, no interaction at all – it made no
sense to assert that one particle affected another. As they write, “no reasonable
definition of reality could be expected to permit this” [7].
Although there is a correlation between what happens at one qubit and what
happens at another, careful analysis shows that signalling is actually impossible.
There is no way to use an entangled state to communicate any information in-
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stantaneously; in fact, the probability that Bob will receive a particular outcome
is independent of anything Alice does. Quantum communication requires classical
communication to convey information. Since nothing Alice or Bob does can affect
the outcome of the other measurement, the existence of multiple reference frames
where one measurement or the other occurs first does not pose an issue.
If no signalling is possible between Alice and Bob, what are we to make of the
fact that the statistics of one measurement seem different after we make our first
measurement? Quantum mechanics has a long history of interpretations, as many
physicists and philosophers have attempted to map the mathematical descriptions of
the theory, which are so adept at predicting experimental outcomes, to the intuitive
understanding of physical objects we hold in our heads. Different people have come
to very different conclusions about what happens in the EPR experiment.
We do not have space here to present every possible interpretation of the EPR
thought experiment, but it’s worth reflecting on the diversity represented by just a
few of them. In Bohr’s Copenhagen interpretation, the wavefunction |ψ12〉 represents
all that can be known about the particles, because they had no definitive state before
the measurement was made. After the measurement is made, a new wavefunction is
appropriate to describe the system, but Bob cannot use this new wavefunction until
Alice communicates it to him – so no paradox is really introduced, Bob simply is in a
state of ignorance to the new quantum state. More radical is a set of interpretations
known as quantum Bayesianism or QBism, which posits that quantum mechanics
should be interpreted as a set of suggestions for an individual observer to assign
probabilities to events [11]. In this interpretation, it does not make sense to say
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that the two particles “have a state”–rather, the state is assigned by a particular
actor, and then updated when new measurement data reaches that actor. Since the
wavefunction is a subjective description, there is no need to pretend that anything
“happens” when it changes anywhere except in the mind of the observer.
Other interpretations make more room for an objective reality. For instance,
in the “many-worlds” interpretation of Everett, every branch of the wavefunction
“really exists.” When Alice makes her measurement, one version of her obtains result
|0〉 and another obtains result |1〉 [12]. The universe “splits” into two separate, non-
interfering branches, and the Bob in one universe obtains a different result than the
Bob in the other. Meanwhile, hidden-variable interpretations like those of de Broglie-
Bohm are willing to discard locality entirely and accept that, despite relativistic
objections, there really is a physical mechanism that communicates measurement
results from Alice’s laboratory to Bob’s [13].
Ultimately, these philosophical issues, although important, are unanswerable
within the framework of quantum theory itself. All of them are set up in such a way
as to reproduce each other in all experiments for the foreseeable future. In this thesis,
we are not interested in unpacking the exact meaning of distributed entanglement,
metaphysically. Instead, we are interested in how these strange states can be created
and, once created, how they can be used. This will mean two aspects: first of all, we
will want to examine the uses of entanglement, and how an entangled state might
prove a useful resource for technological tasks. Second, we will want to focus on
specifically distributed entanglement, which raises its own questions. If an entangled
state is (in general) useful, what uses persist – or what new uses arise – when the
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entangled particles themselves are separated by large distances?
1.4 Limits on the Generation of Entanglement
Because entanglement is such an interesting phenomenon in quantum mechan-
ics, and one which can be used for many different tasks, such as quantum comput-
ing [14] and metrology (see Sec. 1.6), an important technological question to address
is how quickly entanglement can arise from previously unentangled particles. After
all, the existence of an interesting or useful entangled state is of little use to us if
the process that creates it takes an extremely long time to complete.
How, precisely, entangled states arise varies in different settings. In this thesis
we will examine cases in which particles interact unitarily through a many-body
Hamiltonian. For instance, we might consider a system of N spins that interact










Here, J is a coupling constant signifying the strength of the spin-spin interaction, ∆
is transverse field, and σki is the Pauli matrix k ∈ {x, y, z} on site i. If the particles
interact according to this Hamiltonian, how quickly can entanglement be generated
from an initially unentangled state? To quantify this we must choose a particular
measure of entanglement. Strictly speaking, the state after any finite amount of
time will be “entangled” in most cases, since the spins very rapidly develop some
amplitude in non-product states. We instead would like to know the time required
for a distant set of spins to be significantly entangled. One way to look at this is
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to consider how long it takes two operators to stop commuting. For instance, the
Pauli operators σxi and σ
y
i+1, on sites i and i + 1, commute at time t = 0. If we
subject them to evolution in the Heisenberg picture, however, the support of these
operators grows, so that for t > 0 the commutator of σxi (0) and σ
y
i+1(t) becomes
nonzero. The clearest example would be if the evolution in question exchanged the
state of spin i and i + 1 after a fixed amount of time, in which case σyi+1(t) would
actually become σyi (0), which is maximally non-commuting with σ
x
i (0).
This process has been quantified by Lieb and Robinson in a seminal paper [15]
which established that there is a time limit on this non-commutation. In particular,
for any Hamiltonian which, like Eq. (1.3), has interactions that are either finite-range
or decay exponentially, they showed that:
‖[A(t), B(0)]‖ ≤ ‖A‖‖B‖cevt−r, (1.4)
where c and v are constants that do not change with t or r, ‖·‖ denotes the operator
norm, and r is the separation between the initial sites of A and B. We can use this
to establish an initial bound on the rate at which entanglement can be generated,
by associating v with a velocity at which entanglement can spread. This is known as
a “light cone” because it establishes a region within which entanglement is possible.
Bravyi has made this treatment based on non-commuting operators applicable to
quantum information processing, by showing that the Lieb-Robinson bound can be
directly applied to entanglement-related tasks like the generation of non-classical
correlations and shifting between different topological states [16].
An interesting question, much studied but still very open, is how this picture
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changes if we open up the space of allowed interactions. For instance, Coulomb
interactions, rather than being only between site i and site i + 1, would permit
interactions at long range with a strength that decreased proportional to 1/r; other
systems like electric and magnetic dipoles likewise have “power law” interactions of
the form 1/rα with α = 3 for dipolar interactions. It is known that, depending on
the spatial dimension of the system, a “light cone” may arise for some values of α,
although it may be logarithmic or polynomial, with entanglement possible at t ∼ rβ
for some β instead of t ∼ r as in the finite-range case [17–19]. Later, we will attempt
to investigate the limits of entanglement generation with long-range interactions by
presenting and studying an example system.
1.5 Quantum Architectures
The generation of quantum entanglement is of special interest in the field of
quantum computing. This is because it is known that, if a quantum process does not
produce intermediate states with an entanglement entropy that increases with the
number of memory qubits, there are feasible polynomial-time classical algorithms to
simulate it [20]. Therefore, any quantum computer that intends to create a sizable
advantage over classical computations will need to be able to create large entangled
states. Indeed, models of quantum computation exist which use only one large
initial entangled state, where the entire process of computation can be performed
by classical operations of measurement and feedback [14]. Since quantum computers
are also bound to be racing against noise that decoheres useful quantum states into
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functionally-classical ones, it is also important that we generate this entanglement
as quickly as possible.
Whether or not these states represent “distributed” entanglement depends
on precise definitions – different memory registers will necessarily occupy different
locations within the computer, just as different bits on a hard disk are stored in
different locations. For many situations, however, it is clear that we will want to
produce quantum entanglement across long distances as part of our schemes. Most
prominently, we may wish to construct networks of computers which are composed
of smaller “modules” [21,22]. This would allow quantum computing to emulate the
cluster model of computation deployed with great success in classical supercomput-
ers. These modules may be specialized to perform particular quantum operations,
or may simply be employed to allow for a more scalable approach to quantum sys-
tems. It is possible that quantum systems of arbitrarily large size will be prevented
on physical or technological grounds, leaving the construction of such distributed
clusters as the only viable means to creating large systems with the thousands of
qubits required to run high-quality quantum computations.
Once we set our sights on the creation of quantum architectures, a rich and
interesting set of problems emerges relating to the design of these modular networks.
How can we ensure that communication between modules is easy, and that the mod-
ules are arranged in ways which maximize the connectivity between different parts
of the system? To answer this question, we must begin to grapple with the engi-
neering challenges brought on by building such connectivity – how can we have a
well-connected arrangement that does not cost too much or require huge amounts of
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communication infrastructure? How can these questions be answered in the context
a particular calculation, for instance, if we want to perform Shor’s algorithm for fac-
toring numbers on a quantum computer, should we adopt a particular architecture
suited for it, and how can we identify that architecture? We will explore all these
questions.
1.6 Quantum Metrology
While quantum architecture concerns itself with how entanglement can be
generated in universal quantum systems, we are also interested in what novel uses a
quantum entangled state might have outside of computing. One which is well-known
in the literature [23] is precision measurement and timekeeping.
In general, when a measurement is made N times instead of once, the error
on the measurement decreases by a factor of
√
N . In quantum technology, when we
are given N systems which are available to measure a quantity – such as a magnetic
field or a temperature – we can choose between using them as individual systems
or creating entangled states of some subsets of the measurement systems. It can
be shown that an entangled strategy can be dramatically more powerful than an
unentangled one, with the enhancement factor from using N sensors possibly being
as high as N (rather than
√
N in the classical case).
This improvement can be captured in many different settings, for instance,
when there are N photons available to probe a sample in a microscope, or when
there are N atoms available to sense a magnetic field. We are particularly interested,
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again, in places where we can use the non-local nature of entanglement. That means
we want to take advantage of the ability for multiple sensors, in multiple locations in
space, to perform novel metrological tasks which quantum technology can enhance.
1.7 Outline of Thesis
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows:
• Chapter 2, “State Transfer and GHZ Creation With Long-Range Interactions”
presents a protocol which creates entanglement by using long-range (power-
law) interactions. We then show how this same protocol can be applied to
transferring a state as well as executing a circuit created by the MERA (multi-
scale entanglement renormalization ansatz). We also present a method for
performing the protocol in a real system (Rydberg atoms in three-dimensional
optical lattices) and examine the effects of experimental imperfections. This
chapter originally appeared as Ref. [24].
• Chapter 3, “Unitary Entanglement Construction in Hierarchical Networks” ex-
amines the ways in which entanglement can be used to guide the development
of modular architectures for quantum computers. We first begin by introduc-
ing a family of graphs dubbed hierarchies, whose properties we then analyze
and compare to other potential architectures. This chapter first appeared as
Ref. [25].
• Chapter 4, “Entanglement Entropy and Non-Unitary Computations” extends
the results of Chapter 3. After first analyzing an entirely unitary computa-
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tional setting, we broaden our outlook to include non-unitary settings as well,
leading us to develop a new graph quantity dubbed “rainbow time” which
allows us to evaluate the worst-case time for the creation of highly entangled
states on any architecture.
• Chapter 5, “Sensor Networks” will explore the way entanglement can be used
in a sensor setting. We first present a method of estimating a single parameter
which is given as a linear function of spatially-separated parameters. We will
derive a lower bound on the error allowed by quantum mechanics and then
present a protocol which saturates this bound. Next, we will extend this to
arbitrary functions by using linearization. This chapter combines work from
Refs. [26] and [27].
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Chapter 2: State Transfer and GHZ Creation With Long-Range In-
teractions
2.1 Introduction
Entanglement generation in a quantum system is limited, even in a non-
relativistic setting, by the available interactions. In a lattice system with short-range
interactions, Lieb and Robinson showed that there exists a linear light cone defined
by a speed proportional to both the interaction range and strength [15]. Suppose
two operators A and B are supported on single sites separated by a distance r. Then
the Lieb-Robinson bound states that, after time t,
‖[A(t), B]‖ ≤ c ‖A‖ ‖B‖ evt−r, (2.1)
where c is a constant, v is another constant known as the Lieb-Robinson velocity,
and ‖ · ‖ represents the operator norm. If a system initially in a product state be-
gins evolving under a short-range Hamiltonian, correlations decrease exponentially
outside of the causal cone defined by r = vt [28–30]. However, in physical systems
including polar molecules [31–33], Rydberg atoms [34, 35], or trapped ions [36, 37],
the interactions fall off with distance r as a power law 1/rα. For these interac-
tions, generalizations of the Lieb-Robinson bound are known, but they may not be
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tight [17–19]. In addition, for sufficiently long-ranged interactions the causal region
may even encompass infinite space at finite time, signaling a breakdown of emergent
locality [38–41].
These bounds on entanglement have direct implications for quantum infor-
mation processing. The Lieb-Robinson bound, even if time dependence is allowed
[16, 42], limits the speed at which operations can be performed or states created
using local Hamiltonians, including states with important applications in quantum
metrology and communication [23, 43–46]. In this chapter, we consider the task of
using long-range interactions to speed up certain quantum information processes,
such as quantum state transfer, GHZ (Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger) state prepara-
tion, and MERA (multiscale entanglement renormalization ansatz) construction.
State transfer is a process by which an unknown quantum state on one site in
a lattice is transferred to another site [47–50]. Discussion of possible experimental
realizations can be found in Refs. [51–53], and in Ref. [54] a case with long-range in-
teractions is considered. Since state transfer establishes perfect correlation between
one site at t = 0 and another site after the transfer, it is limited by the Lieb-
Robinson bound. In this chapter, we propose a state transfer protocol which makes
use of long-range interactions to transfer a state a distance L on a d-dimensional
lattice in time proportional to L0 (α < d), logL (α = d), Lα−d (d < α ≤ d+1), or L
(α ≥ d). As an intermediate step of the protocol presented, a GHZ-like state is cre-
ated, a process also limited by the Lieb-Robinson bound [16]. For polar molecules,
Rydberg atoms, or other dipole-dipole interactions in three dimensions, the protocol
yields an exponential speed-up in the rate of entanglement generation.
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As we will discuss, one powerful application of fast state transfer using long-
ranged interactions would be the realization of a circuit described by a MERA
[55–57]. MERAs are particularly useful ways to represent entangled states [58–60],
such as the ground states of the toric or Haah codes, topological insulators, and
quantum Hall states [61–64]. By performing state transfer and then applying a
two-qubit gate between nearest neighbors, we can speed up long-range two-qubit
gates, which we use to upper bound the minimal time required to create a MERA
state. Using dipole-dipole interactions in 3D, our protocol constructs the MERA
state exponentially faster than using nearest-neighbor interactions.
2.2 State Transfer
Our state transfer protocol first creates a many-body entangled state including
the intended starting and final qubits. We do so by applying a controlled X rotation
between pairs of qubits (i, j) using a Hamiltonian
Hij = hij (|0〉 〈0|i ⊗ Ij + |1〉 〈1|i ⊗Xj) . (2.2)
Here hij is the interaction strength, which may not be identical for all pairs of
qubits. In Sec. 2.5, we examine a case where the sign of hij is variable, but for now
we take hij > 0. Ij and Xj are the identity and Pauli X operator acting on qubit j.
When the Hamiltonian in Eq. (2.2) is applied for a time t = π/(2hij), it realizes a
controlled-NOT (CNOT) gate between qubits i and j (up to an unimportant phase).
In Eq. (2.2), i is the control qubit for the CNOT while j is the target qubit. When
applied to a control qubit in an arbitrary state and a target qubit in the state |0〉,
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Figure 2.1: Our state transfer protocol using long-range interactions. We want to move a qubit
state from the upper-left site (outlined in solid blue) to the lower-right one (outlined in dashed
red). After a time t1 (a), the nearest-neighbor qubits have shifted from target to control (purple
region), and continue acting on all other qubits, thereby adding an additional qubit to the set of
controls after further time t2, as shown in (b). After t2, each qubit has rotated further (shown by
darker shading). The growth continues until the original qubit has effectively performed a CNOT
on all qubits in the lattice shown.
the CNOT gate results in a two-qubit state encoding the original qubit,
CNOT (a |0〉+ b |1〉) |0〉 = a |00〉+ b |11〉 . (2.3)
By continuing this process, we can create a many-body entangled state of N qubits
a |0〉⊗N +b |1〉⊗N encoding the same state as the initial qubit. The original state can
be transferred onto the target qubit by reversing the entangling process and leaving
the destination qubit as the final control qubit. If Hij were a nearest-neighbor
Hamiltonian, then this procedure would then allow us to transfer a qubit state
a distance L by applying L CNOT operations to construct the many-body state
and then L other CNOT operations which are properly time-reversed and spatially
mirrored, providing a linear scaling which saturates the Lieb-Robinson bound.
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By using Hamiltonians with long-range interactions, we can achieve a sublinear
state transfer time. We suppose that hij = 1/r
α
ij, where rij is the distance between
the qubits i and j. 1 Our protocol (Fig. 2.1) starts by acting on all qubits in
the lattice with a single control qubit storing the initial state. Once the CNOT
operation completes on a qubit, it can be switched from a target to a control and
then used to speed up the CNOTs which are still continuing on other qubits. If a
single qubit is targeted by many control qubits, then the CNOT operation on that
qubit can be completed faster. (Multiple Hij will mutually commute as long as the
sets of target qubits and control qubits are disjoint.) If qubit j is targeted by many














(By using dimensionless couplings hij = 1/r
α
ij, we are implicitly giving times in units
of the inverse nearest-neighbor coupling strength.) In addition to the progressive
inclusion of more control qubits, each subsequent qubit has already been rotated
by some angle, reducing the remaining time required to complete the operation.
Therefore, additional qubits can be added more quickly to the state as it grows.
As an example, consider beginning with a system of three qubits arranged in
1For α ≤ d, the thermodynamic limit is not well defined unless the Hamiltonian contains a
volume-dependent prefactor proportional to 1/Ld−α for linear system size L (or lnL if α = d)
[65, 66]. The inverse of this factor would multiply the required state transfer time. For many
physical systems such as polar molecules, this mathematical point will not modify the actually
existing interactions over distances of interest, so we do not consider it here.
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a line,
|ψ(t = 0)〉 = (a |0〉+ b |1〉) |00〉 . (2.5)
Simultaneously applying H12 and H13 for a time t1 = π/2, the state becomes










At this point, the second qubit is made a control, so that the acting Hamiltonians













the system will end in the final state
|ψ(t1 + t2)〉 = a |000〉 − b |111〉 . (2.8)
The entire procedure can be reversed, interchanging the roles of qubits 1 and 3, to
transfer the original state,
|ψ (2 (t1 + t2))〉 = |00〉 (a |0〉+ b |1〉) . (2.9)
We now consider the case of many qubits. Our strategy will be to specify a
suboptimal protocol that simplifies the calculation of the time required for state
transfer and use that result to bound (from above) the state transfer time of the
protocol in Fig. 2.1, which is more difficult to analyze directly. First, we specify
that we aim to to construct a GHZ state across a hypercube whose diagonal spans
a distance L
√
d. The points on either end of the diagonal are the original and
destination sites for state transfer (see Fig. 2.2). Because the state transfer time
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using the protocol of Fig. 2.1 is difficult to compute, we use a slightly slower protocol
that allows us to easily estimate the transfer time both analytically and numerically.
Rather than change a qubit into a control as soon as its evolution completes, we
instead halt a qubit’s evolution when its rotation finishes. Once we have enough
qubits to form a full hypercube of controls, we expand the control set and continue
evolution. This scheme is illustrated in Fig. 2.2, and we expect it to perform similarly
(in terms of the scaling of transfer time) to the scheme in Fig 2.1. Let q = 1, 2, . . . , L
denote each subsequent expansion of the hypercube, so that after time t = t1 +
t2 · · ·+ tq we can form a complete control hypercube of edge length q. The times tq








Here H(p, q) is defined to be the summation of all Hamiltonian strengths hij for
which the control i is in the hypercube with corners (0, 0, 0, . . . ) and (p− 1, p− 1, p− 1, . . . )
and the target j is at the site (q, q, q, . . . ) at the corner of a larger hypercube con-
taining the first, as illustrated in Fig. 2.2. The qubit j is the slowest-evolving qubit
on its layer, so its evolution determines the time required to expand the cube in this
scheme.
At this point, we will begin looking for bounds on the times tq. Our first bound
arises by noting that for all p, tp > tp+1. This is because, for each p, the quantity
H(p, p) is strictly larger than H(p − 1, p − 1) – the qubit at (p, p, . . . , p) has more
qubits acting on it than its counterpart in the previous step. We use tp > tp+1 to
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Figure 2.2: (a) The suboptimal protocol used for our bounds, with the same color scheme as
Fig. 2.1. After the pth time step, a (p + 1) × (p + 1) hypercube of qubits act as controls. The
purple arrow represents H(2, 3), as it connects a 2× 2 square to a qubit at coordinates (3, 3). (b)
After time t1 + t2 another set of qubits has been converted from targets to controls. The purple
arrow now represents H(3, 3).







We now construct two complementary bounds for H(p, q). In some cases (small
α), H(p, q) will receive appreciable contributions from the entire hypercube of con-
trol qubits. In this case, we can obtain a lower bound by pretending that all control
qubits are at the same point a distance q
√
d away, the maximum possible. However,
for large α the interaction is dominated by nearby qubits, whose contributions are
independent of q. For instance, in H(q, q) there is always one qubit at the near-
est vertex of the hypercube whose contribution does not depend on q. These two
bounds can be combined to yield:


















Figure 2.3: Numerical results of solving Eq. (2.10) at different α in d = 2. We calculate
∑
q≤L tq
and fit to Lβ for L between 900 and 1000; the best-fit exponent is plotted here. The solid line
shows the β derived from Eq. (2.13). At α = d (open circle), the numerics are consistent with the
expected logarithmic scaling; the fact that the bound is not saturated at α = 3 is due to finite L
and should vanish in the L→∞ limit.
After substituting Eq. (2.12) into Eq. (2.11), the sum can be performed. If we







To obtain the scaling of the entire state transfer process, a sum over tq is made up to
q = L. For α < d, tq grows more slowly than q
−1, so the sum converges to a constant
for asymptotic q. The convergence signals that a state can be transferred any desired
distance in a constant time. For α = d, tq = q
−1, so the sum scales logarithmically in
L. For d < α < d+1, we obtain a polynomial scaling Lα−d. Finally, for α ≥ d+1, the
constant lower bound on tq dominates, and state transfer takes a time proportional to
L, just as it does for short-range interacting systems. These scalings are illustrated
in Fig. 2.3 along with the exponents of polynomial fits to the numerical solutions of
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Eq. (2.10). The time cost of our protocol compares very favorably to the direct use
of the long-range interaction, which can create a maximally entangled state in time
that scales like Lα. Note that although Hamiltonians turn on and off throughout
our protocol, our Hamiltonians always obey the condition that |hij| ≤ r−αij , meaning
that the process as a whole obeys the conditions assumed in previous work on speed
limits in long-range interacting systems such as Ref. [19].
2.3 Constructing a MERA
We now demonstrate that our state transfer protocol allows for fast construc-
tion of a MERA.
In this context, we will interpret a MERA as a quantum circuit for qubits
which acts on successively larger length scales, as shown in Fig. 2.4, to produce
an entangled state from a product state. More general constructions are possible
(e.g. with qudits). Our protocol will also apply to a branching MERA [67] provided
that after a constant number of layers the circuit disentangles a constant fraction of
the remaining qubits to |0〉. This condition ensures that there are always sufficient
“empty” qubits for our state transfer protocol to scale properly.
A MERA consists of two alternating types of unitary operations and is easiest
to understand in reverse (starting at the bottom of the circuit). The first type of
unitary, called a disentangler, removes entanglement at the current length scale. The
next operation, an isometry, maps a group of φ sites into a single site, leaving the
other qubits in the state |0〉. These operations can be repeated, except that now all
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Figure 2.4: Sketch of a MERA circuit, with the disentanglers (purple, circle-capped) and isometries
(green, square-capped). All qubits begin in the state |0〉, indicated by a dashed line. At each length
scale, entanglement is created or removed to create a many-body entangled state from a product
state after log2 L steps. Although we have drawn a simple 1D binary MERA, our protocol can be
extended to higher dimensions and more complicated tensor structures.
unitary gates need to be performed over a distance φ times larger than previously.
It is clear that MERA produces a circuit with depth logφ L, but this apparent
logarithmic scaling masks an actual time cost due to the continuously increasing
length scale. However, we can replace a long-range two-qubit unitary with state
transfer followed by a short-range unitary. This framework allows us to ignore any
details of the two-qubit unitary and simply use state transfer as a primitive. The
structure of a MERA circuit guarantees that the |0〉 states required to perform state
transfer will be present between any two qubits when we need to perform a unitary
on them.
Suppose that tτ is the maximum time required to perform a two-qubit gate
across a distance `τ at the τth step of the MERA circuit. We can perform all the
MERA operations at a given step in parallel, so a single layer of the MERA simply
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requires time 2tτ for the disentanglers and then isometries. The time to perform the





Here S = logφ L. Our state transfer procedure allows for tτ = 2ttransfer. The time
required to perform the final two-qubit gate does not affect the scaling and so is
omitted. We can then bound ttransfer by considering the length scale at each step,
`τ = φ
τ . If α = d, ttransfer scales as logφ `τ (as in our state transfer bound but





by considering the largest term in Eq. (2.14) multiplied by





For α < d, β = 0 and the sum is proportional to logφ L. For α > d, β =









logφ L α < d
log2φ L α = d
Lα−d d < α ≤ d+ 1




We have demonstrated fast state transfer and MERA construction protocols
using long-range interactions. Our protocol’s exponential speedup for α = d nearly
saturates the bound in [17], which gives a logarithmic lightcone for α > d. However,
we have not shown that our method is the fastest state transfer protocol possible.
Such a result would require demonstrating a general Lieb-Robinson-type bound
which we would then saturate. Instead, our protocol limits future Lieb-Robinson
bounds for long-range systems. The state transfer protocol we have presented estab-
lishes that no finite causal region is possible for α < d, since a constant amount of
time suffices to establish any desired correlation at arbitrary distances. In previous
work, causal regions were seen in systems with d/2 < α ≤ d as long as the initial
state was not entangled [38]. Like our work, Ref. [38] also uses multiple qubits with
long-range interactions to reduce state transfer time. We have shown that such
causal regions do not persist in general, although it is possible that this violation re-
quires the use of time-dependent Hamiltonians as opposed to the time-independent
Hamiltonians in Ref. [38].
For the intermediate value d < α < d + 1, our protocol shows that no linear
light cone can be drawn, although a polynomial bound may be possible. These re-
sults should be compared to Ref. [19], which established a polynomial light cone only
for α > 2D that becomes linear only in the limit of α → ∞. Our protocol’s linear
scaling when α ≥ d+1 suggests that the tightest possible Lieb-Robinson bound may
also possess a critical α with a similar property. Resolving this question could reveal
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important facts about the nature of correlations in long-range interacting systems.
It is our hope that this protocol, or a minor variation thereof, could soon be
realized experimentally. Such a realization could offer significant technological ad-
vantages in, for instance, entanglement-enhanced metrology. In Sec. 2.5, we show
how dipole-dipole interactions in three dimensions can be used to implement a vari-
ant of our protocol with a focus on Rydberg atoms. Using this protocol, qubits can
be entangled exponentially faster than using short-range interactions. In the future,
we hope to reduce the local control required to achieve sublinear scaling.
2.5 Application to Dipole-Dipole Interactions
In this section, we show that it is possible to realize a protocol with similar
scaling to the one proposed by using Rydberg atoms. Rydberg atoms can be made
to interact with a dipole-dipole interaction that has distance dependence 1/r3. This
suggests that, using our protocol, we could produce a cube of side length L in
a GHZ state in time proportional to logL. We will demonstrate that a realistic
physical interaction can yield this result. Many details on Rydberg atoms and
their applications in quantum information can be found in Refs. [34, 68, 69], and
experimental demonstrations can be found in Refs. [35, 70–72]. Our analysis is
focused on Rydberg atoms, but much of it should extend to other dipolar systems,
such as polar molecules, with appropriate modification of implementation details
[31–33,73].
We select as qubit states the ground state and a highly excited state of a
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Rydberg atom under a weak electric field, yielding a purely diagonal atomic inter-













Here, rij is the distance between atoms i and j, while θij is the angle between the
electric field and the vector separating the two atoms. We have ignored local terms
like Zi and Zj, which can be removed by applying local rotations. By applying local
rotations, this ZZ Hamiltonian can be used to realize CNOT interactions, regardless
of whether the overall sign is positive or negative. This is done by applying local
rotations to produce a controlled-phase gate and applying Hadamard operations
on the target before and after the evolution to yield a controlled-NOT gate [74].
We assume that, while local control fields may be time-dependent, the two-body
interaction in Eq. (2.18) is active throughout the entire state transfer process. The
individual addressing required to perform these local operations was demonstrated
in a 3D optical lattice in Ref. [75]. The roughly 5 µm lattice spacing in that work
is also an appropriate spacing for the Rydberg interactions we intend to use in
our protocol, as it helps to prevent the dipole-dipole interactions from becoming
comparable to the energy level spacing.
To apply the protocol of this chapter, qubits must be separated into con-
trols and targets. Such separation can be performed using an echoing procedure:
first, qubits evolve under Hint and then under −Hint for an equal amount of time.
However, halfway through the second evolution, a π-pulse (X gate) is applied to
either all target qubits or all control qubits. This has the effect of swapping Z for
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−Z. All interactions between controls and controls, or targets and targets, will re-
main unchanged, but any control-target interactions will be inverted. Thus, during
the −Hint time, control-target interactions experience no net evolution, while any
control-control or target-target pair evolution due to +Hint is undone. The −Hint
evolution time is equal to the initial entangling +Hint time, so the echoing procedure
does not change the scaling with L. Even if the negative interaction is not of the
same magnitude as the original, we can still accomplish the echoing by adjusting
the timescales, and the scaling with L will still not be changed.
To change the sign of the dipole-dipole interaction, realizing −Hint, we can en-
code the computational states into the fine structure of a Rydberg atom. For speci-
ficity, we consider the case of Rb87 with a weak applied electric field. Ignoring the hy-
perfine structure, we encode the state |0〉 in a superposition of |L = 0, J = 1/2,mJ = 1/2〉
and |L = 1, J = 3/2,mJ = 3/2〉 created by applying a microwave dressing field, with
most of the amplitude being stored in the latter state. The state |1〉 is then encoded
in |L = 1, J = 1/2,mJ = 1/2〉. All three states have the same principal quantum
number. Details can be found in an analogous scheme for polar molecules presented
in entry No. 5 of Table II and Fig 3(d) of Ref. [32]. Note that here we are also
dropping local Z terms which can be canceled by a local rotation. We have cal-
culated dipole matrix elements for Rb87 across a wide range of principal quantum
numbers that confirm this scheme remains viable in the Rydberg setting. We also
assume that, in addition to changing the overall sign of the interaction, we are able
to place qubits in non-interacting electronic ground states to avoid any unwanted
interactions or decay from excited states.
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If a volume of control qubits exists, this volume will convert a qubit j into
a control after time π/2Vj, where Vj is the sum over all interaction constants Vij
for control qubits i. Suppose that enough qubits have been added that the sum
of point-to-point interactions is well-approximated by an integral, which is a good
approximation in the relevant asymptotic regime. The total interaction on a qubit





Here, C is the volume of control qubits. This quantity has the useful property of
scale invariance. If all lengths change by a factor λ, then Hint changes by the factor
λ−3 due to its distance dependence. However, the region of integration expands by
λ3, so the final quantity remains unchanged.
We consider expanding a cube of controls, increasing the side length ` by a
constant factor λ. After this procedure, we obtain a new cube of side length λ`.
Qubits outside of the larger cube have no operations performed on them. Once this
expansion has been performed, we expand the cube again. Due to scale invariance,
the same operation can be performed in identical time. This means that after n
expansion steps, the side length will be λn`. Therefore, we can construct a cube of
side length L in a time proportional to logλ (L/`) as indicated earlier. The scaling
properties of the integral in Eq. (2.19) can be used in cases where α 6= d as well.







For α < d, this saturates to a number independent of L, and for α > d, it implies
that tGHZ ∼ Lα−d. Note that for α > d+ 1, a protocol of successive dilations of the
cube fails to provide optimal scaling.
All that remains to be shown is that the size of the cube can be increased by
a constant factor in finite time. This is not guaranteed because the dipole-dipole
interaction changes sign as a function of θij, causing Vj to be zero for qubits at some
points. If we could only act with the control cube during the expansion time, we
would not be able to perform the expansion as outlined above. However, we can
use a slightly more complicated scheme in which some intermediate qubits are used.
Rather than expand the entire cube at once, we expand the cube outward in the
positive x-, y-, and z-directions successively, each time expanding only to qubits
which lie on lines perpendicular to the expanding face of the rectangular prism, as
illustrated in Fig. 2.5. This works because the interaction can be shown to decrease
monotonically (in absolute value) along Cartesian directions, as we prove below.
Since at long distances we know that the interaction decays to zero and has the
same sign for all target qubits, the monotonicity establishes that there is no zero
crossing. As there is no zero crossing, there will be a finite time that suffices to
complete the expansion. The logarithmic scaling follows.
2.6 Proof of Interaction Monotonicity
We will now prove that the interaction between a cube of controls and a target
qubit decreases monotonically in Cartesian directions. Suppose we begin with a
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Figure 2.5: Successive transformations of the control cube. A cube of side length ` is expanded
first in one direction, then the next. After the final step (not shown), the result will be a cube of
side length λ`.
Figure 2.6: Illustration of the coordinate system used in this section.
rectangular prism located in the y − z plane with dimensions `x × `y × `z and the
origin in the center of one face (see Fig. 2.6 for an illustration). A qubit at point








x′2 + y′2 − 2z′2
(x′2 + y′2 + z′2)5/2
dx′dy′dz′. (2.21)
The integrand in Eq. (2.21) is simply the dipole interaction written in Cartesian
coordinates. We choose y and z to fall in (−`y/2, `y/2) and (−`z/2, `z/2) respectively
to ensure that their projection to the y − z plane lies on the face of the prism. We
consider only positive values of y and z without loss of generality. The derivative of
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(x2 + a2 + c2)
 .
(2.23)
For D(a, b), the sign is always determined by the prefactor because the factor in
parentheses is strictly negative. Using the fact that y and z must be less than `y/2
and `z/2 respectively, we can assign a negative sign to the first two D to appear
in Eq. (2.22) and a positive sign to the second two. Therefore, we find that ∂xV
is always negative in this region, establishing the monotonicity for expansion along
one face in the x-direction. This proof also holds for the y-direction immediately
from symmetry. For the z-direction, a similar argument holds but with a more
complicated parenthetical term in D(a, b).
2.7 Effects of Decoherence
In the next two sections, we will consider the influence of experimental imper-
fections in qubits and gate operations and examine the implication for our protocols
scalability. First, we will consider the influence of decoherence, for instance, due to
spontaneous emission out of the Rydberg excited states. The fragile nature of the
GHZ state means that a single emission can cause our protocol to fail. We assume
that individual qubits fail (spontaneously emit) at a rate γ. This analysis should
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extend to any similar failure mechanism that occurs at a constant rate. If each ex-
pansion step (dilating the cube by λ) takes time δt, then we can consider whether,
in the ith timestep, any of the λ3i qubits currently involved emit. If not, we label
the step a success. The protocol succeeds if all of its individual steps succeed. The
probability that no spontaneous emissions occur at any of Nt time steps and that









If we demand that the protocol successfully entangle N qubits with a probability












This suggests a limit on the number of qubits which can be entangled with a system
of decohering qubits, which we write as







Here Nlr refers to the number of qubits that can be entangled using our long-
range interacting protocol. Note that if ε and λ are taken to be of order 1, Eq. (2.26)
simply implies that Nlrγδt . 1, which is unsurprising since our largest entangled
state decays in a time 1/Nlrγ. We can also consider what this limit looks like in
the case of a protocol which uses nearest-neighbor interactions and, at each step,
increases the cube’s side length by one. In this case, the ith timestep has i3 qubits
















If we assume we’re interested in cases where N is somewhat large a priori, then we








Here the exponent 3/4 arises because we summed over N1/3 terms like i3, yielding
N4/3 and then inverted that. Suppose we take λ = 2, in which case the first step of















To evaluate this figure of merit, we can look at the original proposal for
interaction-based Rydberg gates, which suggests a two-qubit gate timescale of less
than a nanosecond [68]. Our protocol also requires several one qubit gates in
each step, which can also be accomplished on nanosecond timescales using pulsed
lasers [76]. Estimating δt ∼ 5 ns, demanding a success probability of 1/2, and tak-
ing the Rb87 100s state lifetime of 340 µs at a temperature of 300K [34], we find
that Nlr/Nnn ≈ 4.5, meaning that a long-range protocol can achieve a maximally
entangled state containing nearly 4.5 times as many qubits as one constructed by
nearest-neighbor interactions. This figure rises to 4.9 if we solve Eq. (2.27) directly
rather than using the bound. Nlr is about 4×104, suggesting a lifetime for the GHZ
state of roughly 8 ns. Using δt and Nt = logλN
1/3
lr , we find that constructing such
a state would require a total time of about 25 ns.
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To estimate the probability of performing state transfer instead of constructing
the GHZ state, one must simply replace ε with
√
ε in the above analysis, as a state
transfer success is effectively just two successful iterations of the GHZ construction.
After state transfer is performed, we can ask whether it survives long enough to be
read out or transferred into a non-interacting level. Since the single-atom lifetime
of the Rydberg state is 340 µs, this should not be an issue as the time required to
complete the transfer is on the order of tens of nanoseconds. Once transfer or GHZ
creation is complete, the electric field can be turned off to remove the dipole-dipole
interaction in Eq. (2.18).
2.8 Effects of Imperfect Single-qubit Gates
In addition to free evolution under the long-range interaction Hamiltonian
[Eq. (2.18)], our protocol requires a number of single-qubit gates to be performed.
These can be Hadamard gates which produce the CNOT operation out of our ZZ
interaction or the echoing pulses. In any case, a failure of the single-qubit gate can
pose a serious problem to the protocol. Suppose we perform Ns single-qubit gates
which succeed with a probability P . Then, as in the previous section, we demand
that the gate sequence succeed with probability ε, obtaining
PNs > ε =⇒ P > e(ln ε)/Ns . (2.30)
The number of single qubit gates which must be targeted on a qubit in a
timestep varies depending on that qubit’s role during the step, but let us suppose
that on average there are c gates per qubit performed on each of Nt timesteps. We
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can count the number of qubits involved in each timestep just as we did in Eq. (2.25)
to obtain a criterion for success:
P > e(ln ε)/(cλ
3(N−1)/(λ3−1)). (2.31)
Theoretical work on composite pulse sequences for atomic qubits suggests achievable
fidelities of 1− 10−4 [77]. If we assume c = 4 as an estimate, ε = 1/2, and λ = 2 as
in the last section, Eq. (2.31) suggests that roughly 1500 qubits could be entangled
with such gates using our protocol. This is a reduction of several orders of magnitude
from the previous section which considered no single-qubit fidelity issues, a limitation
which highlights the fact that a version of the protocol requiring less single-qubit
control could perhaps entangle dramatically more qubits.
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Chapter 3: Unitary Entanglement Construction in Hierarchical Net-
works
3.1 Introduction
As quantum computers grow from the small, few-qubit machines currently de-
ployed to the large machines required to realize useful, fault-tolerant computations,
it will become increasingly difficult for every physical qubit to be part of a single
contiguous piece of hardware. Just as modern classical computers do not rely on
a single unit of processing and memory, instead using various components such as
CPUs, GPUs, and RAM, we expect that a quantum computer will likewise use spe-
cialized modules to perform different functions. At a higher level, computers can
be organized into clusters, data centers, and cloud services which allow for a dis-
tributed approach to computational tasks, another paradigm quantum computers
will no doubt emulate. Already, there has been significant interest in how quantum
algorithms for elementary operations such as arithmetic perform in distributed-
memory situations [78, 79] and how to automate the design of quantum computer
architectures [80]. In addition, the construction of a fault-tolerant quantum com-
puter naturally suggests a separation of physical qubits into groups corresponding to
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logical qubits, which makes modularity an attractive framework for building fault-
tolerant computers [81]. Modular and scalable computing architectures have been
explored for both ion trap [82,83] and superconducting platforms [84–86].
In this chapter, we use tools from graph theory to discuss benefits and draw-
backs of different potential architectures for a modular quantum computer. A graph-
theoretic approach allows us to flexibly examine a wide range of possible arrange-
ments quantitatively and allows for convenient numerical simulation using existing
software packages designed for network analysis [87]. We especially wish to focus
on families of graphs that can scale with the desired number of qubits. In general,
we assume that connectivity, i.e., being able to quickly perform operations between
nodes, is desirable in an architecture, but that building additional graph edges is in
some way costly or difficult, and so will try to minimize the number of needed edges
to achieve a highly communicative graph.
We will make use of a previously described graph-theoretic binary operation
known as the hierarchical product [88,89]. We will use this iteratively to describe a
new family of graphs we dub “hierarchies.” We will show that hierarchies perform
well by many commonsense graph metrics and argue that they would serve as a
plausible and effecient basis for a quantum computing architecture. Furthermore, we
will demonstrate that these graphs allow for easily-implemented heuristic procedures
to assist in the compilation of quantum algorithms.
We will examine the performance of graphs in generating large entangled states
such as the multi-qubit Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger (GHZ) state (also known as a
cat state). The GHZ state has perfect quantum correlations between different qubits;
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it thus can be used to perform high-precision metrology [23, 46]. In addition, the
creation of a GHZ state can be used as part of a state-transfer protocol, which may
be useful as part of large quantum computations [24].
An additional property of GHZ state preparation and state transfer which
makes them a useful starting point is that, in nearest-neighbor connected systems,
performing these tasks using unitary processes from an initial product state is limited
by the Lieb-Robinson bound [16, 90]. It takes a time proportional to the distance
between two points to establish maximal quantum correlation between them. By
examining these tasks on a range of different graphs, we hope to understand how the
graph structure can affect the limitations on quantum processes caused by locality
considerations. Prior work has characterized the difficulty of creating graph states
[91], but preparation of such states is not limited by Lieb-Robinson considerations.
Our work in this chapter should be contrasted with work on entanglement per-
colation [92,93]. Entanglement percolation describes the process of using low-quality
entanglement between adjacent nodes on a graph to create one unit of long-range,
high-quality entanglement (e.g., a Bell pair). The use of entanglement percolation
to prepare large cluster states on a lattice was considered in Ref. [94]. The nature of
entanglement growth in complex networks was considered in Refs. [95,96], showing
that so-called “scale-free” networks are particularly easy to produce large entangled
states in. We are interested in the overall capability of different graph structures
to perform large computations and in the use of graph eigenvalue methods to un-
derstand the spread of quantum information [97]. GHZ state preparation and state
transfer are just two possible benchmark tasks, and it is possible that other tasks
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would result in different evaluations of relative performance between graphs.
Our work should also be considered in the context of classical network theory,
where much is known about complicated graph structures [98–100]. It remains to be
seen to what degree classical network theory can be easily exported to the quantum
domain. Quantum effects such as the no-cloning theorem may limit our ability
to distribute information, or conversely we can take advantage of teleportation by
distributing quantum bandwidth in anticipation of it actually being needed. As
further examples of how quantum and classical networks differ, it has been shown
that entanglement swapping may be used to permit quantum networks to reshape
themselves into interesting and useful topologies [101]. It has also been shown that,
in general, the optimal strategy for entanglement generation in quantum networks
can be difficult to calculate because many aspects of classical control theory do not
apply [102].
The structure of this chapter is as follows. In Sec. 3.2, we will introduce a bi-
nary operation on graphs known as the hierarchical product, describe how it can be
used to produce families of graphs we call hierarchies, and discuss the properties of
these hierarchies. In Sec. 3.3, we will compare hierarchies to other families of graphs,
examining how certain graph-theoretic quantities scale with the total number of in-
cluded qubits. Readers who are not interested in graph theoretic details may wish
to skip much of these first two sections. In Sec. 3.4, we will use analytic and numer-
ical methods to examine how long is required to construct GHZ states spanning our
graphs or to transfer states across them, using Lieb-Robinson bounds to connect
graph-theoretic quantities to bounds on quantum computing performance. Finally,
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in Sec. 3.5, we will show how the unique structure of hierarchies allows for simple
heuristics to map qubits in an algorithm into physical locations in hardware.
3.2 Hierarchical Products of Graphs
3.2.1 Background and Notation
One of the defining features of modularity in a network is the presence of
clusters of nodes that are well-connected. Qualitatively, a modular network can be
partitioned into such node clusters, or modules, that have a sparse interconnectivity.
In quantum networking, it is believed that fully connected architectures will suffer
greatly decreasing performance or increasing costs as the number of nodes becomes
larger, and this motivates the search for alternative network designs. For instance,
Ref. [21] estimates that a single module of trapped-ion qubits will likely contain
no more than 10 to 100 ions, noting that the speed at which gates are possible
becomes slower as the module is expanded. On the network scale, we might imagine
a network of nodes over longer distances connected by quantum repeaters [103]. In
such a network, establishing direct links between every possible pair of N nodes
would require Θ(N2) sets of quantum repeaters, a prohibitive cost as N becomes
large.
The state of the art in quantum technologies, such as ion traps and supercon-
ducting qubits, is the ability to control a small number (≈ 10 − 100) of physical
qubits using certain fixed sets of one- and two-qubit operations. Instead of increas-
ing the size of these modules, one could instead build a network out of many small
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modules that are connected at a higher level in a sparse way, perhaps by optical
communication links [21].
Our first goal will be to describe modular architectures in the language of graph
theory. This will then allow us to quantify and compare their connectivity properties
against other network designs, notably the nearest-neighbor grid architecture.
Our detour into graph theory in this chapter serves two purposes. First, it
will allow to develop a rigorous way to construct families of graphs which we believe
are promising quantum computing architectures. Second, we will later (beginning
in Sec. 3.4) use these graph properties to connect directly to physical bounds on the
generation of states with long-range quantum correlations; phrasing the properties
of quantum architectures as graphs allows us to make a direct application of the
Lieb-Robinson bound to these cases.
An unweighted graph G = (V,E) is conventionally specified by a set of vertices
V , and a set of edges between the vertices E, where an edge between distinct vertices
i and j will be denoted by the pair (i, j). In this chapter, we use the terms “vertex”
and “node” synonymously. The order of a graph is the total number of vertices in
the graph, |V |. It will be useful for the purposes of this chapter to work with weighted
graphs, where we specify a weight wij ∈ R for each pair of vertices (i, j) ∈ V × V .
Two vertices i and j are said to be disconnected if wij = 0, and connected by an
edge with weight wij 6= 0 otherwise. Thus, unweighted graphs may be thought of as
graphs with unit weight on every edge.
Finally, the graphs we consider here will be simple, meaning:
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• The edges have no notion of direction. In other words, wij = wji for all
i, j ∈ V .
• There are no self-edges, i.e., wii = 0 for all i ∈ V .
• Any two vertices have at most one edge between them.
Henceforth, graphs will be simple and weighted, unless otherwise specified.
The information contained in a graph can be represented as a matrix known
as the adjacency matrix, whose rows and columns are labeled by the vertices in V
and whose entries hold edge weights. Thus, the adjacency matrix is an n×n matrix
where |V | = n. The adjacency matrix AG (or simply A for shorthand) for a graph
G is given by
Aij =

0, if i = j,
wij, if i 6= j.
(3.1)




wij. For unweighted graphs, the valency of any node is simply the
number of edges incident at that node, otherwise known as the degree of the node.
We will also define the graph diameter, δ(G), as the maximization of the shortest
distance between two nodes on the graph over all pairs of nodes.




vi, if i = j,
−wij, if i 6= j.
(3.2)
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The algebraic Laplacian is closely related to the adjacency matrix, since we may
write L = ∆ − A, where ∆ = diag (v1, . . . , vn) is the diagonal matrix of vertex
valencies. The eigenvalues of the algebraic Laplacian give us bounds on various
graph properties, as discussed further in Sec. 3.2.2.4.
Finally, we remark that the algebraic Laplacian should not be confused with
the normalized Laplacian L = ∆− 12L∆− 12 , which is frequently seen in the network
theory literature. The algebraic properties discussed in the next section (such as
associativity of the hierarchical product) apply to the adjacency matrix as well as
the algebraic Laplacian, but not to the normalized Laplacian.
3.2.2 Hierarchical Product
Here, we will define the hierarchical product and illustrate it with simple
examples. For a fuller exposition, see Ref. [88], where the hierarchical product of
graphs was introduced. Note that, in some contexts, the hierarchical product is also
known as the rooted product [89].
Given a graph G, let 1G denote the identity matrix on n = |V | vertices. We
will denote by DG an n × n diagonal matrix with 1 as the first entry and zero
everywhere else. Note that there is no natural notion of order to graph vertices, so
the choice of “first” vertex must be specified explicitly. Graphs with such a specified
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Definition 3.2.1. Given graphs G and H, the hierarchical product P = G Π H
is the graph on vertices VP = VG × VH and edges EP ⊆ VP × VP specified by the
adjacency matrix
AP = AG ⊗DH + 1G ⊗ AH , (3.4)
or, equivalently, by the algebraic Laplacian
LP = LG ⊗DH + 1G ⊗ LH . (3.5)
We will often use the shorthand AP = AG Π AH and LP = LG Π LH .
If G and H are graphs, then GΠH may be thought of as one copy of G with |G|
copies of H, each attached to a different vertex of G (see Fig. 3.1). Thus, GΠH is a
graph which has |G| modules of |H| nodes each. The modules’ internal connectivity
is described by H, and the modules are connected to one another in a manner
described by G. The hierarchical product formalism therefore naturally produces
modular graphs. Its main advantage comes from the convenience of working with
the algebra at the level of adjacency matrices and Laplacians, which in turn makes
the computation of important properties of such graphs straightforward.
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Figure 3.1: A simple example of the hierarchical product GΠH between the cycle graphs G = C4
and H = C3. The first term in Eq. (3.4), AG⊗DH , creates one copy of G on the vertex set formed
by the first vertices of each H copy, while the second term 1G ⊗AH creates the four copies of H.
We now present some properties of the hierarchical product which make it an
attractive formalism for practical applications in quantum networking.
3.2.2.1 Structural Properties
At the level of adjacency matrices, the hierarchical product is associative. Let
A,B,C be three adjacency matrices. Then,
(A ΠB) Π C = A Π (B Π C) . (3.6)
For a proof, we refer the reader to Ref. [88].
Associativity implies that a product of multiple graphs does not depend on the
order of evaluation. Therefore, we can unambiguously take the hierarchical product
over many graphs to produce a graph of the form Gk Π Gk−1 Π · · · Π G1. We will
refer to such graphs as hierarchies, and the i-th graph in the product Gi as the
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i-th level of the hierarchy, enumerated from the bottom level upwards (symbolically,
from right to left). In particular, if all Gi are equal to some graph G, then we write
GΠk := G Π · · ·GΠ︸ ︷︷ ︸
k−1 times
G. (3.7)
and refer to GΠk as a depth-k (or k-level) hierarchy.
Note that the hierarchical product does not satisfy many properties which are
commonly assumed for operations on matrices. In particular,
1. Bilinearity: (A1 + A2) ΠB = A1⊗DB +A2⊗DB + 1(A1+A2)⊗B 6= A1 ΠB +
A2 ΠB. Similarly, A Π (B1 +B2) 6= A ΠB1 + A ΠB2.
2. Scalar multiplication: For any scalar α, (αA) Π B = αA ⊗ DB + 1A ⊗ B 6=
α (A ΠB) 6= AΠ(αB). Note however that scalar multiplication is distributive
in the following way: α (A ΠB) = (αA) Π (αB).
Hierarchical graphs are also instances of hyperbolic graphs. The Gromov-
hyperbolicity [105], which measures curvature and is small for a graph with large
negative curvature, is only a constant for hierarchical graphs. Since the hyperbolicity
in general is at most half the graph diameter, whereas in this case it is independent
of the diameter, it is termed constantly hyperbolic in the parlance of Ref. [106].
Hyperbolic graphs are seen in several real-world complex networks [107, 108], most
notably the internet [109, 110]. Hyperbolic lattices have also been realized recently
in superconducting circuits [111].
Finally, hierarchies have low tree-, clique- and rank-widths, which are each
measures of the decomposibility of a graph [112]. These structural properties imply
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efficient algorithms for optimization problems expressible in monadic second-order
(MSO) logic – a class which, for arbitrary graphs, includes several NP-hard prob-
lems. This feature could potentially be used to solve circuit layout and optimization
problems on modular architectures without resorting to heuristics. We refer the
reader to Ref. [113] for details on these structural results.
3.2.2.2 Scalability
So far we have discussed hierarchies in which the edges in different levels of
the hierarchy are equally weighted. However, one useful generalization would be
to allow the weight of edges at each layer of the hierarchy to vary. The meaning
of this weight could vary depending on the context. In some cases, weights can be
used to quantify the costs of an edge (cost weight). In others, we may wish to use
weighted edges to quantify the power or performance of a network, interpreting edge
weights as the strength of terms in a Hamiltonian or, inversely, the time required to
communicate between nodes (time weight).
In this chapter, we prefer to remain agnostic to the meaning of the weights as
much as is possible. When we calculate graph properties in Sec. 3.3, we will do so
without reference to the meaning of the weights. In general, we will allow a graph
to assign multiple kinds of weights to its edges, and each type of weight might scale
differently. For now, we define a generalization of the hierarchical product which
will allow us to construct hierarchies that incorporate different weights at different
levels of the hierarchy.
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Definition 3.2.2. Given graphs G and H, and α ∈ R+, the α-weighted hierarchical
product P = GΠαH is a graph on vertices VP = VG× VH and edges EP ⊆ VP × VP
specified by the adjacency matrix
AP = αAG ⊗DH + 1G ⊗ AH , (3.8)
or, equivalently, by the algebraic Laplacian
LP = αLG ⊗DH + 1G ⊗ LH . (3.9)
We will often use the shorthand AP = AG Πα AH , and LP = LG Πα LH .
As before, we may construct a k-level, weighted hierarchy out of k base graphs
G1, . . . , Gk, and k weights αi, . . . , αk ≡ ~α, so that the edges of the i-th level graph
Gi are weighted by the i-th component of ~α, αi. The adjacency matrix of such a




αi1[i+1. .k] ⊗ Ai ⊗D[1. .i−1], (3.10)
where the subscripts [a . . b] on 1 and D are shorthand for the Kronecker product
of matrices over all descending indices in the integer interval [a . . b]. For instance,
D[1. .i−1] := DGi−1 ⊗DGi−2 ⊗ · · · ⊗DG1 .
Defined as above, a weighted hierarchy GΠ~αk is uniquely and efficiently speci-
fied by a real vector of weights ~α ∈ R+k and an ordered tuple of graphs (G1, . . . , Gk).
It will be the case that our analyses are unaffected by an overall scaling of the weight
vector, so that one may identify ~α ≡ c~α for any real scalar c. As convention, we will
always normalize by setting α1 = 1, which corresponds to assigning a unit-weight
multiplicative factor to the lowest-level graphs in the hierarchy.
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We can construct the adjacency matrix of the graph GΠ~αk by repeated ap-
plication of the two-fold product (Def. 3.2.2) in some well-defined way, analogous
to Eq. (3.7). However, unlike before, the weighted product is non-associative, so
we must first define an order of operations for manifold weighted products. Unless
otherwise specified, we will always evaluate a manifold product from right to left,
which corresponds to building the hierarchies from the bottom up, and is required
in order to ensure that this definition matches Eq. (3.10). For example, in the 3-fold
product A3 Πα3 A2 Πα2 (α1A1), we will first evaluate the product A2 Πα2 (α1A1), and
then take the product of A3, weighted by α3, with the resulting graph. The final
result is
α3A3 ⊗D2 ⊗D1 + α213 ⊗ A2 ⊗D1 + α113 ⊗ 12 ⊗ A1. (3.11)
In fact, a k-fold product, when evaluated this way, matches the right hand side of
Eq. (3.10). Therefore, the k-level weighted hierarchy can also be written unambigu-
ously as
AΠ~αk = Ak Παk Ak−1 Παk−1 · · · Πα2 (α1A1). (3.12)
Henceforth, the weight α1, which scales the lowest-level adjacency matrix A1, will
be dropped due to our normalization choice of α1 = 1.
An important class of hierarchy graphs is one where the level weights follow a
geometric progression of weights, i.e., αi = α
i−1. We will denote such hierarchies by
GΠαk, where the scalar subscript α will be understood to mean the mutual weighting
between successive hierarchies. For α > 1, this leads to a “fat tree” structure, while
for α < 1, we instead get a “skinny tree” for which the edge weights decrease between
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Figure 3.2: An illustration of the use of the hierarchical product to produce (a) “skinny” and (b)
“fat” trees. In each case, the hierarchy KΠα33 is drawn, with the thickness of edges illustrating the
weight of those edges. Depending on whether α < 1 or α > 1, this can lead to either lower-weighted
high-level edges as in (a) or higher-weighted ones as in (b). Note that, for ease of visualization,
here we break the usual convention of taking the lowest-level edges as unit weight.
consecutive levels from the leaves to the root. These constructions are illustrated
in Fig. 3.2, and mentioned because fat trees are known to be a commonly used
architecture in classical networks [114].
Allowing a clear separation of the modular system into hierarchical levels, each
of which can be assigned unique edge weight, enables straightforward discussion of
computation that occurs both within and between modules in a unified framework.
When two nodes interact, we can assign this a cost that depends on the edges
between them.
3.2.2.3 Node Addressal
A hierarchy on N nodes gives a natural labeling of the nodes. Suppose the









Figure 3.3: Addressing nodes in the hierarchy, layer by layer. Shown is a three-level hierarchy
with the triangle graph K3 as its base. Each vertex is represented as a 3-digit number in base 3.
The first digit points to a node at the top level (red solid triangle), the second to a location in the
second level (blue dashed triangle), and finally, the last digit (yellow dotted triangle) specifies the
node location completely.
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nodes, where nk = N . Label the vertices of G by indices j = 0, 1, . . . , n− 1. Then,
the adjacency matrix 1G ⊗ G (which corresponds to n disjoint copies of G) has
vertices which may be labeled as (jk), where j, k = 0, 1, . . . n − 1. The first label
identifies which copy of G the node occurs in, while the second identifies where in
G it appears. The same vertex labeling can then be used for the 2-level hierarchy
GΠG. In this manner, the k-level hierarchy has nk vertices with labels of the form
(b1b2 · · · bk), where bi ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n− 1} for all i. This is essentially a k-digit, base-n
representation of numbers from 0 to N = nk − 1, as illustrated in Fig. 3.3.
This node addressal scheme allows for each node to be uniquely identified in a
way that simultaneously describes its connectivity to other nodes and allows for easy
counting of how many nodes lie in either the entire graph or in particular subgraphs.
This addressal scheme will be important for describing a variant of hierarchies in
Sec. 3.2.2.5 and for implementing the graphs in software, e.g. as used to generate
the numerical results in Sec. 3.4.3.
3.2.2.4 Spectral Properties
One of the tools frequently used in analyzing large networks is the spectral
decomposition of the Laplacian. The behavior of the largest eigenvalue, the first
eigenvalue gap, and the distribution of eigenvalues as a function of the network
parameters are some of the diagnostics that can provide key information about
dynamical processes on the network, and can also be used as points of comparison
between competing network topologies [115].
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The smallest eigenvalue of a Laplacian is always λ1 = 0, which corresponds to
the uniform eigenvector ~e1 = (1, 1, . . . , 1). In ascending order, the eigenvalues of L
may be denoted by 0 = λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤ · · · ≤ λN . We now state some graph properties
that can be related to the spectrum of L [115,116].
The second eigenvalue λ2 is known as the algebraic connectivity of the graph
and is closely related to the expansion and connectivity properties of the graph.
Broadly, the larger the value of λ2, the better the connectivity of the network. To




≤ δ (H) ≤ 2
⌈∆ + λ2
4λ2
ln (N − 1)
⌉
, (3.13)
where ∆ is the maximum degree of H. It can be seen that a larger value for λ2 will
lead to a smaller graph diameter. We also have the following asymptotic bound on









ln (N − 1)
⌉
. (3.14)
Another important diagnostic of a network is given by the Cheeger constant h(H)
[117], also called the isoperimetric number or the graph conductance. This graph
invariant is a measure of how difficult the graph is to disconnect by cutting edges.
For a connected graph, this number is always positive. As benchmark values, the
complete graph KN has Cheeger constant N/2 while a cycle graph CN has Cheeger






λ2 (2∆− λ2). (3.15)
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Many other graph properties may be derived from the Laplacian spectrum as well
(see, e.g., Refs. [115,116]).
For a large network, finding the eigenvalues can be numerically expensive.
However, hierarchies have a special structure which can be exploited for the eval-
uation of graph spectra. Here, we show (in Theorem 3.2.1) that if the spectra of
the base graphs Li are known, then one can derive the spectrum of the k-level hi-
erarchy efficiently using a recursive procedure. We first present two lemmas. The
first lemma generalizes Theorem 3.10 from Ref. [88], which states that the charac-
teristic polynomial φP (x) (= det [x1− P ]) of an unweighted hierarchical product of
adjacency matrices A, B is given by







where A′ (resp. B′) is the matrix A (resp. B) with the first row and first column
removed, and nA = |GA| is the order of the graph A. In fact, Eq. (3.16) applies to
Laplacians as well as adjacency matrices. The lemma below further generalizes this
statement to a weighted product of Laplacians.
Lemma 3.2.1. Let K and L be two graph Laplacians with characteristic polyno-
mials given by φK(x) and φL(x), respectively. Then, the characteristic polynomial
φΠ(x) of the hierarchical product K Πα L is given by









where nk = dim {K}, and L′ is defined similar to A′ and B′ above.
Proof. Denote the spectra of K and L by {κj} and {λj}, respectively. Recall that
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the α-weighted hierarchical product may be written as
K Πα L = αK ⊗DL + 1K ⊗ L. (3.18)
If UK is a unitary that diagonalizes K, we conjugate the above equation with the
unitary UK ⊗ 1L, and look at the resulting block matrix. Each block corresponds
to an eigenvalue of K, and thus the j-th block is given by ακjDL + L. The full
spectrum may then be expressed as a disjoint union of the block spectra,
spec (K Πα L) =
|K|⊔
j=1
spec (ακjDL + L) . (3.19)
Now, we apply Eq. (3.16) to K Πα L ≡ (αK) Π L and use the fact that φαK(x) =











. This yields Eq. (3.17), as desired.
Now we show that if the eigenvalues of K and the polynomials φL and φL′
are known, then there is a straightforward procedure to compute the eigenvalues of
K Πα L.
Lemma 3.2.2. Let K and L be graph Laplacians, as before. Each eigenvalue of





for some K-eigenvalue κi.
Proof. Any eigenvalue of the product graph must be a zero of the left-hand side of
Eq. (3.17) and, by equality, a zero of the right-hand side. Now, the degree of poly-
nomial φK is nK , which implies that the term of degree nK must be nonzero. Thus,
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, there must be a term which is indivisible by
the polynomial φL′ (x). Therefore, the zero of the right-hand side cannot be a root
of the polynomial φL′ .












is a root of
φK . Therefore, we solve Eq. (3.20) for x, for all roots κi of K.
If the forms of φL and φL′ are known (and if each have sufficiently low degree),
then computing the roots of φΠ becomes tractable, even if K is a large matrix. This
suggests a recursive procedure for computing the spectrum of a k-level hierarchy, by
writing it as a product of the (k − 1)-level hierarchy with the k-th base graph. We
now frame this as our main result of this section:
Theorem 3.2.1. Suppose we have a k-level hierarchy LΠ~αk described by base graph
Laplacians L1, L2, . . . , Lk and weights ~α = (1, α2, . . . , αk) as follows,
LΠ~αk = Lk Παk Lk−1 Παk−1 · · · Πα3 L2 Πα2 L1. (3.21)
Define a new set of weights ~β = (1, β2, . . . , βk) with βi = αi/αi−1, and a new set of
Laplacians Mk,Mk−1, . . . ,M1 recursively as
Mk = Lk,
Mi = Mi+1 Πβi+1 Li.
Then, the following hold:
1. M1 = L
Π~αk.
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for some µ(i+1) ∈ spec {Mi+1}.
Proof. First, we prove statement 1. It can be seen that




(αkLk ⊗Dk−1 + αk−11k ⊗ Lk−1) , (3.23)




(αkLk ⊗Dk−1 ⊗Dk−2 +
αk−11k ⊗ Lk−1 ⊗Dk−2 + αk−21k−1 ⊗ 1k−2 ⊗ Lk−2), (3.24)
and so on, until we have an ~α-weighted sum over all k of the base graphs (with an
overall denominator of α1 = 1), which is precisely L
Π~αk.
The proof of statement 2 follows as a direct consequence of Lemma 3.2.2, with
K = Mi+1, L = Li, and α = βi+1.
Theorem 3.2.1 provides an algorithm to compute the spectrum of LΠ~αk, namely:
1. Compute the relative weight vector ~β from ~α.
2. Start with i = k, where the spectrum of Mk = Lk is known. Decrease i by
one.
3. Compute the spectrum of Mi from the known spectrum of Mi+1 and Eq. (3.22).
Decrease i by one.
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Figure 3.4: Two topologies with the same number of nodes (28) and edges (49). While the
diameters for the two graphs are the same, are they equally well-connected? A comparison of
the Cheeger constants (see Table 3.1) suggests that the left graph is less interconnected. This is
consistent with the spectral gap, which is smaller for the left graph, indicating poorer connectivity.
4. Perform step 3 repeatedly, halting at i = 0. Return the spectrum of M1 =
LΠ~αk.
Therefore, given a large hierarchy, one can efficiently compute the Laplacian eigen-
values and use them to find bounds on important graph properties. This is a scalable
technique for obtaining figures of merit efficiently for hierarchies. Later, in Sec. 3.3,
we will present analytic results for some of these figures of merit for simple hierar-
chies, but the results of the current section can be used even in more complicated
cases, such as hierarchies that do not use the same G at every layer or that have
heterogeneous scaling parameters.
Due to the structural richness and heterogeneity of graphs, it is not always
easy to decide whether one graph is, for instance, more connected than another
graph. One aspect of connectivity is how close the nodes are to one another, which
is captured by quantities like the diameter and mean distance. In Fig. 3.4, we
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compare two graphs, C7 ΠK4 and K7 ΠC4, which have an identical number of nodes
(28) and edges (49). The two graphs also have identical diameters (5 each), but the
mean distance for the left graph is smaller (see Table 3.1). Under these measures,
the left graph appears better connected.
Better connectivity also corresponds to having fewer bottlenecks in the graph,
which corresponds to a larger Cheeger constant. In Fig. 3.4, the graph on the
right has a larger Cheeger constant, as one would expect given that it has complete
connectivity between the seven modules. Note that this metric of connectivity need
not agree with the mean distance, as seen in this example.
Similarly, a parameter-by-parameter comparison of the two hierarchy graphs
C13 Π K5 and K13 Π C5 (Table 3.1) reveals that, while both graphs are two-level
hierarchies with the same number of nodes and edges, K13 Π C5 has the smaller
diameter, smaller mean distance, larger cheeger constant, and a larger spectral gap,
all of which indicate better connectivity. While structural comparisions for the
above examples can be carried out simply by inspection or a quick calculation of
graph quantities, general hierarchies may be far too complex to compare this way. In
practice, when choosing a modular topology with the best connectivity, one might
hope for a single, balanced measure of connectivity that relates to aspects such
as node distance and bottleneckedness and is easy to compute. The spectral gap
λ2 meets these requirements. It is asymptotically related to the other invariants
discussed here via upper and lower bounds in Eqs. (3.13)–(3.15). Furthermore, λ2
can be efficiently computed using the recursive procedure described earlier in this
section.
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Graph Invariant C7 ΠK4 vs. K7 Π C4 C13 ΠK5 vs. K13 Π C5
Number of edges 49 49 143 143
Number of nodes 28 28 65 65
Diameter 5 5 8 5
Mean distance 2.68 2.71 4.77 3.23
Cheeger constant 0.17 1.0 0.07 1.4
Spectral gap λ2 0.16 0.46 0.04 0.34
Table 3.1: Comparison of topologies by connectivity measure. In each case, the graphs being
compared have an identical number of nodes and edges. The better value for each comparison is
underlined.
3.2.2.5 Truncated Hierarchical Product
In some scenarios, there may be physical or technological limitations on the
total number of interconnections allowed at a single node of a quantum computer.
In our framework, this manifests as a restriction on the maximum degree of a node.
We believe that hierarchical structures can still prove useful in this context, but (as
we will see in Sec. 3.3) the hierarchy we have described thus far has a maximum
degree which grows linearly with the number of levels of the hierarchy.
We now introduce an architecture which maintains the hierarchical properties
but also has a bounded maximum node degree (i.e. maximum node degree that
does not go to infinity as the number of levels goes to infinity). To model such an
architecture, we modify the hierarchical product G1 ΠG2. Whereas previously, |G1|
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Figure 3.5: A demonstration of how our hierarchical product can be truncated to avoid requiring
many interconnections at one node. As the hierarchy grows, the graph is duplicated and then
attached to a subset of nodes in a larger version of the base graph, G.
copies of G2 were connected according to G1, we now bring together |G1|−1 copies,
which we connect according toG1, and add the root node ofG1 without an associated
subhierarchy (see Fig. 3.5). When extended to a many-level hierarchy, this means
that every node will be connected to, at most, two levels, and so its degree will not
grow as the hierarchy grows. We will denote this truncated hierarchical product by
G1 Γ G2, and its weighted version as G1 Γα G2. It can be written algebraically in
terms of adjacency matrices by adopting a more general definition of the hierarchical
product.
Definition 3.2.3. Given rooted graphsG andH, the weighted truncated hierarchical
product P = G ΓαH is a graph on vertices VP = VG × VH and edges EP ⊆ VP × VP
specified by the adjacency matrix
AP = αAG ⊗DH + PG ⊗ AH , (3.25)
or, equivalently, the algebraic Laplacian
LP = αLG ⊗DH + PG ⊗ LH . (3.26)
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Here, PG is a projector onto all nodes in G except the root node. At the level of
adjacency matrices, we may also write AP = AG Γα AH . An unweighted version,
G ΓH, can be obtained by setting α = 1.
An illustration of this architecture can be found in Fig. 3.5. From this defini-
tion, we naturally derive both unweighted and weighted truncated hierarchies, GΓk
and GΓ~αk. We note that a generalization of this definition to allow an arbitrary
projector (rather than one that only excludes the root node) is possible, but we do
not consider such a case in this chapter.
The addressing scheme outlined in Sec. 3.2.2.3 can also be used for truncated
hierarchies. However, since many nodes do not sit atop sub-hierarchies in this case,
not all node addresses are valid. We will assume that the node in the i-th level
which connects to the level above it has a zero in the i-th digit of its address. In
a truncated hierarchy, each node whose address contains a zero (representing the
“root” of a hierarchy) must have only zeros in all following positions, as it does not
contain any further sub-hierarchies. The base-n addressal scheme can thus be used
to specify which nodes are present in a truncated hierarchy.
Note that the truncated hierarchical product adds nodes more slowly than
(although with the same scaling as) the hierarchical product structure specified at
the beginning of Sec. 3.2.2. When we perform graph comparisons in Sec. 3.3, we
will consider all cost functions and optimizations in terms of the total number of
nodes so that the two architectures can be compared fairly.
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Figure 3.6: Illustration of the graph structures considered in this section, each with nine nodes
except (f). (a) The complete graph K9. (b) The cycle graph C9. (c) The star graph S9. (d) The
nearest-neighbor grid in two dimensions. (e) The hierarchical product KΠ23 . (f) The truncated
hierarchical product of Sec. 3.2.2.5, KΓ23 .
3.3 Graph Comparisons
Having developed the machinery to construct hierarchies, we will now evaluate
them against other potential architectures. Any evaluation is impossible to do in
an absolute sense, since what properties are desirable in a graph and how serious
the cost of improving them is will depend on both the application as well as the
physical system under consideration. In general, we assume that the most desirable
quality of a graph is some measure of connectivity or the ease with which the graph
can transport information between nodes. Note that it is always possible to trans-
late between quantum circuit architectures with some overhead. A detailed atlas
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summarizing these overheads can be found in Ref. [118].
We will look at the scenario of state transfer, which is an important subroutine
that may need to be carried out if an algorithm requires gates to be performed
between two qubits that are not directly connected. We consider the worst-case
state transfer time on a given graph, which allows us to evaluate graphs without
reference to any particular quantum algorithm. If we are interested in the time
taken for state transfer in the graph, an appropriate metric can be the diameter of
the graph, δ(H), under the assumption that information transfer takes unit time
along any edge in the graph. The diameter then captures the maximum distance,
and hence the maximum time required for information to travel between any two
nodes in the system.
For graphs produced by the weighted hierarchical product, we will also consider
a diameter which takes into account edge weight. This “weighted diameter,” δw(H),
can be found by considering all pairs of nodes j, k and identifying the two whose
least-weighted connecting path has the highest sum weight of edges. If we consider
a path between two nodes j and k to be a set of nodes P = {j, v1, v2 . . . vn, k} with
a weight W (P ) given by the sum wj,v1 + wv1,v2 + · · · + wvn,k, then the weighted





W (P ). (3.27)
One way to grasp why the weighted diameter is a useful quantity is to consider the
time weights of edges, where the weight signifies the time required to perform a gate
between two connected qubits. In this case, the weighted diameter is the maximum
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time it will take us to perform a chain of two-qubit gates that connects two different
qubits (for instance, using SWAP operations to bring the two qubits to adjacent
positions and then performing the final desired operation).
However, optimizing only with respect to connectivity yields a trivial result,
because a fully connected graph is obviously most capable of communicating infor-
mation between any two points. Therefore, we will consider a number of different
possible “costs” associated with physical implementations of graphs. One potential
input to the cost function is the maximum degree of a graph, ∆(H). As discussed
in the previous section, we want to avoid needing to connect too many different
communication channels to a single node. Another is total edge weight w(H) – if it
costs time, energy, money, coherence, or effort to produce communication between
two nodes, we should try to use as few communication channels as possible.
We now walk through the calculations for several important graph quantities
for several graphs: an all-to-all connected graph, a cycle graph, a star graph, a
square grid, a hierarchy graph with scaling parameter α, and a truncated version of
that same hierarchy graph. We calculate how quantities scale with the total number
of nodes N . For ease of calculation, we assume that N nodes fit in the architecture
of the current graph; for instance, we assume N = `d for some integer ` for a d-
dimensional square graph. All results of this section are compiled in Table 3.2, and
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Table 3.2: Summary of scalings of important graph properties with total node number, N . All
entries describe only the scaling of the leading coefficient with d, n, and N .
3.3.1 Graph Calculations
3.3.1.1 Complete Graph, KN
Since all nodes in a complete graph [Fig. 3.6(a)] have edges between them, the
diameter is simply 1. This comes at the cost of very high maximum degree, N − 1,
as every node is connected to all N − 1 other nodes. The total weight of every edge
is the same, and there are N(N − 1)/2 edges because every pair of nodes has a
corresponding edge. Therefore, the total edge weight scales as Θ(N2).
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3.3.1.2 Cycle Graph, CN
In a cycle graph [Fig. 3.6(b)], the diameter is bN/2c, the distance to the
opposite side of the circle. The maximum degree is only 2, and the total weight
of the edges is likewise only N . This graph is thus able to reduce the cost factors
associated with the complete graph, but at the cost of a much higher asymptotic
diameter.
3.3.1.3 Star Graph, SN
The star graph is the graph which has a single central node connected to
all others [Fig. 3.6(c)]. Like the complete graph, it also has a constant diameter,
although this diameter is two rather than one. The maximum degree of the star
graph is N − 1, the same as the complete graph. However, the star graph improves




. Thus, we have improved the cost asymptotically without affecting the overall
scaling of the diameter of the graph.
The example of SN raises a complication which we do not attempt to quantify
in this chapter. In a realistic distributed quantum computer, we expect that a
significant amount of operations need to be performed at the same time and need to
be scheduled on the graph. But in the star graph, all operations between nodes must
pass through the single central hub. This is likely to lead to a scheduling bottleneck
when performing general quantum algorithms. While we do not attempt to treat
scheduling of such algorithms on the network in this chapter, in future work we hope
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to consider these complications, which will at times make the star graph unsuitable
for real-world use. An experimental comparison of the star graph and the complete
graph in existing five-qubit quantum computers can be found in Ref. [119]. In those
experiments, the requirement that all information be shuttled through a central
node for the SN connectivity made high-fidelity execution of quantum algorithms
more difficult.
3.3.1.4 Square Grid Graph
We consider now a square grid (i.e., a hypercubic lattice) in d dimensions
[Fig. 3.6(d)]. Here, the diameter is d(N1/d − 1), since this is the distance from the
point in one corner labeled (1, 1, 1, . . . ) to the opposite corner at (N1/d, N1/d, . . . )
(note that diagonal moves are not allowed). The maximum degree depends on the
dimension, as each interior node is connected to 2d other nodes. The total edge
weight can be found by considering that each node on the interior of the graph
corresponds with exactly d edges, and it is these edges that dominate as N → ∞.
Therefore, the total edge weight scales as Θ(dN).
3.3.1.5 Hierarchy Graph, GΠ~αk
As the hierarchy graph [Fig. 3.6(e)] is built recursively, it is easiest to calculate
its properties using recursion relations. We consider a graph that has k levels to it,
so that given a base graph G and n = |G|, then the overall graph has nk nodes.






. Since all sub-hierarchies are rooted at their first vertex, we will
need to keep track of the eccentricity of the root node, which we denote by ε(F ) for
any subhierarchy F . The eccentricity of any graph node is defined as the maximum
distance from that node to any other node in the graph F . Here, we fix ε(F ) to be
the root eccentricity for the graph in question.
Now, we write recursion relations for two quantities, the unweighted diameter
δ(GΠ~αi) of an i-level hierarchy for some intermediate i, and the eccentricity ε(GΠ~αi)
of the top-level root node of the current i-level hierarchy.
Consider a diametric path in an i-level hierarchy. This path must ascend
and descend the entire hierarchy. That is, using the notation of Sec. 3.2.2.3, two
maximally separated qubits have addresses that are different in their first digit.
Such a path can always be partitioned into 3 disjoint pieces, the terminal two of
which each lie in some (i− 1)-level subhierarchy, while the middle piece lies in the
current top (i.e. i-th) level. These three pieces must be independently maximal,
since the path is diametric. The middle piece maximizes to the diameter of the top-
level graph, which is simply δ(G). The two sub-level pieces each maximize to the
root eccentricity of the (i− 1)-th level subhierarchy, which is precisely the quantity
ε(GΠ~α(i−1)). Therefore, our first recursion reads
δ(GΠ~αi) = 2ε(GΠ~α(i−1)) + δ(G). (3.28)
The i-th level root eccentricity may be found by a similar argument. Partition
the most eccentric path (starting at the top level root node) into two pieces, one
which lies at the top level, and the other which lies exclusively in the lower levels.
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Maximizing both pieces, one gets
ε(GΠ~αi) = ε(GΠ~α(i−1)) + ε(G). (3.29)
Solving the second relation, we get ε(GΠ~αi) = iε(G). By substitution, the first
recursion has the solution
δ(GΠ~αk) = 2(k − 1)ε(G) + δ(G). (3.30)
Since the total number of levels is given by k = lognN , and the graph diameter is
no greater than twice the eccentricity of any node, we conclude that the diameter
scales as Θ(ε(G) lognN) for a general graph G. If we specifically examine the case





= 2 logn(N)− 1.
Next we calculate the maximum degree. Again, we proceed by recursion.
Iterating the hierarchical product to some level i can be viewed as attaching a
copy of the graph GΠ~α(i−1) to every point in the graph G. Therefore, the degree
of every root node in the (i− 1)-level subhierarchies increases by the degree of
the corresponding node in graph G. The maximal increase achievable thus is the
maximum degree ∆(G) of graph G. Since the root node for an i-level subhierarchy
has i distinct copies of G attached to it, its degree is given by i · deg (g1), where g1
is the root node of G. Then, the i-level maximum degree can be expressed as
∆(GΠ~αi) = max
{
(i− 1) deg (g1) + ∆ (G) ,∆(GΠ~α(i−1))
}
(3.31)
. . . = max
0≤j≤i−1
{j deg (g1) + ∆(G)} (3.32)
= (i− 1)deg (g1) + ∆ (G) , (3.33)
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where the second step was obtained by recursion. For a general G, this gives the
maximum degree scaling as ∆(GΠ~αk) = Θ(lognN). For K
Π~αk
n , the root degree
and the maximum degree of the base graph Kn are both n − 1, so ∆(KΠ~αkn ) =
(n− 1) lognN .
Now we consider the total edge weight of the hierarchy. We compute this by
a recursion relation, first by duplicating the existing edge weight at i − 1 levels by
n (the number of smaller hierarchies we must bring together) and then adding new
edges. If the edges at level i have weight αi, we can write this as:
w(GΠ~αi) = nw(GΠ~α(i−1)) + αiw(G). (3.34)
By counting the number of subhierarchies with different weights, we find the follow-








αi |G|k−i . (3.35)
This can be verified by checking that it satisfies the recursion relation Eq. (3.34). If












This behavior can be broken into three regimes. For α = n, every term in the sum
is identical, and the overall scaling is Θ(nN lognN). Otherwise, we can perform the











Here, the scaling will depend on the relative size of n and α. For n > α, the first
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= Θ(nN). Otherwise, we can write




= Θ(nN logn α).
Finally, we calculate the weighted diameter of a k-level hierarchy δw(G
Π~αk),
just as for the unweighted diameter, by solving recursion relations for the quantities
δw(G
Π~αi) and εw(G
Π~αi), which are, respectively, the weighted diameter and weighted
root eccentricity for an i-level weighted hierarchy. Here, note that the top level (at
any intermediate stage i) is weighted by αi. Therefore, the recursion for the weighted
diameter is modified to
δw(G
Π~αi) = 2εw(G
Π~α(i−1)) + αiδw(G). (3.38)
Similarly, the recursion for the weighted eccentricity becomes
εw(G
Π~αi) = εw(G
Π~α(i−1)) + αiεw(G), (3.39)









αj + δw(G)αk. (3.40)




n ) = 2
k−1∑
i=1
αi−1 + αk−1 (3.41)
=
αk + αk−1 − 2
α− 1
. (3.42)
Therefore, the scaling of the weighted diameter with N has two regimes, depending
on α. For α < 1 the geometric sum converges as i→∞ to 2
1−α . This means that for
α < 1, a constant time suffices to traverse the entire hierarchy no matter how large
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it is. For α = 1 the weighted diameter is equal to the (unweighted) diameter, which
we have already computed. For α > 1, δw scales as α
k−1 = N logn α/α ∼ N logn α.
Note that the last scaling only applies if α does not scale with n. Since n > 1 and
α > 1, this exponent logn α is always positive. Therefore, the total edge weight
is asymptotically always either constant (for α < 1) or growing (for α ≥ 1), as
expected.
3.3.1.6 Truncated Hierarchy, GΓ~αk
Finally, we look at how the results above are modified if we use the truncated
hierarchical product discussed in Sec. 3.2.2.5 [Fig. 3.6(f)]. Although many of the
calculations in terms of the number of levels k are similar to those for the non-
truncated hierarchy, it is no longer the case that k = lognN exactly. In order to
compare graphs fairly, we will need to recalculate the order of GΓ~αk so that results
in this section can be written in terms of the total number of nodes, N .
Under the node addressal scheme of Sec. 3.2.2.3, the nodes of a truncated
hierarchy are in one-to-one correspondence with base-n strings of length k that only
have trailing zeros. As before, a 0 label points to a root node, but since root nodes
do not bear subhierarchies due to truncation, all subsequent labels are forced to be
0. In other words, we only label nodes using strings of the form (l1l2 . . . li00 . . . 0)
for some i ≤ k, and lj 6= 0 for all j ≤ i. The number of such strings with i nonzero











, many quantities of a truncated hierarchy with a base graph
of order n + 1 have the same scaling with the number of nodes N as those for a
non-truncated hierarchy with a base graph of order n.
In terms of the number of levels k, the maximum diameter will be proportional
to k, just as it was in Sec. 3.3.1.5. It follows that the diameter scales with the total




for a truncated hierarchy.
On the other hand, truncation offers a large improvement in the maximum
degree of the hierarchy. As discussed in Sec. 3.2.2.5, the maximum degree of the
truncated hierarchy is ∆(GΓ~αk) = 2∆(G), which is constant in N .
The edge weight recursion relation is simply n− 1 copies of the current graph
and then new, additional edges:
w(GΓ~αi) = (n− 1)w(GΓ~α(i−1)) + αiw(G). (3.44)
This is identical to the recursion relation for the standard hierarchy, Eq. (3.34),
except that there are now only n− 1 copies, and also, for a given number of qubits
N , the number of levels k may be different by constant factors and terms. Thus,
the only modification to the recursion relation is to replace n with n − 1, and
the solution of the relation is otherwise identical. This means that none of the
asymptotic scaling with k is affected, and the scaling with N is only affected by
changing the total number of levels required to construct a graph of N nodes.
The recursion relation for weighted diameter is similar to Eq. (3.38). Due
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to truncation, one needs to make a careful comparison of paths that do or do not
terminate at the root node of the top level, but in any case the weighted diameter’s
scaling with k is the same as the non-truncated weighted diameter’s scaling. The
weighted diameter scaling with N can thus be found from Eq. (3.42), using the
appropriate value of k for truncated hierarchies with N nodes.
3.3.2 Choosing Among Graphs
3.3.2.1 Graph Embeddings
The long list of comparisons summarized in Table 3.2 can make it difficult to
see exactly when different graphs are preferable. To make our calculations more
concrete, we would like to compare concrete scenarios for the connection of qubits
arranged on a grid in d dimensions. Specifically, in each dimension (d = 1, 2, and 3),
we examine a hierarchy that is embedded into the grid, comparing its properties to
the same grid but with nearest-neighbor connections. We consider building modules
where each small module is a complete graph of size n, laid out in cubes on the grid
so that the side-length of the cube is n1/d. The d = 1 and d = 2 cases with n = 2d
are illustrated in Fig. 3.7.
As shown, the length of an edge must increase by a factor of n1/d (2 in Fig. 3.7)
at every level of the hierarchy in order to make these hierarchies possible. Therefore,
to determine the total length of wire used, we can use a cost weight with α = n1/d.
Keeping factors of N only, Table 3.2 shows that for d = 1, we expect a total cost
weight Θ (N lognN), while for the higher-dimensional cases we expect a total cost
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Figure 3.7: An illustration of the embedding of a hierarchy on a (a) one- or (b) two-dimensional
lattice of qubits. In both cases, the length of an edge doubles at every level of the hierarchy, but
the scaling in total edge length used changes from Θ(N log2N) to Θ(N) when going from 1 to 2
dimensions. In d = 3, a similar hierarchy with doubling length scales connects modules of eight
qubits.
weight Θ (N) 1. For the d-dimensional grid, this total cost weight is always Θ(N).
Now, to consider the performance of the two graphs, we must fix a separate
scaling factor for the time weight, β. There are several options which might be
reasonable for different physical applications. If β = 1, i.e., all links act identically in
terms of time required to traverse them, then the weighted diameter of the hierarchy
is simply Θ(lognN). Another option would be to take β = α, i.e., to assume that
links take as long to move through as they are long. In this case, we find that the
1If, for the application at hand, a planar graph is required, cycles such as Cn can yield the same
scaling.
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, meaning that the hierarchy and
nearest-neighbor graphs match in performance.
We may also want to allow hierarchies to make use of the “fat tree” concept to
produce a better-performing graph [114]. Suppose that we allow ourselves to “spend
more” on higher-level links, causing their cost weight to increase with a factor α, but
improving their performance so that the time weight scales with the factor β = 1/α.
In this case, the question is what range of α allows for the hierarchy to perform
better than the nearest-neighbor grid (lower time-weighted diameter) for less cost
(lower total edge cost weight)? (Note that this cost weight includes any contribution
from “lengthening” wires at higher levels of the hierarchy.)
To answer the first, we compare the two asymptotic diameter scalings, Nmax(0,logn 1/α)
and N1/d. This suggests that if α ≥ n−1/d, the hierarchy will allow for faster traversal
than the nearest-neighbor grid. However, we wish to avoid causing the hierarchy to
have a total cost weight that scales worse than Ω(N), which requires logn α < 1. We





The optimal α is as large as possible but less than n; at that point an additional
logarithmic factor is introduced to the total cost weight scaling.
In these cases, we have not allowed the nearest-neighbor grid to modify the
weight (either kind) of its links. This is because any modification in its cost or
time weight enters simply as a constant factor; if the individual links have weight c
instead of 1, the overall weighted diameter is just cN1/d while the total cost weight
is just cN . Of course, one can apply different constants to each figure of merit, or
apply c to one and 1/c to the other. In order to make the nearest-neighbor grid
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match the performance of the hierarchy, the unit-length time weight would have to
be N logn(α)−1/d while the unit-length cost weight must not scale with N .
3.3.2.2 Pareto Efficiency
Our calculation of various graph parameters suggests that the hierarchy archi-
tecture offers significant advantages over others. One way to make this comparison
more exact is to appeal to the economics concept of Pareto efficiency, which is used
to designate an acceptable set of choices in multiparameter optimization [120]. A
choice is Pareto efficient if switching to a different choice will cause at least one
parameter to become worse. Suppose we eliminate all constants to focus only on
the scaling with N for three parameters: weighted diameter, maximum degree, and
total edge weight. By removing these constants, we assume that the small multi-
plicative factors they provide will not influence decision making. For simplicity, we
will assume that both cost and time weights scale with the same factor, α.
For comparison, one could ask: what minimum number of edges is required for
a graph on N nodes to have maximum degree ∆ and diameter δ? Reference [121]
answers this optimization question partially, and constructs what are known as
porcupine graphs which achieve the optimum, illustrated in Fig. 3.8. We observe
here that qualitatively, porcupines are modular, since they may be described by
attaching trees to the nodes of a complete graph. In particular, the graphK√NΠS
√
N
is a porcupine graph that achieves a diameter δ = 3 and a maximum degree of
∆ = 2(
√
N − 1) with the minimal number of edges.
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Graph δw ∆ w
KN const. N N
2
SN const. N N
CN N const. N
Square grid N1/d const. N







α 6= 1 N logn α const. N
α = 1 lognN const. N
Table 3.3: An illustration of the scaling with N of three key parameters to be used in Pareto
optimization. Here δw is the weighted diameter, ∆ is the maximum degree, and w is the total
edge weight of the graph. A star (?) has been placed next to the two graphs we find to be Pareto
efficient. We have also included the α = 1 (unweighted) hierarchy in the final row, as it has a
different scaling for the weighted diameter. Our Pareto efficiency judgment is made assuming
n1/d ≥ α ≥ 1.
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Figure 3.8: An example of a porcupine graph, in this case, K4 Π S4.
We summarize the scalings of these graphs in Table 3.3. Assume that n1/d ≥
α ≥ 1. In this case, we can find the Pareto-efficient solutions by noting which options
can be eliminated. We see that KN is strictly worse than SN and can be eliminated;
SN is then dominated by the porcupine. CN is dominated by the square grid, which
has identical scaling of total weight and degree but lower diameter. The square grid,
in turn, is dominated by the hierarchy due to the assumptions we have made on
α. This means that the two Pareto-efficient choices in this case are the truncated
hierarchy and the porcupine graph. If we chose any option besides these two, we
could improve the scaling with respect to N without any trade-off by switching to
one of them. While this framework does not offer a decision rule to choose between
the porcupine and KΓαkn , the latter is clearly preferable if our aim is to create a
modular quantum system that does not rely on a few centralized nodes. We stress
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that this optimization procedure is only intended to evaluate the quantities and
graphs introduced, and the Pareto-efficient choices will change if other figures of
merit or other graphs are included in the optimization.
3.3.2.3 Optimality of diameter for hierarchical graphs
The use of KΓαkn may be further motivated via the degree-diameter problem
[122] (for a survey, see Ref. [123]). Given a graph with a maximum allowed degree
∆ on each node and diameter no greater than δ, the degree-diameter problem asks
for the maximum number of nodes N(∆, δ) that such a network could hold. This
problem is practically well-motivated in the design of networks, and may be answered
for special classes of graphs. The Moore bound, which is a bound for general graphs,
states that the number of nodes N is at most ∆(∆−1)
δ−2
∆−2 . This means that for a
constant maximum degree ∆ ≥ 3, the diameter satisfies δ = Ω(logN), meaning
that hierarchical graphs have optimal diameter up to a constant factor. Tighter
bounds on the number of nodes may be shown, for instance, when the tree-width of
the graph is bounded. Ref. [124] shows that graphs with small tree-widths t and an
odd diameter δ satisfy
N (∆, δ; t) ∼ t (∆− 1)
δ−1
2 . (3.45)
As discussed towards the end of Sec. 3.2.2.1, hierarchies have low tree-widths. In
particular, the tree-width of the truncated hierarchy KΓαkn is at most n − 1. Next,
the diameter of the truncated hierarchy KΓαkn is δ(k) = 2k − 1 (which is odd), and
the maximum degree is ∆(k) = 2(n − 1). Comparing the number of nodes in this
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hierarchy N(k) to the node capacity N (∆(k), δ(k);n− 1) as in Eq. (3.45), we get
N(k)
N (∆(k), δ(k);n− 1)
&
nk
(n− 1) (2n− 3)k−1
. (3.46)
Keeping the total number of nodes N fixed, consider two limits: one, a shal-
low hierarchy in which the number of levels k is O(1), and two, a deep hierarchy,
in which the size n of the base graph is O(1) [i.e., k = O(logN)]. We see that
when the hierarchy is shallow, the right side of Eq. (3.46) is Θ(1), which indicates
optimality. For a deep hierarchy, the above ratio scales as 2− lognN = N
−1
log(n) , which
is polynomially suboptimal. However, when n = 3, the ratio in Eq. (3.46) is again
Θ(1), and the truncated hierarchy KΓαk3 is degree-diameter optimal in this case.
3.4 Entangled State Construction
3.4.1 Setup
Although some of the graph properties calculated in the previous section give
a heuristic sense for the capabilities of the hierarchical graph versus the nearest-
neighbor or all-to-all graphs, we would like to examine their performance directly
in terms of a quantum information processing task. The task we have chosen as a
benchmark is the creation of a many-qubit GHZ state. Since this entangled state
is difficult to create across long distances when using nearest-neighbor interactions,
we hope that it can serve as a useful yet basic benchmark for processing quantum
information with unitary evolution [24]. As shown in Chapter 2, preparation of a
GHZ state also provides a means of transferring a state across the graph. Thus,
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the results of this section also bound state transfer time. However, in this chapter,
unlike Chapter 2, we focus on the use of discrete unitary operations (gates) rather
than Hamiltonian interactions. This means that we cannot take advantage of the
many-body interference which provided a speed-up in Chapter 2.
Using GHZ state creation as a benchmark for potential quantum architectures
allows us to use physical limitations (represented by the Lieb-Robinson bound) to
place computational limits on information processing. The GHZ state is directly
useful on its own [23,24,46], but even in systems which do not directly produce the
GHZ state, it is likely that quantum operations will require the creation of long-range
correlations between distant sites. For example, the same physical bounds which
govern the creation of the GHZ state also restrict the speed at which topological
order can be produced [16]. We focus on the GHZ state as an easy-to-analyze
example for the problem of creating these nonlocal correlations, but we stress that
our results generalize to any state which possesses non-local correlations of the kind
whose creation is limited by the Lieb-Robinson bound.
We adopt a framework in which every vertex of the graph represents one
logical qubit, while an edge of the graph represents the ability to perform a two-
qubit gate between nodes. For the purposes of this chapter, we assume that we can
ignore single-qubit operations, instead focusing on the cost imposed by the required
two-qubit gates between nodes.
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3.4.2 Analytical Results for Deterministic Entanglement Generation
In order to create the GHZ state, we assume that we begin with all qubits
in the state |0〉 except for one qubit that we place in the initial state |+〉. By
performing controlled-NOT operations between this qubit and its neighbors, a GHZ
state of those qubits is created. The state can be expanded by continuing to use
further CNOT operations to expand the “bubble” of nodes contained in the GHZ
state until it eventually spans the entire graph. For state transfer, we instead assume
the initial state |ψ〉 to be transferred sits on one qubit, which is then transferred
through the graph using SWAP operations until it reaches its destination.
We first consider a graph which has been assigned time weights, so that a gate
between two linked edges can be performed deterministically in a time given by the
weight of the edge between them. We assume that one node can act as the control
qubit for several CNOT operations at once. Therefore, according to our protocol
above, the time tGHZ required to construct the GHZ state is found by identifying
the qubit that will take the longest to reach from the initial qubit by hopping on
the graph. A similar argument holds for the state transfer time.
This implies that a GHZ state can be created, or a state transferred, in time
that scales like the (time-)weighted eccentricity of the node we choose as the initial
|0〉 + |1〉 state. However, if we take the further step in our analysis of maximizing
over weighted eccentricities (identifying the worst-case starting node), then the time
will simply be the weighted diameter of the graph as calculated in the previous
section. Note that the difference between the best-case weighted eccentricity (the
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weighted graph radius) and the worst-case weighted eccentricity (the weighted graph
diameter) over all nodes is at most a factor of two – if we look at the midpoint
of the path that realizes the graph diameter, its distance to the endpoints of the
path is bounded by the radius – so from the perspective of how this time scales
asymptotically with N , the two are interchangeable.
3.4.3 Numerical Results for Probabilistic Entanglement Generation
As shown in the previous subsection, in a deterministic setting of entangle-
ment generation where a gate between two nodes of our graph H can be performed
in fixed time, the time required to create a GHZ state is equal to the weighted
diameter δw(H). However, in many situations in long-distance quantum informa-
tion processing, probabilistic or heralded methods might be used instead. We might
suppose that, in a small time step, the network succeeds in performing a desired
two-qubit gate with probability p (and that we know whether the gate succeeded
or not). Upon failure, one can try performing the gate again in the next time step
without having to rebuild the state from the beginning. In this setting, we expect
that the scaling will likely be similar to the deterministic case but more difficult to
calculate exactly. Fortunately, it is easy to re-interpret the meanings of the edge
weights to account for this.
The main complication arising from the inclusion of unitaries that do not get
completed in a fixed amount of time is that multiple paths between two nodes can
all contribute to the total probability that entanglement has been produced, making
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it a harder problem to solve exactly. However, we can turn to numerical simulation
to get an idea of the behavior. In the following, we define a new edge weight called
the probability weight, pij, which is the probability of success of edge (i, j) in one
time step.
The algorithm for simulating the creation of a GHZ state is as follows:
• At each time step t, identify the subgraph F of nodes that have already joined
the GHZ state.
• For each edge between a GHZ node i ∈ F and a non-GHZ node j /∈ F , identify
the probability edge weight pij. With probability pij, allow node j to join the
GHZ state in the current time step, t.
• Once all edges have been tested, repeat the procedure for the next time step
on the new, possibly larger, set of GHZ nodes.
A single number p0 is chosen as the base probability, so that the probability
weights on the lowest level are p0, and edges on the i-th level of the hierarchy
succeed with probability p0α
i−1. Note that we must fix α < 1. As a first step
toward evaluating the performance of a graph, we estimate its time weights as
wij = 1/pij, the time required to perform a two-qubit unitary on average. The
overall estimate of the expected time taken is then δT/p0, where δT is the time
taken for the deterministic case with time weights scaling by a factor β = 1/α at
each level. We find that this predicts very well the rate at which the GHZ state can







For graphs with multiple potential paths between two nodes, such as a two-
dimensional grid, the expected time is not simply the deterministic time scaled by
the extra time factor the probabilistic setup requires in each step. We can however
still bound the expected time to build the GHZ state E[tGHZ] above and below for
a graph H. We will bound it above by considering a modified graph in which the
only path between the initial qubit and the qubit farthest from the starting point
has distance δw(H). Such a path completes in time δw(H)/p0 on average. Since H
has strictly more paths than this, the expected time will be lower. However, the
shortest path between the initial and final qubits has total distance δw(H), which
would take time δw(H) to complete even if p0 = 1 and all gates were deterministic.
Therefore, no path can finish faster than this, and the expected outcome over all
possible paths cannot improve over δw(H). We can therefore write the following
restriction on the expected time:




where E[·] denotes the expected value. This implies E [tGHZ] = Θ (δw(H)). There-
fore, although the prefactor is difficult to calculate, we can tell that the time required
to complete the creation of a GHZ state on the nearest-neighbor graph with d = 2
is Θ(
√
N). This scaling implies that the condition for the hierarchy to outperform
the nearest-neighbor grid in 2D is α ≥ n−1/2, which is reflected in Fig. 3.9.
Using the GHZ-creation time and state transfer as examples, we can see many
of the advantages of hierarchical graphs as network topologies. Such architectures
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Figure 3.9: Graph-theoretic predictions and simulation of tGHZ for the hierarchy K
Παk
3 at various
α, and a two-dimensional nearest-neighbor (NN) grid; p0 = 0.1. The
√
N fit shows the scaling of
tGHZ for the nearest-neighbor case, with a prefactor in the range suggested by the text’s argument.
Note that since n = 3, the crossover for the hierarchy to asymptotically outperform the nearest-
neighbor grid is at α ≥ 1/
√
3 ≈ 0.58, which is seen in the numerical results. Code for generating
this figure can be found at [125].
number of hierarchy levels), while the time-weighted diameter (and thus communi-
cation time) grows linearly with the number of levels. Since the weighted diameter
is not substantially changed even if we use the truncated hierarchical product of
Sec. 3.2.2.5, these benefits can also be realized in that setup.
3.5 Circuit Placement on Hierarchies
A final reason we believe hierarchies could be a useful way to organize modular
quantum systems is that they may be able to take advantage of straightforward
methods for circuit placement. Circuit placement is a problem that arises when
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a quantum circuit or algorithm must be translated onto a physical system [126].
Suppose we are given a specification for a quantum algorithm in the form of a
circuit diagram, and we wish to run that algorithm on a given quantum computer
(which presumably has enough quantum memory to perform that algorithm). In
order to translate the circuit into instructions for our machine, we must identify
each algorithm qubit with a machine qubit and then determine how the individual
quantum gates can be realized in our machine 2.
Circuit placement is an important part of the quantum software stack, just as
the compilation to machine code is in classical computers. By placing qubits which
must operate on each other often close together in the real-world machine, we can
minimize the amount of time spent performing long-range quantum gates. However,
this problem is generally quite difficult for arbitrary instances and in fact has been
shown to be NP-complete [126].
However, since we are interested in the sub-problem of circuit placement on
hierarchies, it is possible that the hardness results of Ref. [126] do not apply and the
exact solution can be found in polynomial time, just as the problem can be solved
tractably in linear qubit chains [127]. Whether or not an exact algorithm exists,
we can appeal to heuristics to efficiently place circuits as well as possible. Such
an approach is promising because hierarchies are extremely structured with clear
2We studiously avoid referring to the machine qubits as “physical” in this chapter, as we do
not want to confuse this conceptual distinction with the physical/logical qubit divide in error
correction. All of the qubits referenced in this section are logical qubits in the error-correcting
sense.
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prioritization of clustering between small groups of qubits, which can be recognized
in the algorithm and matched to the physical architecture.
To explain further, we consider the following model. We suppose that we begin
with a weighted circuit graph C with a vertex set VC and an edge set EC , in which
an edge exists between two vertices if there is at least one two-qubit gate between
them in the circuit, with the weight of the edge corresponding to the number of
gates. We then specify a machine graph, M , with vertex set VM and edge set EM ,
in which each edge (u, v) indicates that the machine can perform two-qubit gates
between u and v.
We now seek a mapping f : VC → VM that assigns algorithm qubits to machine
qubits. A mapping f has a total cost found by considering, for every edge in EC
between vertices ci and cj, the shortest-path distance between f(ci) and f(cj) in
M , multiplying that distance by the weight of the edge in C and summing over all
edges. Thus, it captures the total distance that must be traversed by all gates in
order to execute the circuit when the current mapping is used. Reducing this is
expected to reduce the amount of time spent performing SWAP gates in order to
connect two distant qubits. Performing this mapping is an important subroutine in
any quantum programming framework, and at least one existing quantum compiler
has a “mapper” phase that takes into account the actual graph that a program must
be compiled onto [128,129].
Our cost function is a choice made from convenience, and others are possible.
Using this cost function ignores several important aspects of quantum circuits. First,
our cost function does not account for the fact that a different mapping might allow
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for more parallelism, since it evaluates the cost of each gate individually. In addition,
we take the circuit graph C as a given, when in fact many different circuits exist
for any given quantum operation. In fact, it is likely that optimization of C could
be performed, possibly by using the structure of M itself. A more realistic model
for circuit placement may require a back-and-forth in which a circuit is first placed,
then optimized, then re-placed, and so forth. A more advanced placement algorithm
may even permit the swapping of qubits throughout the circuit, thus optimizing the
placement of the quantum algorithm without constructing a circuit connectivity
graph as an intermediate step.
For this chapter, we will ignore these concerns and proceed with a heuristic ap-
proach to circuit placement for hierarchies. We describe our algorithm as “partition
and rotate,” as it requires these two basic subroutines. First, qubits are partitioned
into sub-hierarchies by examining whether they are connected by many gates in C.
This process continues recursively, with each partition being subdivided and so on
until every qubit is identified with its point in the hierarchy. This top-down process
is then followed by a bottom-up process in which each small cluster is rotated so
that its most-communicative qubit is at the root of the sub-hierarchy, and then the
partitions themselves are rotated, and then clusters of clusters, etc. Ideally, this
results in a mapping in which every qubit is (a) placed close to qubits it needs to
communicate with and (b) placed in easy access to other modules if that qubit re-
quires such access. We will now explore in detail these subroutines and the circuit
speed-ups that result. We will place algorithms on a machine graph M which we
take to be defined by KΠkn for some integer k. Note that we examine unweighted
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Figure 3.10: Illustration of how we might divide a hypothetical graph into smaller clusters. This
process is repeated many times, recursively.
hierarchies, but these methods can be applied to weighted hierachies as well.
3.5.1 Partitioning
For the first step of our algorithm, we wish to divide the computational graph
C into n subgraphs which are as disconnected as possible. In addition, since we
wish to assign each node in C to physically separate and limited qubit registers,
it is important that each of the subsets has precisely |C| /n nodes. This problem
is known as balanced graph partitioning, and the problem of finding the optimal
solution is NP-complete for n ≥ 3 [130]. However, heuristic methods exist which
approximate the solution, and are widely used in the field of parallel computing and
circuit design [131]. We have illustrated this process in Fig. 3.10.
Our method for performing circuit placement on hierarchies relies on a sub-
routine that performs balanced graph partitioning. There are many algorithms and
software packages from which to choose. Here, we have used a software package
called Metis, which implements an algorithm called recursive bipartitioning [131].
We begin by supposing that we have the circuit graph C and we wish to
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identify groups of |C| /n nodes which have high connection to each other but low
connection outside of the group. This is accomplished by finding a balanced graph
partition in which the weight of the edges connecting each group is minimized. If
we call the initial set of all nodes S, then we wish to identify subsets S0, S1, . . . , Sn.
In terms of the addressal scheme of Sec. 3.2.2.3, all the nodes in set Si will have
have digit i in their base-n representation. In the next section, we will discuss the
choice of which digit to assign to each set.
Once the subsets Si are found, partitioning can be run again on that relevant
subgraph, creating n new subsets of this subset. Eventually, every node in the graph
will be identified with a lowest-level module of size n, a next-level module of size
n2, and so forth.
Here we have used a generalized, pre-existing algorithm for graph partitioning.
It is possible that the specifics of this problem, and the possibility of co-designing
the precise quantum circuit implementing the algorithm (and thus C) with the
architecture, enable more specific, better-performing approaches.
3.5.2 Rotation
Drawing partitions between qubits is not enough to fully specify their place-
ment into a hierarchy. If we consider using the i-digit representation, we can imagine
that partitioning essentially describes the process of deciding, from a set of qubits,
which ones will share a digit in the next level. However, these digits are more than








Figure 3.11: An illustration of how and why the process of rotation works in our circuit placement
algorithm. In this diagram, red links represent gates to be performed (edges in C) and black
ones are available communicative links (edges in M). In the graph C, the qubits 1, 2, and 3 are
all connected, and 3 is connected with 4. These qubits have been correctly placed into clusters
(1, 2, 3) and (4). However, if they are not rotated correctly (see left), the link between 3 and 4
can become quite long, necessitating a long-range quantum gate. By properly rotating (right), the
gate between links 3 and 4 becomes much shorter, improving the placement.
to the hierarchy above. This node (which we say has digit 0) has privileged access
to communication with other sub-hierarchies. Therefore, in order for our circuit
placement to succeed, we should ensure that the qubit on top of each sub-hierarchy
is the one which requires the most access.
In order to do this, we implement a second subroutine, the “rotate” part of
the algorithm. This is called rotation because, once we know which qubits will be
together in a module, we must choose how to orient them relative to the larger
modular structure. Whereas partitioning is top-down (the full graph is broken into
small subgraphs which are then themselves partitioned), rotation is bottom-up.
Suppose the modular structure is KΠkn . We begin with sets of n qubits and must
choose which will be the top of each smallest instance of Kn. We then take each
partition of n instances of Kn and decide which instance of Kn will connect to the
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next level up, and so on. This process is illustrated in Fig. 3.11.
Note that the general structure of our algorithm is to first go down the hi-
erarchy, partitioning nodes, and then to go up, re-arranging sub-hierarchies in the
proper order. We perform this procedure only once to obtain our circuit mapping.
3.5.3 Results
Now that the placement algorithm is specified, we turn toward examining its
performance on quantum circuits. We consider two separate questions. First, we
investigate whether the algorithm is effective – does it actually reduce, relative to
a random assignment, the amount of distance that must be traversed in a circuit
to execute all the requested gates? Second, we will examine whether the algorithm
executes efficiently on a classical computer. This second point is important because
in general the problem can be solved by brute-force search, but such a search requires
a time O (N !) to perform (although, as we stated earlier, it is possible that an exact
algorithm exists with a lower time cost for the special case of hierarchies).
To investigate the above concerns, we examine the algorithm’s performance
on random circuits. For each trial, we first generate a random circuit of Ng two-
qubit gates on N total qubits. The precise type of two-qubit gate is irrelevant in
this framework. Likewise, single-qubit gates require no communication overhead, so
we do not consider them. The random circuit then implies a computational graph
C, where, as described above, the vertices represent the algorithm qubits and the
























Figure 3.12: Plot of the average ratio (total gate distance after partition-and-rotate)/(total gate
distance before) given 100 trials each for different numbers of random gates and random qubits.
Error bars represent one standard deviation. As the number of gates begins to saturate the number
of qubits, the possible improvement from optimization begins to decrease.
of qubits. Once this computational graph has been generated, we first attempt to
map it blindly to the hierarchy graph, using the addressing scheme of Sec. 3.2.2.3
and an arbitrary order of the graph C. Then, we apply partition-and-rotate and
calculate the new cost function. By comparing the cost function between these
two, we develop an idea of how much long-range quantum information processing
is eliminated by partition-and-rotate. We perform this several times to build up
statistics on average time costs and average improvement. Code which performs
circuit placement and generates the profiling figures included in this section can be
found at [125].
In our simulations, we test hierarchies KΠk3 up to 729 qubits (k = 6). We



















Figure 3.13: Average run times over 100 trials for partition-and-rotate on a 2015 MacBook Pro
with a 2.6 GHz processor. Each line represents an increasing number of gates for a constant circuit
size as measured by the number of qubits. Error bars represent one standard deviation.
This is sensible, because as more randomly placed gates are present, different node
mappings become more similar. Such an effect will likely not be present for quantum
algorithms which do not have their gates placed randomly. For cases in which the
number of gates is significantly fewer than the number of qubits, partition-and-
rotate is able to significantly reduce the cost function. We find that 100 gates can
be placed on a 729 qubit hierarchy with a total cost less than 20 % of the original
on average. When 1000 gates are placed on a 729 qubit hierarchy, the final cost is
still only 40 % of the initial one. Results for KΠ43 , K
Π5
3 , and K
Π6
3 can be seen in
Fig. 3.12.
Next, we examine the time required to place such a circuit. Our code, most of
which is written in Python3 but which uses a C implementation of Metis for graph




















Figure 3.14: Average run times over 100 trials for partition-and-rotate on a 2015 MacBook Pro
with a 2.6 GHz processor. Each line represents an increasing number of qubits for a constant
number of gates. Error bars represent one standard deviation.
when running on a 2015 MacBook Pro. Although the algorithm seems naturally
suited to parallelization, our implementation uses only a single core. Our current
implementation appears to scale with the number of qubits as O(N) and not to
depend on the number of gates included at all once there are a sizable number of
gates. We illustrate these two relationships in Figs. 3.13 and 3.14. These times
compare favorably to the times reported in Ref. [126], with much optimization still
possible in our implementation.
Note that using random graphs as described above means that our results
may not be valid for more general quantum algorithms. It is possible that practical
quantum algorithms have structure that makes them either particularly amenable
or particularly difficult for partition-and-rotate algorithms to place, depending on
the actual algorithm being examined.
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3.6 Conclusions and Outlook
In this chapter, we have developed the theory of hierarchies using the existing
binary operation of the graph hierarchical product. We have shown that hierarchies
may be a promising architecture for large quantum information processing systems.
To demonstrate this, we analyzed both properties of the underlying graph (such as
diameter, maximum degree, total edge weight) as well as the time it would require
to perform a representative quantum information process (constructing the GHZ
state/state transfer) in both deterministic and probabilistic settings. We have also
computed and tabulated these properties for many other graphs which appear as
potential architectures, for comparison. We have shown that, for much of parameter
space, hierarchies have favorable scalings in cost and performance with the total
number of qubits N compared to these competitors. Also, since hierarchical graphs
are hyperbolic, they share many of the advantages of hyperbolic graphs such as
efficient routing schemes [132], network security [133], and node addressal [134].
We have also presented a conceptually simple circuit placement algorithm
which allows for simple optimization using existing graph-partitioning software pack-
ages. Our partition-and-rotate algorithm scales well with the number of qubits and
gates in the circuit and reliably reduces the total distance that needs to be traversed
by random quantum circuits, which we verified by simulation.
One significant limitation of our analysis in this chapter has been that we
remained confined to unitary operations. Non-unitary operations (for instance,
measurements which are then fed forward to choose future unitary operations) are
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capable of establishing long-range correlations like those present in the GHZ state
much more quickly than unitary ones if measurements and classical communication
are fast. In Chapter 4, we extend our results into non-unitary domains.
In addition, we have made the assumption that the primary way in which
quantum architectures will differ is the speed with which two qubits can communi-
cate (as represented by our time weights on edges). Another important case might
be one in which the primary way edges are enhanced is by improving bandwidth
or duplicating nodes to provide parallel routes rather than affecting gate speed di-
rectly. For some schemes, our abstract notion equating the time of a two-qubit
gate with the edge weight may still be a useful tool of analysis, but in other cases
bandwidth and speed may not be interchangeable. In Chapter 4 bandwidth, rather
than latency, will be our primary concern.
In this chapter, we limited ourselves to consideration of a few quantum pro-
cesses (generation of a large entangled state or transfer of a state across the graph),
which might not be representative of other, more general distributed quantum in-
formation tasks. Some algorithms, such as Shor’s algorithm, are known to be able
to run with little additional overhead even on one-dimensional, nearest-neighbor
graphs [135]. Therefore, when selecting an architecture for a practical quantum
computer, care will need to taken to select the proper benchmarking task.
In future work, we hope to look at a wider variety of quantum circuits and use
those to better benchmark different modular architectures. In addition, we hope
to gain a better understanding of the treatment of probabilistic links for general
graphs. For instance, as we discussed briefly when assessing the star graph SN , one
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real concern in a networked setting is whether some parts of the network will form
bottlenecks. To analyze the impact of this in a general way will require a better
understanding of realistic quantum algorithms and the demands they place on a
network. Analyzing more complex quantum algorithms could also shed light on the
performance of partition-and-rotate placement algorithms in realistic settings when
sequencing and scheduling also enter into consideration.
Finally, in addition to asking ourselves how current circuits and algorithms
can be executed on highly modular systems, we also hope to explore the possibility
that highly modular architectures open up new possibilities for parallelized quantum
algorithms. For instance, Ref. [136] shows that quantum fan-out gates can be used to
parallelize gate sequences, decreasing the time to perform an algorithm at the cost of
requiring additional memory qubits. Hierarchies could implement such schemes by
using high-level connections to perform the initial fan-out gates and then performing
the various parallelized operations in each individual module.
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Chapter 4: Entanglement Entropy and Non-Unitary Computations
4.1 Introduction
As the development of quantum computers progresses from the construction
of qubits to the construction of intermediate-scale devices, quantum information
science has increasingly begun to explore schemes for scalable quantum comput-
ing [22, 80, 83]. Unlike the situation presented in introductory textbooks, where
quantum circuit diagrams are drawn without concern for connectivity, in reality a
quantum architecture will limit the connections available in realistic quantum de-
vices. Researchers have quantified the cost imposed by moving from one architecture
to another [118], as well as optimizing the placement of qubits on a fixed architec-
ture [127]. Experimentalists have also begun to test different architectures in the
real world, for instance, Ref. [119] presents a comparison of the same algorithms run
on small quantum devices that differ in connectivity and Ref. [137] discusses the
task of compiling a circuit on ion trap quantum computers.
In this chapter, we are interested in identifying desirable candidate archi-
tectures directly, rather than adapting algorithms to architectures which are fixed
beforehand. The construction of quantum networks is particularly well-studied in
relation to building graph states, which are a valuable resource for quantum commu-
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nication [91,138]. However, here we are most interested in constructing architectures
for computation rather than communication. Researchers in quantum computing
and information need to develop tools to evaluate the appropriateness of different
architectures and their strengths and weaknesses. Metrics should allow us to un-
derstand both sides of a cost-benefit analysis, quantifying both some aspect of how
hard a given network is to construct and how capable it is of performing information
processing tasks.
One option for evaluating architectures would be to attempt to compile quan-
tum algorithms to low-level instructions limited by the connectivity of the archi-
tecture, as can be accomplished by already-existing quantum software packages
[128,129]. Afterwards, the circuit depth after compilation of benchmark algorithms
could serve as a useful metric. Although this approach is usefully connected to direct
application (the main reason we care about architecture design is to run algorithms,
after all) it suffers from several technical issues. First of all, it is not clear what al-
gorithms to use as benchmarks, and indeed it may be highly application-dependent.
In a machine implementing Grover’s algorithm for searching an unsorted dataset,
testing the architecture in terms of a compiled example would require specifying a
single oracle which may or may not be representative of the full range of oracles the
machine may encounter once deployed. Second, our evaluation of a quantum archi-
tecture will be dependent on a particular compilation of the algorithm rather than
strictly a property of the architecture itself. As the science of quantum compilation
is still in its infancy, a compiled example may not be a reliable test of the quantum
computer. It is desirable to instead produce a metric founded in physical results
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and limitations if possible, which will avoid these compiler-based issues.
In Chapter 3, we used the diameter of the graphs as one diagnostic of per-
formance, reasoning that graphs with low diameter would take less time to estab-
lish long-range quantum correlations. This limitation was suggested by the Lieb-
Robinson bound, which can be applied to graphs to limit the generation of en-
tanglement between distant sites [15,16,90]. However, the Lieb-Robinson bound as
originally formulated applies only to unitary evolution. Although it can be extended
to cases where the system evolution is governed by a master equation including dis-
sipation [139], it does not apply to systems undergoing active measurement and
feedback. Quantum computers must be able to perform non-unitary operations to
meet the DiVincenzo criteria for initializing qubits in known states and measuring
qubits at the end of the computation [140]. In particular, the ability to perform mea-
surement and feedback is necessary for most schemes that perform error correction
in scalable quantum computers. (However, autonomous error correction suggests
this is not an absolute necessity, see Refs. [141, 142].) Although it might not be
required in every case, it is clear we ought to develop a framework to evaluate archi-
tectures for the general class of quantum devices that are capable of measurement
and feedback.
In this chapter, we develop a more sophisticated approach, providing a new
physically-motivated benchmark for quantum architecture. We will use results from
entanglement generation [143] and quantum channels literature [144] to establish
a minimum amount of time required for a particular state to be generated on a
quantum computer specified by a connectivity graph G, and in turn we will connect
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this to a graph-theoretic quantity called the Cheeger constant or isoperimetric num-
ber [145]. We will propose a metric based on entanglement measures and show that
when several physical models are represented by a graph G with edges correspond-









We will then apply this analysis to the hierarchies described in Chapter 3 and discuss
the possibility that τrb(G), a bound on the speed with which maximally-entangled
states can be created, is saturable.
4.2 Physical Setup
In this chapter, we describe a quantum architecture by a graph G with vertex
sets V and E, which we write G = (V,E). Each edge of the graph also possesses a
weight function, w, which we will sometimes write G = (V,E,w). We assume every
graph introduced is weighted, connected, and has at least two vertices. Every vertex
in the graph represents a single data qubit, and an edge exists between two vertices
if two-qubit gates can be performed between them. We write the weight of an edge
between i and j as wij. We interpret the edge weight as representing bandwidth, so
that higher-weighted edges are capable of performing more gates in a single unit of
time.
There are several possible physical interpretations of the graph model. One
could interpret the edges as representing the distribution of entangled pairs [146],
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as the number of two-qubit unitaries that can be performed in a gate model, or as
a Hamiltonian system, with a graph edge describing the maximum operator norm
of the interaction term between two qubits. We will focus on the first example as it
is the simplest to analyze, but we will also present results for the other two.
In a Bell pair exchange model, graph vertices contain one data qubit, with
other qubits within the module serving as auxiliary communication qubits, gener-
ating entanglement which is then used as a resource. In every interval of time t,
each of these auxiliary qubits is able to form a Bell pair with a qubit in another
module as dictated by the graph structure. These Bell pairs can then be consumed
to perform two-qubit gates using teleportation [147,148]. Our graph G can be found
by simplifying the “microscopic” model which includes all of the physical qubits into
a more abstract representation that focuses on connectivity between data qubits, as
illustrated in Fig. 4.1.
We assume that arbitrary unitaries and measurements within a module can
occur arbitrarily quickly and that these operations can depend on the results of
measurements from other modules. This is justified if the timescale t required
to generate entanglement is much larger than the time required for intra-module
unitaries, one-qubit measurements, and classical communication.
In this framework, several graph properties have clear physical interpreta-
tions. The degree (or valency) of a vertex now corresponds to the number of ancilla
auxiliary qubits required in that module for communication overhead. Therefore,
penalizing a graph for its maximum degree limits the size of an individual module.
Similarly, adding up the total weight of all edges also gives a measure of the required
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of how a model with communicator qubits can be abstracted into one in
which only data qubits and edge weights are tracked. In (a) communicator qubits (green with
black outline) form Bell pairs with other modules (blue dashed circles), in (b) the module as a
whole is represented by blue circles, while the communicator ancilla qubits are now represented by
edge weights. The remaining state that is tracked is the state on the data qubits, the red circles
in (a).
communication overhead in terms of ancilla qubits. This framework provides a clear
physical motivation for several cost functions used in Chapter 3.
In Chapter 3, we used the Lieb-Robinson bound to limit the time required
to generate a Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger state, which allowed us to connect an
architecture’s performance to its graph diameter. In this chapter, we will instead
use a bound on entanglement generation to assess the performance of a graph in
creating highly entangled states. This new bound is more robust becaue it does not
assume the use of only unitary operations.
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4.3 Entanglement Capacity
In Chapter 3, we connected the graph diameter to the time required to build a
multi-qubit GHZ state. We were able to make this connection due to our assumption
that the graph described a set of allowable unitary operations. We then noted









= 1 for all i and j. The Lieb-Robinson bound tells us that if two
qubits are separated by a distance L, it takes a time proportional to L to create this
perfect correlation [16]. This allowed us to establish a benchmark task (the creation
of the GHZ state) whose performance could be limited on physical grounds.
However, if we allow for fast measurement, classical communication, and feed-
back, it is possible to construct an algorithm which can create the GHZ state of N
qubits in time that does not scale with N . This occurs because we use measurement
and feedback to establish correlations. The algorithm is:
1. Determine an ordering of the qubits, i, from 1 to N .
2. Put every qubit in the initial state |+〉.
3. Measure the product ZiZi+1 for i = 1 to N − 1.
4. From the measurements, determine whether every qubit i is aligned or anti-
aligned with the first qubit.
5. Perform single-qubit X gates on every qubit anti-aligned with the first one.
If only single-qubit measurements are allowed, some qubits can be set aside as
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|0〉 H • •
|0〉 • |0〉
|0〉 H • • •
|0〉 • |0〉
|0〉 H •
Figure 4.2: A quantum circuit on five qubits that creates the GHZ state. The second and fourth
qubits are used to hold two-qubit ZZ measurements and then reset after being measured. The
measurement results are used to bring the rest of the chain in alignment with the first qubit. Notice
that only two layers of two-qubit quantum operations occur: the first to make all of the two-qubit
measurements and the last to absorb the measurement qubits into the final GHZ state. This
scheme can be extended for any number of qubits without requiring additional quantum circuit
depth, only increasing the classically-controlled single qubit operations.
ancillas to assist in making the measurements, and then added to the GHZ state
afterwards. We illustrate a realization of this protocol on five qubits in Fig. 4.2.
This type of measurement-and-feedback approach to the creation and manipulation
of large entangled states has also been applied to error-corrected color codes [149].
We conclude that the GHZ state – when we allow for non-unitary operations – is a
poor benchmark task, and the graph diameter itself, although probably still a useful
quantity to minimize, cannot be directly linked to minimum state creation time.
This suggests that rather than the non-local correlations which we targeted by
proposing the GHZ state, we must find a different measure for network capability.
In the following subsections we will derive the entanglement capacity for several
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different physical models that can correspond to a graph. Consider a graph, G =
(V,E), and select a subset of the graph, F . We then want to show that the maximum
amount of entanglement that can be created between F and F̄ in unit time is





We will allow arbitrary constant factors, and discuss how this bound arises in three
different physical situations. We quantify this capacity by considering any entan-
glement measure S on two regions so long as S obeys the following axioms:
• Additively distributive over the tensor product, so S(ρ⊗ τ) = S(ρ) + S(τ) if
ρ and τ are supported on both sides of the bipartation.
• Zero for states which are a product of states on each region, S(ρF ⊗ ρF̄ ) = 0.
• Non-increasing after any operation which is local to each region, even if we
permit classical communication.
Entanglement measures which obey these conditions include the entanglement cost,
the distillable entanglement, and the entanglement of formation [144]. All of these
measures are identical to the entanglement entropy for pure states. First we show
how to apply these axioms to the analysis of a case in which computation is per-
formed by the production and consumption of Bell pairs. We will also look at a




For this case, the edge wij between two nodes denotes that wij Bell pairs can
be distributed between node i and node j in one unit of time. These can then be
consumed to perform unitaries or simply distributed elsewhere in the graph through
entanglement swapping. This is the case outlined in Fig. 4.1.
We can assume that the state after t time steps can be written as ρt. Since
the only non-local operation is distributing Bell pairs, the entanglement of state at
time t + 1 can be bounded by the entanglement of ρt plus the new entanglement
from introduced Bell pairs:
S(ρt+1) ≤ S
(
ρt ⊗ ρ⊗|∂F |Bell
)
(4.3)
≤ S (ρt) + |∂F |S (ρBell) (4.4)
=⇒ ∆S ≤ |∂F |S (ρBell) (4.5)
This completes the proof, with the entanglement of the Bell pair under the measure
in question providing the proportionality constant.
4.3.2 Unitaries
In this model, each graph edge of weight wij represents the capability to per-
form wij unitaries between qubits i and j in a time step. These unitaries are freely
chosen by the experimenter.
We note that every two-qubit unitary can be performed using two Bell pairs
as a shared resource and applying local operations. This can be easily seen in the
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following process:
1. Alice and Bob start with a data qubit each and two Bell pairs shared between
them. They wish to implement an arbitrary two-qubit unitary using only local
operations and classical control.
2. Alice uses one Bell pair and classical communication to teleport her qubit to
Bob.
3. Bob uses his local operations to perform the desired two-qubit gate.
4. Bob teleports Alice’s qubit back to her.
Therefore, the state ρ′ can be obtained from the state ρ by using LOCC and con-







=⇒ ∆S ≤ 2 |∂F |S(ρBell). (4.7)
This suggests that the ability to perform arbitrary unitaries is potentially twice as
powerful as the ability to distribute arbitrary Bell pairs, which makes sense, as an
arbitrary two-qubit gate cannot necessarily be performed with one Bell pair (for
instance, SWAP requires two) [150]. In any case, this still yields an entanglement
capacity ∆S = O(|∂F |) bound as desired.
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4.3.3 Hamiltonians
We will now consider a case in which the graph describes a two-body Hamilto-
nian, possibly time-dependent. The graph will restrict the strength of these Hamil-
tonians. If we assume that G = (V,E), then the Hamiltonian can be written as a





We then impose the condition:
∀t : ‖hij(t)‖ ≤ wij, (4.9)
where wij is the i-j edge weight.
We can then apply the ”small incremental entanglement” (SIE) theorem [143],
in particular, we can apply the special case used in Ref. [151] to bound the total
amount of entanglement generated by this Hamiltonian. If H is a sum of pairwise
Hamiltonians hij acting on qubits, then the time-rate of entanglement generation
on a set F of sites is: ∣∣∣∣dSFdt
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 36 log 2 ∑
i∈F,j∈F̄
‖hij‖. (4.10)
Here, SF is the entropy of the reduced density matrix on the region F , and not a
general measure of entanglement as in the other two cases. This can be derived from
Eq. 3 of Ref. [151] and specifying two-body terms a local Hilbert space dimension
of two, but the result could be extended to qudits or to general k-body interactions.
The sum over Hamiltonian norms, in the graph context, corresponds to a sum over




wij = |∂F |. Therefore, we can specifically
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say that for this case, ∆SF = O(|∂F |). Many other entanglement measures, such as
entanglement of formation or entanglement cost, can be related to the entanglement
entropy [152]. For example, many entanglement measures on mixed states can be
defined as a weighted sum over pure state components; since none of the pure states
can increase dramatically in entanglement under this process, the entanglement
measure on the mixed state is similarly limited.
Having proven a limitation on our entanglement capacity, we will now define a
final state ρf with a large entropy of entanglement across a specified bipartition. As
this entanglement measure obeys the conditions we outlined above, we can calculate
the time it will take to generate this state on a system with an arbitrary connectivity
graph. In the next section, we specify the state of interest. Although we will
discuss the time constraints in terms of the final pure state’s entanglement entropy,
the analysis of this subsection shows that we can use more general entanglement
measures which coincide with entanglement entropy for pure states, meaning that
our bound will apply even to protocols that produce mixed states as an intermediate
or final case.
4.4 Rainbow States
In order to take advantage of the entanglement capacity results, we wish to
establish a particular task in quantum information processing which requires the cre-
ation of a highly entangled state. Entanglement makes a useful benchmark for any
quantum computer because it can be shown that computations without much en-
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Figure 4.3: An illustration of the rainbow state in 1D, where doubled lines between qubits represent
maximally entangled pairs. The dashed line shows the partition that the entanglement entropy is
evaluated with respect to.
tanglement can be simulated efficiently classically, meaning any significant quantum
speedup requires the generation of entanglement [20]. Note that from the stand-
point of entanglement entropy, the GHZ state is not very entangled, even though all
the qubits are maximally correlated. If any subregion A is traced out, the reduced
density matrix is always a two-component classical mixture with SA(ρGHZ) = ln 2.
Even an arbitrarily large GHZ state of N qubits does not possess much entanglement
entropy.
Instead, consider the so-called “rainbow state,” which is defined on N qubits







|0〉i |0〉N−i + |1〉i |1〉N−i
)
. (4.11)
This state is easiest to understand graphically, as in Fig. 4.3. Each qubit is half of
a Bell pair with a qubit on the opposite side of a partition that evenly divides the
qubits.
Rainbow states have entanglement entropy that scales with the total volume
of the state, SA(|ψrb〉 〈ψrb|) = N ln 2, where A is taken to be qubits 1 through N/2
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in 1D. This “volume law” scaling on entanglement entropy is the maximum possible,
as can be seen from the fact that the reduced density matrix of one region, ρA, is
proportional to identity (maximally mixed).
Having calculated the entanglement entropy for rainbow states, the minimum
time required to create them can be limited once we specify a connectivity. For
instance, in an all-to-all connected system, we can create the rainbow state in one
unit of time by simply directly entangling the pairs desired. Alternately, we might
restrict ourself to a nearest-neighbor connected graph, where a vertex i is only
capable of sharing Bell pairs (or equivalently performing CNOT) with the qubits
i±1. Since we must create O(N) units of entanglement entropy, it follows that it will
take O(N) operations across the boundary to create it. If we can only distribute
one Bell pair for consumption per time step across the boundary, it will take a
time O(N) to create the rainbow state, no matter what classical communication or
measurement is allowed.
For the purposes of identifying a difficult task to test the 1D architecture,
any state of N qubits that has some possible bipartition with O(N) entanglement
entropy would share this same lower-bound derived from the entanglement capacity.
However, the rainbow state has the advantage that it is easy to describe and specify.
Algorithms which create the state are also intuitively easy to understand, since
they involve only the creation and arrangement of Bell pairs. The rainbow state,
specifically, makes a good choice for the benchmarking of quantum architectures
because this simplicity provides a hope that the difficulty of creating the rainbow
state can be reduced entirely to the bipartite entanglement which we can limit by
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the entanglement capacity. We will explore the question of when the rainbow state
can be saturated in Sec. 4.7
By contrast, as we saw previously, the GHZ state can be created in constant
time by using measurement and feedback. This agrees with the fact that the GHZ
state itself has only a constant amount of entanglement entropy and so O(1) is the
bound suggested by the entanglement capacity.
4.5 Rainbow Times and Isoperimetric Number
Above, we argued that the entanglement capacity offers an easy way to un-
derstand the limitations on creating the rainbow state on N qubits in a line. We
now wish to extend this to arbitrary graphs. Suppose we define an arbitrary archi-
tecture of qubits G = (V,E,w) and any set of F ⊂ G, with the requirement that
|F | ≤ 1
2
|G|. Denote by Fi the ith vertex of F by an arbitrary ordering and similarly











Now we have specified a state which has maximal entanglement entropy for the
bipartition of the entire system (G) into a set F and its complement F̄ . Note that
if |F | ≥ 1
2
|G|, we cannot define a rainbow state as in Eq. (4.12) because there
will not be enough qubits in F̄ to form Bell pairs with all qubits in F . To choose a
|ψrb(F )〉 with maximal entanglement entropy, we would increase F until |F | = 12 |G|.
However, our goal is instead to identify a difficult task for quantum computers, so
we instead maximize the required state creation time, rather than the entropy itself.
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Figure 4.4: An illustration of how a rainbow state is constructed on an arbitrary subgraph F .
Here, grey lines represent the connectivity graph of allowed two-qubit interactions, while doubled
black lines represent maximally entangled qubit pairs. Qubits without a doubled line are assumed
to be in state |0〉.
If we treat G as a graph with its edges being the allowed CNOT operations,
we can calculate the lower bound on the time required to create the rainbow state









Here, the numerator is simply the size of the set F , which is proportional to the
entanglement entropy that must be created, while the denominator, |∂F |, is the
total size of the boundary of F . The boundary defines the total number of Bell
pairs that can be distributed to the region F from its complement F̄ in a single time
step.
Note that Eq. (4.12) does not completely describe a physical state, which
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would require an ordering of vertices in F and F̄ . However, that ordering does not
affect the time required to create the state according to the entanglement capacity,
t(F ). While different rainbow states which share a common F may differ in how
easy they are to create, t(F ) serves as the common lower bound on creation time
for all of them, and we will focus on that metric here.
Rather than the properties of a particular rainbow state or a particular sub-
graph, we wish to gain insight on the behavior of the graph G itself. To do this,
we seek to find the maximum t(F ) given G. This will tell us: of all the maximally-
entangled states we can build from sets of G, which family is hardest to build
according to the entanglement capacity? We call this the rainbow time of the graph






The rainbow time has a simple and attractive interpretation, can be directly
connected to quantum computing tasks, and is robust to various models of compu-
tation by combining the theorems of Refs. [143,144]. In addition, it can be directly
connected to a quantity known as the Cheeger constant or isoperimetric number,
h(G) [145] which is well-studied in graph theory and computer science [154–156]. As
we have defined it, the rainbow time is simply 1/h(G) (Note that as we have defined
it so far τrb(G) can take on any nonnegative real value. In reality, the creation of
a quantum state will always take an integer number of steps greater than or equal
to one in the Bell pair exchange model. Therefore, dτrbe can be used as a measure
of the “number of rounds” required in cases where this is important.) Thus, aiming
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to minimize the rainbow time (so that large entangled states can be easily con-
structed) in a quantum architecture is equivalent to maximizing the isoperimetric
number. An “isoperimetric set” is a set F that achieves t(F ) = τrb(G). Often, the
Cheeger constant appears in the context of expander graphs, which are constructed
to possess large Cheeger constants [157] and can be used for proofs in complexity
theory [158–160].
4.6 Application to Hierarchical Product and Hierarchies
We now calculate the rainbow times for the hierarchical products and hier-
archies of Chapter 3. To summarize the construction presented in that chapter, a
hierarchical product is a graph product denoted GΠH in which |G| copies of H are
connected at their root (first) vertices by the graph G. By iterating this process,
we can create a hierarchy, in which a high-level graphs connect lower-level identical
sub-hierarchies. We also extend our concept to that of a weighted hierarchy, in
which the edges on level i have weight αi. We write a k-level hierarchy with a vector
of weights ~α as GΠ~αk, where G is the base graph. Finally, if αi = α
i−1, so that edge
weight scales geometrically with the level of the hierarchy, we simply write GΠαk.
Some examples are shown in Fig. 4.5.
In order to calculate the rainbow time for a hierarchical product, we make use
of the result from Ref. [145] there must exist an isoperimetric set [an F such that
t(F ) = τrb(F )] that is connected and whose complement F̄ connected. Therefore,
we will look at all possible subgraphs of H1 ΠH2 where both F and F̄ are connected.
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Figure 4.5: Examples of a hierarchical product (left) and a weighted hierarchy (right).
Figure 4.6: Three classes of subgraph used in our proof. Circles represent vertices in F , squares
are vertices in F̄ , and dashed lines are edges in ∂F . (Left) A setting in which part of one copy of
H2 is covered. (Center) A division that lies entirely in H1. (Right) Here, F covers all but one of
the copies of H2.
From these, we will search for the one with the largest t(F ). Since some isoperimetric
set is guaranteed to exist in this set of subgraphs, this maximization over t(F ) in this
set will also give us τrb(F ). We will begin by specifying three cases, illustrated in
Fig. 4.6. These cases cover all possible sets with the right connectedness properties
and therefore allow us to find the maximizing set for the graph and τrb(H1 ΠH2).
One such set would cover part of one copy of H1. However, note that if the
root vertex of H2 were included, we would have to include the entire hierarchy, since
otherwise F̄ would not be connected. We leave situations in which an entire sub-
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hierarchy is included for the next case. In the meantime, we must maximize over all
possible sets of H2 to find the best t(F ). This may seem like it would yield τrb(H2);
however, in this instance we can pick subsets of H2 which make up a majority of




which is just Eq. (4.14) with no bound on the size of the subset (but with the
restriction that the root vertex is excluded). Therefore, any set from this class will
offer a candidate rainbow time of at most t(F ) = urb(H2).
The second class of candidate sets would cover multiple copies of H2. Since
F must be connected, the path between these copies must be included in F , which
means the root vertices of each H2 that connect to each other via H1 must also be in
F . Then, as argued above, each copy of H2 must be included entirely. As a result,
this case is equivalent to choosing copies of H2 and either entirely including them
in F or entirely excluding them. This problem reduces to dividing up H2, and then
calculating as if each vertex had an effective volume of |H1|. Therefore, we can find
the maximum t(F ) of these sets by simply finding τrb(H2) and scaling it by |H1|.
The final class of F which meets the connectedness criteria would be an F
which includes all of H2 and then all but one copy of H1 completely, with perhaps
some of the remaining H1 also included. However, this F would necessarily be larger
than half of the total graph H1 Π H2, and therefore we can discard it as a possible
F for determining the rainbow time.
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We combine the first two options and conclude that:
τrb(H1 ΠH2) = max (urb(H1), |H1| τrb(H2)) . (4.16)
We now seek to apply this to hierarchies GΠ~αk. Just as before, if a vertex
is included in F , we must include all of the qubits “below” it in the hierarchy,
otherwise the complement of F will not be connected. Therefore, all bipartitions
can be reduced to choosing a particular level of the hierarchy to cut – on that level,
either a vertex will be included or not included, and this must apply to all of its
descendants as well. Every bipartition can then be mapped to a bipartition of G,
but one where every vertex is scaled by |G|i−1 due to the size of each sub-hierarchy.
(Note that the large number of vertices not in F do not contribute to t(F ).)
There is one important difference between the top (kth) level and all others,
which arises from the constraint that |F | ≤ 1
2
∣∣GΠ~αk∣∣. A cut on the top level must
not include more than half of the highest-level copy of G, while all lower levels can
use any cut at all as long as it does not include the root vertex. Whatever level
we cut, our cut depends only on base graph G, with each node standing for |G|i−1
total nodes below it. In addition, t(F ) must also be modified by the edge weight,
which we define to be αi on level i. Therefore, we can write the overall τrb as a













For specificity, we will evaluate the case where G = Kn and αi = α
i−1. Here,
the maximization over lower levels [the second term in Eq. (4.17)] can be reduced
to either to the first level or the (k − 1)th level, since we simply have to pick the
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largest element in a geometric sequence defined by n/α. We can write the resulting
maximization as a choice between three options,
τrb(K
Παk












Whereas one might have expected two options to arise (cut at the top or at the
bottom), we actually have three. For α > n, the edges grow in capacity too quickly
for the increased volume to make a higher-level cut worthwhile, so the optimal cut
is at the bottom, yielding a constant scaling. Two other options appear at n > α,
where cutting higher up the hierarchy allows for greater volume of qubits in F
without too much penalty caused by changing edge weights. The reason there are
two strategies is that it may be possible to cut a larger portion of a lower hierarchy
and exploit the split between τrb and urb. (For Kn in particular, the cut that includes
all but the root vertex satisfies urb(Kn).)
Graph Name τrb w ∆
KN N
−1 N2 N
SN 1 N N
d-dimensional Grid N1/d N 2d
KΠαkn N
max(0,logn α) Nmax(1,logn α) lognN
Table 4.1: Important statistics for graphs. Here, only the asymptotic scaling with N is written.
In addition to the rainbow time τrb for each graph, we also include the total weight of all edges, w
and the maximum graph degree ∆. Rainbow times for graphs other than hierarchies can be found
in terms of isoperimetric number in Refs. [145,155].
To place these results in context, we compare the rainbow time of KΠαkn to
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the total rainbow time of other graphs. To do this, we write the rainbow time in
terms of the total number of qubits in a graph, N , and concern ourself with the
overall scaling. In this language, τrb(K
Παk




. We compare this
to the rainbow time of some other graphs in Table 4.1. References [145, 155] give
the isoperimetric number for KN , SN , and grids (which are Cartesian products of
paths). Satisfying sets for those graphs are: for KN and SN , an arbitrary half of
the nodes; for grids, a hypercube placed in one corner that takes up precisely half
the total volume.
One goal would be to identify a set of parameters where a hierarchy outper-
forms a d-dimensional grid architecture. We are most concerned with comparing to
the d-dimensional grid because the other candidates we present, KN and SN , both
have very large degree, making them impractical for scalable architectures. We find
that the rainbow time of the hierarchy with base graph Kn and scaling constant α
will be better (smaller) than that of the grid if α > n(d−1)/d. If it also holds that
if n > α, then the hierarchy will accomplish this while also having lower total edge





has both lower rainbow time and less total edge weight than
a d-dimensional grid of qubits.
4.7 Saturability of Rainbow Time
We now know that the time required to create a highly entangled state across
a bipartition F , F̄ of G is lower-bounded by t(F ). However, we have not proven that
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it is possible to create a rainbow state on an isoperimetric set in the time τrb(G).
It is possible that the limit is an unattainable lower bound on time required. We
would like to provide an algorithm which can, in time O(τrb(G)), produce a state
with maximal entanglement entropy. This would then show that rainbow time is
not just a limit on the generation of entanglement, but a reliable diagnostic that
can be used to evaluate architectures.
Unfortunately we will not be able to present a general proof of this fact,
however, we will outline early progress towards the following conjecture: that for any
quantum computer whose architecture can be represented as a graph G = (V,E,w),
where an edge e can distribute w(e) Bell pairs per time step, for any isoperimetric
subgraph F , it is possible to construct a state with entanglement entropy O(|F |) in
time O(τrb(G)) using entanglement swapping.
4.7.1 Flow Results
We first begin by proving a pair of results about flows on a graph. A flow
between two nodes s (a source) and t (a sink) is a function on the edges of a graph
G such that, at every edge e, the flow function satisfies the following constraints:
• The flow through a graph edge never exceeds the weight of that edge, which
we interpret as a capacity: f(e) ≤ w(e).
• The flow into and out of every node except s and t is balanced, so that∑
f(e) = 0 if the sum runs over all e including a given node.
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The value of the flow, denoted |f |, is the total amount of flow that emerges in s and
is deposited in t. From the flow, we can create a directed graph which tracks the
flow as it moves from s to t.
4.7.1.1 Maximal Flow of Entanglement
We are most interested in examining a quantum computer in which nodes
communicate by exchanging Bell pairs. Bell pairs are indivisible, meaning that the
weights w(e) of our edges are necessarily integers. In this example, we ignore this
restriction temporarily, considering an example in which entanglement behaves more
like a fluid being distributed. We will show that for any isoperimetric set F , it is
possible to define a flow that delivers 1/τrb(G) units of entanglement to each node in
F per time step. Therefore, in τrb(G) steps each node in F would become maximally
entangled with a node in F̄ . We illustrate a sample flow in Fig. 4.7.
We begin by creating a set K which is an arbitrary subset of F̄ such that
|K| = |F |. We now attach to our graph G two fictitious nodes: a source s, which
connects to every node in F , and a sink t, which connects to every node in K. We
assign all of these new edges a weight (capacity) 1/τrb(G). We now seek to prove
that there is a flow f of value |F | /τrb(G). Such a flow saturates all of the edges we
have added, ensuring that every node in F is being reached by the flow.
To do this we will use the MaxFlow-MinCut theorem. A cut is a division of
the graph into two sets, S and T , such that s ∈ S and t ∈ T . The value of the
cut is the weight of all edges which connect S and T . By MaxFlow-MinCut, the
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Figure 4.7: An illustration of the fictitious nodes added to the isoperimetric set, F and a set of
equal size K. The new nodes, s and t, appear as green triangles; the original nodes and edges are
pink (in F ) and blue (in F̄ ) circles. The new edges connected to s, t are of weight 1/τrb = 2/3,
while all other edges have weight one. The flow is illustrated by arrows of differing thickness and
transfers |F | /τrb units of entanglement across the graph. Grey edges are not used by the flow.
maximum possible value of the flow f is the smallest possible value of a cut that
separates s and t. Intuitively, this is simply a statement that the worst bottleneck
in the graph bounds the flow. Note that MaxFlow-MinCut also guarantees that a
flow of this value exists [161].
Consider an arbitrary cut, Cut(S, T ). Let Q denote S \ {s} and R denote
T \ {t}. Furthermore, define the following:
a ≡ |R ∩ F | , b ≡ |Q ∩K| . (4.19)
Observe that
|Q| ≥ |Q ∩ F |+ |Q ∩K| = |F | − a+ b, (4.20)
|R| ≥ |R ∩ F |+ |R ∩K| = a+ |K| − b = a+ |F | − b. (4.21)
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Now, for any sets A and B in the graph, we will use the following notation for the





We can now define the value of the cut:
|Cut(S, T )| = |({s} ∪Q)→ (R ∪ {t})| = |s→ R|+ |Q→ R|+ |Q→ t| . (4.23)
By definition, s connects to every node in R which is also in F , and t connects to
every node in Q that is also in K. All of these edges have weight 1/τrb(G), allowing
us to write:
|Cut(S, T )| = a+ b
τrb(G)
+ |Q→ R| . (4.24)
We now want to use the fact that the isoperimetric number (1/τrb(G)) limits the
possible size of |Q→ R| = |∂Q| = |∂R|. Since τrb(G) is defined as a maximiza-
tion, any set which is less than half of the graph has ratio of volume to perimeter
that is upper-bounded by τrb(G). Suppose that |R| ≤ |G| /2. Then applying the
isoperimetric condition yields:
|Q→ R| = |∂R| ≥ |R|
τrb(G)
≥ a+ |F | − b
τrb(G)
. (4.25)
Alternately, if |R| > |G| /2, it follows that |Q| ≤ |G| /2, since these two sets partition
the entire graph. In this case, it follows that:
|Q→ R| = |∂Q| ≥ |Q|
τrb(G)
≥ |F | − a+ b
τrb(G)
. (4.26)
No matter which result is applicable, substitution into Eq. (4.24) yields |Cut(S, T )| ≥
|F | /τrb(G). Since every cut is larger than |F | /τrb(G) it follows that the maximum
flow must have at least |F | /τrb(G) units of flow.
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This then defines a “protocol” of sorts, although not one that fits into the
model of computation we have outlined. If entanglement can be transmitted on
the edges of G, this flow allows us to selects a subset of the same size of F and,
every time step, deliver 1/τrb(G) units of entanglement between every node in F
and some partner in K. In τrb(G) time steps a total of |F | entanglement has been
created. The individual paths that combine to produce this flow can be found using
the Ford-Fulkerson algorithm [162].
It is easy to create an integer flow that corresponds to our Bell pair exchange
physical interpretation. If we scale all of the edges in the graph by dτrb(G)e, and
make the fictitious edges that connect to s and t be of weight 1 instead of 1/τrb(G),
an identical argument to the above allows us to conclude that a flow exists of value
|F |. We can also invoke the Integral Flow Theorem to assert that, since in this
case all of the edge weights are integers, there exists an optimal flow such that the
flow on each edge is also integer-valued [163]. Since we intend to perform a total
protocol in dτrb(G)e time steps, this calculation shows that, given all of our capacity
“at once” we can define a flow that delivers one unit of entanglement (one Bell pair)
to each node. However, it is not clear whether or not this can then be decomposed
into dτrb(G)e steps which can all be simultaneously executed.
4.7.2 Algorithm for Flow Decomposition
We will now present a proposed algorithm for performing the task of creating
dτrb(G)e separate steps, each of which entangles |F | /dτrb(G)e nodes. The algorithm
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we will present works by dividing the problem into two sub-tasks:
1. We create a list of paths between nodes. These paths specify which nodes in
F are paired with which nodes in K as well as the paths that are taken when
performing entanglement swapping to create the Bell pair between those two
nodes.
2. We partition the paths into dτrb(G)e subsets. Each subset can be simultane-
ously performed without requiring any edge in G to be used beyond capacity.
Therefore, the rainbow time can be created in time dτrb(G)e.
We will outline specific methods to perform each step, but this general structure
can accommodate many variants of the two subroutines. At this time, we do not
have a proof that our methods succeed in all cases.
4.7.2.1 Building a Path Matrix
We accomplish the first step by performing a depth-first search on the directed
graph defined by the flow f . We simply begin at a node u ∈ F and perform the
search until we reach some v ∈ K which has not yet been paired off. We then
remove one unit of flow from every edge on the path found between these nodes and
continue. The result is two matrices. One matrix, M , is simply a |F | × |K| matrix
which identifies which node in F pairs to which node in K. Mij = 1 if i and j are
paired, and Mij = 0 otherwise. The second matrix, A, is called a path matrix. If
G = (V,E), then A is an |E| × |F | matrix. Each row of A corresponds to one edge
in G, while each column represents one of the paths we identified. An element Aij
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is 1 if the jth path passes through the ith edge, and 0 otherwise. The ordering of
the paths and edges has no significance. A formal specification of this procedure is
found below in Algorithm 1.
4.7.2.2 Partitioning Paths Into Steps
Now that we have the path matrix A which defines the set of paths, we can
cast the problem of dividing the paths into simultaneously-executable steps as a
linear programming problem. Suppose that x is a binary vector of length |F | which
we use to identify a set of paths we wish to simultaneously execute. Let xi = 1 if
the ith path is selected to execute, and xi = 0 otherwise. Then the product Ax will
yield the total number of times each edge will be used in this time step. In order to
identify a feasible set of paths, we require Ax ≤ w, where w is a vector of the edge
weights (the inequality is element-wise).
On the other hand, we also wish to ensure that the edges that are not used
will remain feasible. If there are n steps remaining after this one, then if any of
the unused edges needs to be used more than nw(e) times, the procedure will fail.
Therefore, by using 1− x as the set of paths not used, we will also require that
A(1− x) ≤ nw, again using an elementwise inequality.
This procedure can simply be iterated by deleting columns of A which corre-
spond to already-used paths. By optimizing x to capture as many paths as possible
while respecting both edge capacity in each time step and future demand for all
other edges, we can complete the partitioning process. A rigorous explanation of
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this procedure can be found in Algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 1 The function which creates a path matrix describing paths between
two sets which are meant to be entangled. The function inputs are the vertex and
edge sets V and E, a flow f , and the sets F and K that are to be entangled.
1: function PathMatrix(V,E, f, F,K)
2: Initialize a |E| × |F |-matrix A and a |F | × |F | matrix M to all zeros.
3: Find any directed cycles in Gf = (V,E, f), and reduce all weights in the
cycles to get Gf ′ = (V,E, f
′) which has no cycles.
4: Kres ← K
5: for u ∈ F do
6: Perform depth-first-search starting from u on graph Gf ′ = (V,E, f
′), and
find a path Pu,v from u to some v ∈ Kres. Set M(u, v)← 1.
7: for e ∈ Pu,v do
8: f ′(e)← f ′(e)− 1
9: A(e, u)← 1
10: end for
11: Kres ← K \ v
12: end for
13: return (A,M) . A is what we call the path matrix
14: end function
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Algorithm 2 Creating the rainbow state from an integral max flow. Inputs are
a graph G = (V,E), a weight function w, an isoperimetric set F , a set of size |F |
K ⊂ F̄ , and an optimal integral flow f ∗.
1: Let (A,M) = PathMatrix(V,E, f ∗, F,K).
2: for t = T, T − 1, . . . , 2, 1 do
3: Solve the following linear program:
x∗ = arg min
x
{
−1TAx : Ax ≤ w, A(1− x) ≤ (t− 1)w and x ∈ {0, 1}|F |
}
(4.27)
where w ∈ Z|E| is the vector of edge weights in G, and 1 is the all-one vector
(of appropriate dimension). Inequalities are element-wise.
4: Let g = Ax∗. We generate g(e) ≤ w(e) Bell pairs across every edge e.
5: We can now simultaneously entangle qubits in F corresponding to the non-
zero entries in x∗ to their counterparts in K. This is done by performing en-
tanglement swapping along the paths indicated by the column u of A for all u
where x∗(u) = 1, reaching v = M(u) ∈ K.





Unfortunately, Algorithm 2 is not guaranteed to succeed. This is because the
linear program Eq. (4.27) cannot necessarily be guaranteed to have integer solutions.
Non-integer solutions have no meaning in our context, because we have to either
execute an entire path or not. In this section, we will present some partial results
and identify a condition that can be placed on A which, if satisfied, guarantees
integer solutions.
4.7.3.1 Feasibility of the Linear Program
We first wish to show that the linear program defined in Eq. (4.27) always
does have some feasible solution, although this does not establish that any of those
solutions are integers. In order to show that there exists a solution, we will appeal
to Farkas’ lemma; this lemma states that the following implication is true for linear
equations [164]:
∃x ≥ 0, Ax = b ⇐⇒ ∀p : A†p ≥ 0 =⇒ b†p ≥ 0. (4.28)
In order to apply Farkas’ lemma, we must modify the linear program we origi-












Now we can write the linear program as optimizing over Ãx̃ ≤ b. However, we need
to convert this to an equality. We can do this by adding “slack variables,” s1 and s2,
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which are constrained to be positive, representing the difference that a particular




A 0 I 0
0 A 0 I
I I 0 0












 , x̃ ≥ 0. (4.30)
We are now ready to apply Farkas’ lemma to the equality Ãx̃ = b. Suppose
there is a vector p such that Ã†p ≥ 0. We will show that this necessarily implies
b†p ≥ 0, which by Farkas’ lemma implies a solution exists. Let p ≡ (p1,p2,p3).
Expanding out Ã in terms of the original matrix then yields,
A†p1 + p3 ≥ 0, A†p2 + p3 ≥ 0, p1 ≥ 0, p2 ≥ 0. (4.31)
Since p3 is greater than both −A†p1 and −A†p2, it follows that
∀α ∈ [0, 1] : p3 ≥ −A† [αp1 + (1− α)p2] . (4.32)
We are now ready to begin computing b†p. We will simply compute each of its
three parts and then apply the inequality Eq. (4.32).
b†p = w†p1 + (t− 1)w†p2 + 1†p3 (4.33)
≥ w†p1 + (t− 1)w†p2 − 1†A†p2[αp1 + (1− α)p2] (4.34)
Now note that A1 ≤ tw, since (A1)i is just the total use of edge i by all paths over
all time steps. Therefore,
b†p ≥ w†p1 + (t− 1)w†p2 − tw†[αp1 + (1− α)p2] (4.35)
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Let us then choose α = 1/t, and 1− α = (t− 1)/t, which yields
b†p ≥ 0, (4.36)
completing the argument and showing that the linear program in Eq. (4.27) is fea-
sible.
4.7.3.2 Total Unimodularity and Planar Graphs
A known sufficient condition for a linear program to have integer solutions
is known as total unimodularity. A totally unimodular (TU) matrix is a matrix
in which every square submatrix has determinant -1, 0, or +1. If the matrix A
were totally unimodular, then the linear program it defined would be guaranteed
to have an integer optimal solution [164]. By combining this knowledge with the
guarantee from Farkas’ lemma that the program has some feasible solution, we would
be guaranteed that our algorithm would be capable of producing rainbow states in
dτrb(G)e time steps.
Although our algorithm produces totally unimodular matrices on randomly-
generated test graphs, we have yet to prove that this is definitively the case. How-
ever, for an important class of input graphs, this condition can be proved. Those
graphs are planar graphs, which are any graph that can be drawn on a piece of
paper without any of the edges crossing each other [165].
In order to see that total unimodularity can be guaranteed for planar graphs,
we consider the maximal flow f ∗ on a graph G = (V,E). Suppose we add the
fictitious nodes s and t and the attendant edges, and that after this addition the
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graph G is planar. Then embed this graph in the plane, oriented so that the flow
moves from left to right. We can then identify the topmost path from s to t in
the graph that has positive flow and remove that path from the flow. Repeating
this yields |F | paths which are ordered from top to bottom. Although these paths
may share edges, they never cross each other. As a result, when we construct the
path matrix A, there is an ordering of the paths (columns) such that any paths
that share an edge are consecutive in the ordering. Therefore, any 1’s that appear
in a row will appear consecutively. This is a known condition that guarantees
unimodularity [164], so that when using Algorithm 2, the solutions to Eq. (4.27)
will be integers, and the resulting output can be used to schedule the creation of
entangled pairs to produce |F | Bell pairs between F and F̄ in time dτrb(G)e, as
desired.
4.8 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have presented a new metric for evaluating proposed archi-
tectures for quantum computers. By analyzing the architecture in terms of a graph
whose edges represent bandwidth and whose vertices represent qubits, we were able
to put a rigorous physical lower bound on time required to create families of states
inspired by the “rainbow state” from 1D systems. Notably, this physical bound is
robust to the inclusion of non-unitary operations such as classical control, measure-
ment, and feedback. Having found this bound, we then connected the creation of
those states to a known property of graphs, called the Cheeger constant or isoperi-
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metric number. By making use of earlier results in graph theory, we were able to
evaluate this isoperimetric number for graphs formed from the hierarchical product
and for hierarchies formed from many iterations of that product.
In the future, we would like to explore the nature of the rainbow time as a
bound. In addition to the saturability of the rainbow time considered above, another
interesting question is whether there are significant differences between different per-
mutations of qubits within F that might allow us to prove larger lower bounds on
some particular physical states. In general, we expect that there are likely other
computational or physical ways to lower-bound the required time for quantum algo-
rithms, even after entanglement is taken into account. We hope that by clarifying
the role of entanglement entropy these other constraints can be better understood.
We note that for the examples tabulated in Table 4.1, it is easy to outline algorithms
which create a rainbow state in dτrbe rounds. These algorithms simply consist of
producing Bell pairs along the boundary and immediately distributing them away
from the boundary.
Finally, we would like to learn more about how the entanglement entropy,
which was used here in terms of the rainbow time, can be applied to the analysis of
quantum algorithms, for instance, by showing that a certain amount of entanglement
is required to perform other tasks in quantum computing. References [166, 167]
explore this question in Shor’s algorithm and in adiabatic quantum computing.
These complement other results which show that low-entanglement systems can be
simulated efficiently on a classical computer [20, 168]. Our metric can evaluate the
amount of time different quantum architectures would require in order to perform
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entanglement-generating processes. Rainbow time could also be a fruitful way to
test algorithms for compilation and gate decomposition, by comparing their realized
circuit depth to this theoretical minimum required time.
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Chapter 5: Sensor Networks
5.1 Introduction
Entanglement is a valuable resource in precision measurement, as measure-
ments using entangled probe systems have fundamentally higher optimal sensitivity
than those using unentangled states [23]. A generic measurement using N unen-
tangled probes will have a standard deviation from the true value asymptotically
proportional to 1/
√
N . By using N maximally entangled probes, a single parameter
coupled independently to each probe system can be measured with an uncertainty
proportional to 1/N . This is the best possible scaling consistent with the Heisenberg
uncertainty principle and is known as the Heisenberg limit [23,169]. The procedure
can also be reversed–enhanced sensitivity to disturbances can provide experimental
evidence of entanglement [170–172].
Measurements making use of entanglement usually couple one parameter to
N different systems [23, 45, 173]. However, the emerging potential of long-range
quantum information opens new avenues for metrology [44, 174] and entanglement
distribution [175]. The ability to distribute entanglement across spatially separated
regions has already been used for recent loophole-free tests of Bell’s inequality [8,
9, 176]. In this chapter, we are interested in coupling N parameters to N different
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Figure 5.1: (a) An illustration of the network setup in a nanoscale NMR setting. Nodes, located
at different points relative to a large molecule, share an entangled state; at each node there is both
an unknown parameter θi and a known relative weight αi. We are concerned with estimating α ·θ.
(b) Illustration of the partial time evolution protocol for three qubits. Solid green segments of
the timeline represent periods when a qubit is evolving due to coupling to the local parameter θi,
while dashed red segments represent periods after the qubit stops evolving. The switches occur at
times corresponding to the qubits’ weights in the final linear combination. The weight of the last
qubit is α3 = 1.
systems, which may be spatially separated, and measuring a function of all of them
(see Fig. 5.1a) such as a single mode of a spatially varying field. For now, we focus
on linear functions, but in Section 5.6 we will use our linear-function protocol as
a subroutine in a more general procedure. Such measurements may be of interest
in geodesy, geophysics, or medical imaging [177–181], but in this chapter we focus
on potential application to nanoscale nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) imaging.
Later in this chapter we will discuss precisely how our method might apply in this
setting.
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The function q we wish to measure is a weighted sum of the deterministic
individual parameters θi, where i indexes the individual systems and each weight is




αiθi = α · θ. (5.1)
In this chapter, we characterize the advantage entanglement provides in this setting
and construct an optimal strategy equivalent to turning some qubits’ evolution “on”
and “off” for time proportional to the weight with which their parameter contributes
to the function q (see Fig. 5.1b). With this scheme of “partial time evolution,” we
can measure a linear function with the minimum variance permitted by quantum
mechanics, which can be viewed as an extension of the Heisenberg limit to linear
combinations. We will also show that our method can protect the secrecy of the
result, allowing the network as a whole to perform a measurement without eaves-
droppers learning any details of α · θ.
5.2 Setup
We consider a system in which there are N sensor nodes. Each sensor node i
possesses a single qubit coupled to an unknown parameter θi unique to each node.
We suppose that the state evolves unitarily under the Hamiltonian








Here, Ĥc(t) is a time-dependent control Hamiltonian chosen by us, which may in-
clude coupling to additional ancilla qubits and σ̂x,y,zi are the Pauli operators acting
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on qubit i. We wish to measure the quantity q defined in Eq. (5.1). We assume
that ∀i : |αi| ≤ 1 and additionally that there is at least one αi such that αi = 1.
These conditions simply set a scale for the function, and for an arbitrary α all that
is needed is division by the largest αi to meet this requirement. As an example, a
network with two nodes interested in measuring the contrast between those nodes
would set α = (1,−1) to measure θ1 − θ2. We would like to establish how well an
arbitrary measurement of α ·θ can be made and what the best measurement proto-
col is for doing so. By “protocol” we mean three different choices: (1) which input
state we begin with, (2) what auxiliary control Hamiltonian Ĥc(t) we implement,
and (3) how the final measurement is made.
We define the quality of measurement in terms of an estimator, Q, constructed
from experimental data. (Throughout this chapter, we denote operators with hats,
vectors by boldface, quantities to be estimated by lowercase, and corresponding
estimators by uppercase.) We assume that the estimator is unbiased, so that its
expectation value is the true value E [Q] = q. Then our metric for the quality of the






If measurements of θi can be made locally with accuracy Var Θi for an estimator Θi,
then we could compute the linear combination by local measurements and classical
computation. In this case, the variance is given by classical statistical theory as
VarQ = ‖α‖2 Var Θ0 assuming that Var Θi is identical at each site and equal to
Var Θ0. A measurement of an individual θi in Eq. (5.2) can be made in time t with
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We consider this the standard quantum limit for networks. To compare to the
typical case where N independent qubits measure a single parameter, consider the
average θ̄, which is equivalent to setting all αi = 1 and then using Θ̄ = Q/N to
obtain Var Θ̄ = 1/Nt2. It is our goal in this chapter to present a means to improve
on the limit in Eq. (5.4).
5.3 Heisenberg Limit for Sensor Networks
5.3.1 Using Fisher Information Matrix
Our task is to perform parameter estimation on a quantum system evolving
under some set of parameters {θi} linearly coupled to sensor qubits as in Eq. (5.2)
[182–185]. Although we are only interested in measuring a single number, we still
need to treat a system that has many parameters in the evolution, necessitating the
use of a multi-parameter theory as in Refs. [186–194]. It is known from classical
estimation theory that, given a probability distribution p(z) over a set of outcomes
z that depends on a number of parameters, all estimators of the parameters obey





Here, M is the number of experiments performed, F is the Fisher information matrix
(see below), and Σ is the covariance matrix, where Σij = E [(Θi − θi) (Θj − θj)]. The
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inequality is a matrix inequality, meaning that MΣ − F−1 is positive semidefinite.
We will concern ourselves with the single-shot Fisher information, and set M = 1
from now on. The Fisher information matrix captures how each parameter changes












This bound is a purely classical statement about probability distributions, and is
saturated asymptotically using a maximum-likelihood estimator [197]. Note that
although we have presented the formulas for the Fisher information matrix, in the
case of a single parameter the Fisher information will be a scalar which can be
obtained by setting i = j in Eq. (5.6).
Quantum theory bounds the probability distributions that can result from
a state evolved under a parameter-dependent unitary operation [182]. We thus
define the quantum Fisher information FQ for a process with a given initial state as
the maximization of the Fisher information over all possible measurement schemes.
This gives rise to the quantum Cramér-Rao bound (QCRB), which simply replaces
F with FQ in Eq. (5.5). A matrix element of FQ for a pure state evolving under a
Hamiltonian Ĥ is given by
(FQ)ij = 4t





is the generator corresponding to parameter i. For instance,
in Eq. (5.2) the generator ĝi is the operator
1
2
σ̂zi . Unlike the Cramér-Rao bound,
the QCRB cannot always be satisfied, even asymptotically. However, in the setting
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of this chapter, where all generators commute, it can be [186]. Equation (5.5) then
takes the form:
Σ ≥ F−1 ≥ F−1Q . (5.8)
To formulate the appropriate Cramér-Rao bound in the case where the quan-
tity we wish to estimate is a linear combination of the θi, we simply use the fact
that the variance of a linear combination α · θ can be written as αTΣα. It follows
immediately from Eq. (5.8) that
VarQ ≥ αTF−1Q α. (5.9)
Note that although we began by considering the full covariance matrix, we now
focus on just a single scalar αTF−1Q α because our quantity of interest is a single
linear transformation of the original parameters.
In order to properly define the Cramér-Rao bound, it is necessary to consider
the fact that F and FQ are only positive semi-definite and not necessarily invertible.
For instance, if a parameter has no effect on probabilities at all, then it cannot be
estimated from experimental results and the bound on the variance of its estimator
is undefined. To sidestep this issue, we can instead look at F̃Q, the quantum Fisher
information projected onto its own image [194], assuming that α has no overlap
with the kernel of FQ. This matrix (and its inverse) are now both positive definite,
meaning they can always be inverted. Equation (5.9) is therefore always well-defined
if F̃Q is used.
Since F̃Q is Hermitian and positive definite,
√
F̃Q is Hermitian. We can then
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write the following for an arbitrary real b by invoking the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality:




















Taking b to be the bth element of the standard basis gives











is the quantum Fisher information for a single parameter, as defined
by Eq. (5.7). In Ref. [184], it was shown that for any time-dependent control Hamil-






Here ‖ĝb‖s is the operator seminorm (difference between the largest and smallest
eigenvalues) of the generator corresponding to parameter θb. Our final bound comes






We emphasize that Eq. (5.15) remains true no matter what time-dependent control
Ĥc(t) is applied.
In Eq. (5.2), all ĝb =
1
2










Here we have used the fact that the largest αi = 1. If we want to estimate the
average of the θi, then all qubits are equally weighted and the desired quantity
is θ̄ = q/N , so Var Θ̄ ≥ 1/N2t2 and we reproduce the desired Heisenberg scaling
which is more precise than the 1/N in Eq. (5.4). However, note that if we wanted
to estimate only a single θi, then we would not benefit from the entanglement. In
general, we can, for some situations, greatly improve the precision of parameter
esitmation with nonlocal techniques if the parameter itself is also non-local. Our
bound allows us to explore the full range of possible α between these two extremes.
Compared to the bound on unentangled states [Eq. (5.4)], Eq. (5.15) simply picks
out the largest contribution due to uncertainty from a single site. Equation (5.15)
can be viewed as an extension of the usual Heisenberg bound to linear combinations
of parameters.
We can illustrate the above argument by optimizing over the space of all con-
trol Hamiltonians Ĥc(t). As this is computationally expensive, we limit ourselves
to a two-qubit sensor network with no ancillas. The Hamiltonians we optimize over
include enough operators to provide universal control on two qubits, meaning we can
effectively modify the input state as well as the final measurement basis in order to
optimize the Fisher information. In order to test the form of our bound, Eq. (5.15),
which depends both on relative weights of each parameter and the underlying gen-
erator, we couple θ1 to a generator σ̂
z
1 which has ‖σ̂z1‖s = 2. We leave the second
qubit coupled to a generator 1
2
σ̂z2 as in Eq. (5.2). The bound corresponding to the
first qubit from Eq. (5.15) is α21/4t
2 and that of the second qubit is α22/t
2. In our















Figure 5.2: Numerical optimization of αTF−1Q α for two qubits with α1 = 1 compared to the bound
predicted by our analytic result. Each point is generated by running a gradient descent algorithm
until convergence; the control parameters begin at small random values. The dashed (dotted) line
is the analytic bound derived from the first (second) qubit. As α2 increases, the second qubit
becomes the source of the relevant bound.
result leads us to believe therefore that if α22 > 1/4, the minimum possible variance
should be α22. However, if α
2
2 < 1/4, then the lower bound should be 1/4. That
behavior is precisely what we find through the numerical optimization shown in
Fig. 5.2, confirming Eq. (5.15).
5.3.2 Using Single-Parameter Bounds
It is tempting to dismiss the above argument as unnecessarily complicated, as
the ultimate quantity of interest is only a single parameter. Why not simply apply
the Cramér-Rao bound directly to α · θ instead of using the matrix approach? We
will now show that the single-parameter bound that arises from naive application
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of the Cramér-Rao bound is looser than Eq. (5.15). This gap occurs because the
single-parameter bound can only be applied if there is only one unknown parameter
controlling the evolution of the input state, which implicitly places a constraint on
the other components of the field. Later, we will discuss how the single-parameter
approach can be amended to take this into account and agree with Eq. (5.15).
To apply the single-parameter Cramér-Rao bound to our evolution Hamilto-
nian Eq. (5.2), we consider the Hamiltonian as 1
2
θ · σ̂ where σ̂ is simply a vector of




(αi · θ)βi. (5.17)
We assume that α0 = α and that the other αi>0 make up a basis. The set of vectors
βi is then a dual basis such that αi · βj = δij. (For this basis as well, we will drop
the subscript 0 to indicate that this particular vector corresponds to the parameter
of interest.) The advantage of rewriting θ this way is that we can now identify
the term in the Hamiltonian which is proportional only to α · θ. The generator
corresponding to the quantity α · θ is:
ĝ =
∂Ĥ





To obtain the quantum Fisher information corresponding to this generator, we
consider the variance of the operator ĝ. The maximum variance of this generator is
given by the operator seminorm [184]. Using this fact, we can write:






In general the bound on VarQ derived from Eq. (5.19) is a looser lower bound
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than Eq. (5.16). For example, with α = (1, 1
2
) and α1 = (
1
2









which is looser than the 1/t2 given by Eq. (5.15). This discrepancy can be addressed
by thinking more closely about the process of choosing a new basis. We will use the
seminorm condition again to bound the maximum possible Fisher information. To











We will now show that it is possible to choose a basis such that the seminorm in
Eq. (5.21) goes to infinity. This shows that the approach which led us to Eq. (5.19)
should not be applied blindly, and we will then discuss how to control for this issue.
First, an illustration of the bound diverging. Suppose that in a two-parameter
problem, the basis vectors we choose are α and α′. It can then be shown by
direct computation of the matrix inverse that yields the dual basis that the implied
maximum Fisher information from Eq. (5.21) is:






If we then choose α′ = (α1/α2 + ε, 1), it follows that:
F ≤




As ε → 0, this becomes arbitrarily large. From this we conclude that our previous
approach was ill-advised as it can yield arbitrarily small lower bounds on the es-
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timator variance – using this basis, we would conclude that the right-hand side of
Eq. (5.19) could be ∞.
In order to produce a useful bound from Eq. (5.21), we recognize that any
possible choice of basis must yield a valid bound. Therefore, rather than look at
one particular basis (as we did in deriving Eq. (5.19)) we instead need to optimize
for the highest lower bound over all possible choices of basis. Finding the tightest
bound on Fisher information will then produce the highest lower bound on parameter
uncertainty. To do this, we first write the following chain of inequalities using the











where the last line follows due to the fact that |αj| ≤ 1. Note that we can achieve
equality, ∑
j
|βj| = 1, (5.25)
by taking the other N−1 basis vector αj to be unit vectors ej in the standard basis,
making sure that the j that does not appear has αj 6= 0 to ensure the entire space
is spanned. Now we look to the minimum possible value of ‖ĝ‖s. The minimum
possible value is interesting to us because the minimum ‖ĝ‖s will be the choice of
basis for which the bound on Fisher information is tightest.
It follows from Eq. (5.21) and Eq. (5.24) that the minimum seminorm ‖ĝ‖s
is equal to 1, implying that the maximum value for Var ĝ is 1/4 [184]. Using this
to optimize the bound in Eq. (5.19) over all possible choices of re-parameterization
implies that Varα · θ ≥ 1/t2, just as we found in Eq. (5.16).
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The single-parameter bound is applicable in our situation, but it requires
careful accounting of the influence of other parameters in the problem. The reason
that our previous results such as Eq. (5.15) do not hold in this case is that Cramér-
Rao bound does not apply if we can take advantage of constraints on the signal field
θ to improve our estimation strategy.
5.3.2.1 Single-Parameter Bounds With Prior Information
These naive single-parameter bounds can be applied and saturated if the field
structure is known before the measurement takes place. To demonstrate, suppose
that for a set of fields θ where we wish to learn α · θ, we know that the fields are





and our goal is to estimate q = α · θ. This is now a truly one-parameter problem,
enabling a new strategy which saturates Eq. (5.19). By defining w as a new vector
such that wi = sgn (αi), we can measure the quantity





Since w is a linear combination which satisfies the condition |wi| ≤ 1, we can
estimate q′ = w · θ with accuracy bounded by 1/t2 as shown in Sec. 5.4. Then:

















This saturates the bound in Eq. (5.19). The reason we are able to outperform
Eq. (5.15) is that we have assumed something about the structure of the field which
reduces it to a lower-dimensional problem. This is only possible by using knowledge
about components of θ not parallel to α. Otherwise, there is no guarantee that θ
will be proportional to α. In general cases w ·θ will contain noise from “undesired”
components.
In many situations where the field structure is known, new strategies can be in-
troduced which may outperform our previous results, even asymptotically. Consider





where α·γ = 0 and θγ is a nuisance parameter describing the field magnitude orthog-
onal to α. Any field can be written in this way to separate out the α component.




is an achievable bound. By writing w = cαα + cγγ, decomposing w into its only




Therefore, the optimal strategy is to pick a w which maximizes w · α while mini-
mizing (preferably to zero) w · γ. However, in general, learning the structure of the
field perpendicular to α is just as difficult as learning the component parallel to α,
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so beginning from a state of ignorance, it is still optimal to measure α · θ rather
than a different linear combination.
The bound in Eq. (5.19) can actually be found by other statistical methods
which fully treat the initial multi-parameter structure, for instance, the constrained
Cramér-Rao bound of Ref. [198]. It can also be derived from the Van Trees inequality
[199] by assuming that we have pre-existing knowledge that the components of θ
perpendicular to α have a normal distribution of width ε and then taking the limit
ε→ 0.
If rather than a constraint we simply have some initial information in the
form of a prior distribution, the Van Trees inequality (which takes into account
that prior information) will reduce to the Cramér-Rao bound in the limit of many
measurements. This is because the information gained from measurements scales
linearly with the number of measurements while the prior information is static.
5.4 Protocols
We now present two protocols that saturate the bound of Eq. (5.16) and are
therefore optimal. The first begins from the conceptually simple Greenberger-Horne-
Zeilinger (GHZ) state or a spin-squeezed state and uses time-dependent control
during phase accumulation to produce an output state sensitive to the desired α ·θ,
while the second method uses a more complicated initial state but requires no control
during the phase accumulation.
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5.4.1 Protocols Involving Time-Dependent Control
5.4.1.1 Using GHZ Input State







Under σ̂z evolution, each |1〉 accumulates a phase relative to |0〉. By allowing qubits
to accumulate phase proportional to the desired weight αi, we obtain a final state in
which |1〉⊗N has accumulated a total phase of α·θt relative to |0〉⊗N . We refer to our
protocol as “partial time evolution” because it relies on a qubit undergoing evolution
for a fraction of the total measurement time (see Fig. 5.1). We can realize this by
applying σ̂xi to a qubit at time ti = t (1 + αi) /2 so that the qubit evolution will be
identical to evolving it for a time αit. Note that if there is a fixed experimental time
t, this scheme can realize values of αi ∈ [−1, 1], which motivates our restrictions
on the values of individual αi. Specifying this sequence of gates identifies the Ĥc(t)
which defines the protocol. The result of this protocol is an effective evolution


























details of this measurement and calculation of 〈P̂ 〉 are given in Ref. [23]; notably,
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the measurement can be performed locally at each site. Measurement of the time-









)2 = sin2 qtt2 sin2 qt = 1t2 , (5.36)
saturating the bound in Eq. (5.16) and Fig. 5.2.
We can also directly evaluate FQ and F for this protocol. FQ can be found by
























Furthermore, we can show that this FQ satisfies the second inequality in Eq. (5.13).
The inverse of F̃Q can be easily written, as FQ simply projects onto α. In order to
get F̃−1Q F̃Q = α





αT F̃−1Q α is then equal to 1/t
2, saturating the second inequality in Eq. (5.13) for the
basis vector b corresponding to the largest α component, αb= 1.
To evaluate the classical Fisher information in this case, we note that the final
measurement [200] projects onto one of two outcomes with probability sin2 (α · θt/2)
















This Fisher information also implies the variance bound in Eq. (5.16).
It may seem surprising that an optimal measurement can be one in which most
qubits spend some of the measurement time idle. Since more time yields more signal,
intuition suggests that the most effective strategy would make better measurements
on the less-weighted qubits rather than keep them off for much of the measurement
time. For example, by disentangling a qubit from the larger state halfway through











θ2. This reasoning fails because there is no way to use information about θ2 to
improve an estimate of θ1 +
1
2
θ2 without also knowing about θ1. Because we do not
know about the individual parameters, only a measurement of the entire function
is usable and our scheme is optimal in this case. However, once we account for
pre-existing knowledge about the parameter values (drawn from physically-motived
estimates or less-precise previous measurements) our bound will instead apply in
the regime of asymptotically many measurements (M  1) and in that setting our
scheme will also saturate it [201]. This is because the value of prior knowledge
becomes increasingly low as we accumulate measurement data.
One advantage of this protocol is that an eavesdropper cannot learn the result
of the network measurement by capturing a subset of the nodes’ σ̂x measurement
results. This privacy can be shown by tracing out the first qubit in Eq. (5.35),
which leaves no phase information in the resulting mixed state. The central node
can receive the measurement outcomes from all other nodes but keep its own secret,
and no eavesdropper is able to extract information from the broadcasted results.
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This is true even if the central node’s qubit is unweighted (i.e., αi = 0), which
follows simply from the properties of the GHZ state.
5.4.1.2 Using Spin Squeezed States
The perfect security of the GHZ state arises because obtaining the measure-
ment result requires every qubit, but this also implies an extreme sensitivity to noise.
This noise can be a serious problem for metrological applications [202,203]. Because
the GHZ state decoheres faster than an individual qubit, the advantage provided by
entanglement is nullified if the interrogation time of the qubit is limited by its coher-
ence time [204]. However, in many settings the time spent on a single measurement
will be much shorter than the decoherence time, for instance, to gather data on
short timescales. In these cases, GHZ states still provide a metrological advantage.
Note that dynamical decoupling [205] or quantum error correction [206, 207] could
be used to lengthen the effective decoherence time in some cases.
In other situations, however, it may be that decoherence is the dominant
concern. In these situations, the best strategy uses a highly-symmetric entangled
state which is more robust to noise than the GHZ state [204]. Under dephasing, these
states can still offer a constant factor improvement over unentangled metrology. In
this section, we show that spin-squeezed states can also function as inputs to the
partial time evolution protocol, and so may be good candidates for a sensor network
operating in a situation where decoherence limits the interrogation time. Squeezed
states are collective spin states which, due to entanglement, have reduced variance
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along one axis of the collective Bloch sphere at the cost of increased variance along
an orthogonal axis [169, 208]. Recently, it has been shown that these states may
allow Heisenberg-scaling measurements even without single-particle detection, which
makes them very attractive for experimental implementations [209].
We consider a state whose overall spin vector is aligned along +x, such that
〈σ̂xi 〉 ≈ 1. We assume that the other spin components have zero expectation value,






i is decreased while







Suppose that we perform Ramsey interferometry on such a state [169, 200].















. A final measurement is made of the total spin projection




























If we specify that this expectation is to be taken over a squeezed state with 〈σ̂xi 〉 ≈ 1















This shows that a squeezed state can be used for measurements of linear functions.
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We evaluate the sensitivity at q = 0 because we are interested in small signals.
Partial time evolution with spin-squeezed input beats the standard quantum limit
if ξ ≤ ‖α‖/
√
N . Note that there are N components of α and therefore ‖α‖ will
generally be of order
√
N assuming that the moments of the field being measured
are well distributed. Squeezed states can achieve squeezing proportional to N−1/2
[169,208], which approaches the bound in Eq. (5.16) up to numerical prefactors not
scaling with N .
Other highly-entangled states such as Dicke states also have metrological value
in the presence of noise and could also serve as input states to partial time evolution
with similarly favorable scaling [193,210–213].
5.4.2 Time-Independent Protocols
In this section, we present two other possible measurement schemes for linear
combinations of parameters. Both of these differ from the protocols of Sec. 5.4.1
because they prepare a particular state and then allow for free evolution during
phase accumulation, rather than using pulses to evolve for an effective time of αit
on qubit i. We will present time-independent schemes that begin with both a GHZ-
like state and the spin-squeezed state. Note that these protocols rely on assumptions
about the size of signals θi or the evolution time t.
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5.4.2.1 Using GHZ-like Input State
We begin by defining a single-qubit state |τ 〉, where τ is a vector whose ele-





|0〉 τj 6= −1
|1〉 τj = −1
. (5.46)
We then define the entangled state |ψ(τ )〉 as
|ψ(τ )〉 = 1√
2
(|τ 〉+ |−τ 〉) . (5.47)
This state can be understood as a general class that includes the GHZ state as the
case τj = 1 for all j. For every τj = −1, spin j is flipped relative to the GHZ state,
while for every τj = 0, spin j is entirely disentangled.
In order to measure α · θ, we will evolve |ψ(τ )〉 under the Hamiltonian in







That is, we multiply the outcomes of the individual projective σx measurements for
each qubit which was originally entangled with the others (τj 6= 0). It can be shown






cos2 (θ · τ t/2) 1,
sin2 (θ · τ t/2) −1
. (5.49)
To create a final protocol, we will now randomize the choice of τ , which in
turn means we will randomly select both the initial state and the final measurement.
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An overall sensitivity to α ·θ can be realized if the probability distribution for every






1− α2j τj = 0
. (5.50)




= 1− t2 (α · θ)2 to lowest
order in t. Since Π̂2 = 1, we can use the same approach as Eq. (5.36) to find that
the sensitivity for this measurement is VarQ = 1/t2, leading to the same sensitivity
as the time-independent protocol.
5.4.2.2 Using Spin-Squeezed States
To implement a time-independent protocol that makes use of a spin-squeezed
input state, we will actually use a two-part measurement protocol. First we will
derive a general expression that applies to both parts, and then show how they can
be combined.
Much as in Sec. 5.4.1.2, we will use the Heisenberg evolution of the total an-
gular momentum along one axis to evaluate the final observable. We can begin with
the result of Eq. (5.43), but with two alterations. First, rather than Û representing
a partial time evolution on each qubit, instead it will be the full time evolution




i ). Second, we will add an additional operator at the




r̂iz (ηi) . (5.51)
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Here, r̂iz is the single-qubit rotation about the z axis. That is, we apply a qubit-
dependent rotation about the z axis before we begin the evolution. The final oper-
















can be found by substituting the angles θit + ηi for αiθit in Eq. (5.43).










σ̂xi sin (θit+ ηi) + σ̂
y
i cos (θit+ ηi)
〉
. (5.53)
By using the conditions that 〈σ̂xi 〉 ≈ 1 and 〈σ̂
y






sin (θit+ ηi) . (5.54)
Now we introduce a two-step protocol. In the first step, we perform this se-
quence (prepare a spin-squeezed state, add qubit-dependent rotations, evolve, mea-
sure Ĵz) with ηi = φi, where cosφi = αi. We will call the quantity measured Ĵ
+
z .
Then, we repeat the process with ηi = −φi, and call the resulting quantity Ĵ−z . The


















Here, as in Sec. 5.4.1.2, we have assumed that the phases to be detected, θit, are
small enough to make the small-angle approximation.
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In order to evaluate the sensitivity of this measurement, we look at the point











i ≤ 4 Var Jy, and so, by the same calculations used in Eq. (5.45), the
variance is no more than 4Nξ2/t2. Note, however, that this assumes that both Ĵ+
and Ĵ− are measured for time t. For a fairer comparison, we can replace t with t/2
so the time required for the two-step protocol is the same as for one time-dependent
round. In this case, the sensitivity is no worse than 16Nξ2/t2.
Interestingly, this two-step protocol requires only single-qubit operations once
the initial squeezed state is created. This may make it a more tractable scheme
for experimental realizations of quantum enhancements in measurements of linear
combinations of parameters.
5.5 Entanglement-enhanced molecular NMR
Many applications of entangled sensor networks may emerge as distributed
entanglement becomes easier to achieve. In this section we focus on an applica-
tion which may be viable in the near future: nanoscale nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) as a form of molecular microscopy. NMR has long been used to investigate
the chemical composition of molecular structures and perform medical imaging [214].
The spatial resolution of NMR had been limited to a few micrometers until the recent
advent of nitrogen-vacancy (NV) center magnetometers [215–217]. These magne-
tometers are sensitive to nanotesla magnetic fields with spatial resolution on the
nanometer scale and can be used to image molecules or single proteins deposited on
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a diamond layer with embedded NV centers [218–220].
Nanoscale NMR applications are a promising setting for entanglement-enhanced
sensor networks. The electronic spin associated with an NV center in diamond can
be operated as a two-level system whose free evolution results in the accumulation
of phase dependent on the local magnetic field [217]. Because NV centers are useful
platforms for quantum information processing, entangling protocols already exist
and have been demonstrated experimentally [221–224]. Our protocol is particularly
useful for studies of chemical or magnetic dynamics, such as Ref. [225], because the
measurement timescale may be much shorter than the decoherence time of the GHZ
state, making our noise-free treatment applicable.
Linear combinations of spatially separated field values are interesting measure-
ment quantities in nanoscale NMR. Reference [226] describes an imaging protocol
which combines many different Fourier spatial modes, and Ref. [219] similarly com-
bines many signals to perform molecular microscopy. These measurements could
be performed more accurately using entangled NV sensors. In addition, our entan-
glement scheme can perform simple subtraction of the signal between two qubits.
This allows common mode noise subtraction between a sensor qubit and another
qubit exposed only to environmental noise. In general, even if a full GHZ state
of all sensors is not feasible, smaller clusters of entangled sensors can still enhance
sensitivity.
Entanglement-enhanced imaging of objects larger than single molecules may
also be a fruitful area of research. An experiment detecting the firing of a single
animal neuron with accuracy near the standard quantum limit has already been
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performed [227], making exploration of techniques surpassing the limit a natural next
step. Similar experiments could demonstrate an enhancement due to distributed
entanglement in the near future.
5.6 Extension to Arbitrary Functions
In this section, we generalize our previous work, which demonstrated a lower
bound on the variance of an estimator of a linear combination of d parameters
coupled to d qubits. We will generalize this approach to measuring an arbitrary real-
valued, analytic function of d parameters and show that entanglement can reduce
the variance of such an estimate by a factor of O(d). Finally, we present a protocol
which achieves optimal variance asymptotically in the limit of long measurement
time. In addition, when the parameters are coupled to d interferometers or to a
combination of interferometers and qubits, we propose an analogous Heisenberg-
scaling protocol to improve measurement noise. However, in this case, we lack a
proof of optimality. We also can use the protocol presented in Ref. [228] to couple
the parameters to continuous variables detected by homodyne measurements.
We will also examine the application of such a protocol to field interpolation.
Suppose sensors are placed at d spatially separated locations, but we wish to know
the field at a point with no sensor. We may pick a reasonable ansatz for the field with
no more than d parameters, use our d measurements to fix the degrees of freedom of
that ansatz, and compute the field at our desired point. Because the field of interest
is a function of the field at d other locations, our protocol offers reduced noise over
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Figure 5.3: An illustration of a quantum sensor network of spatially separated nodes. At each
node, there is an unknown parameter θi coupled to a qubit, which accumulates phase proportional
to θi.
performing the same procedure without using entanglement.
5.6.1 Setup
In this section, the notation EY [X] means the expected value of X over all
possible Y . If we merely write E[X], then we average over all parameters required
to define X (e.g. if Y depended on Z, then EZ [EY [X]]). We define the variance,
VarY [X], similarly.
We consider a system with d sensor nodes, where node i consists of a single
qubit coupled to a real parameter θi (see Fig. 5.3), and suppose that the state evolves
under the Hamiltonian








where σ̂x,y,zi are the Pauli operators acting on qubit i and Ĥc(t) is a time-dependent
control Hamiltonian that we choose, which may include coupling to ancilla qubits.
We want to measure an arbitrary real-valued, analytic function f(θ) of d unknown
parameters θ = 〈θ1, . . . , θd〉 for time ttotal. We would like to determine how well
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the quantity f(θ) can be estimated, and find a protocol for doing so. To specify
a protocol, we choose an input state, a control Hamiltonian Ĥc(t), and a final
measurement.
For a general estimator, we use the mean squared error (MSE) M of our
estimate f̃ from the true value f(θ) as a figure of merit. 1 Explicitly,
M = E[(f̃ − f(θ))2] = Var f̃ + (E[f̃ ]− f(θ))2. (5.58)
Thus the MSE accounts for both the variance and the bias of the estimator f̃ .
5.6.2 Lower Bound on Error
We now identify the minimum possible error of an estimator of f(θ) which
measures for time ttotal. For any estimator f̃ , biased or otherwise, which uses samples
from a probabilistic process (such as physical experiments) to estimate the value
f(θ), the MSE is bounded by [197]





where F is the Fisher information for the parameter f and FQ is the quantum Fisher
information evaluated over our input state, where FQ ≥ F always [186]. The Fisher
information matrix measures the sensitivity of the sampled probability distribution
to changes in the parameters ~θ. While F tells us something about a particular
experimental setup, FQ is maximized over all possible experiments that could be
performed on a state.
1Since the capital letter F is used for Fisher information, we break our usual notational con-
ventions and use f̃ for the function estimator.
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In order to evaluate the Fisher information for our function of interest f , we
evaluate the generator ĝ = ∂Ĥ/∂f as defined in Ref. [184]. By first writing the




















Note that FQ can be upper-bounded by the seminorm of this generator, FQ ≤ t2‖ĝ‖2s
[184]. However, to evaluate the seminorm, we will need to evaluate the partial
derivative in Eq. (5.60). To do so we must specify a full basis of functions so that
the partial derivative can be defined in terms of what variables are held constant
during differentiation. We suppose that a set of functions f1, f2, f3 . . . fN are created,
with the f of interest equal to f1, defining an invertible coordinate transformation







∣∣J−1i1 ∣∣ . (5.61)
Here, J−1ij is an element of the Jacobian matrix of the inverse transformation to that
defined by the f functions. Depending on which functions are chosen, the value of
‖ĝ‖s can vary, as can be seen in Sec. 5.3.2 for linear functions. We therefore wish
to find the smallest possible ‖ĝ‖s, which will provide the tightest possible bound on
FQ. To do so, we note that J
−1 and J must obey an inverse relationship, meaning









∣∣J−1i1 ∣∣ . (5.62)
By using the definition of the Jacobian, we can rewrite this as a lower bound on the
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All that remains is to note that if we label the θi that yields the maximum first
derivative as θ1, and then choose fi = θi for i > 1, the lower bound in Eq. (5.63)
is met, since ∂θi/∂f1 must be evaluated holding the other fj constant. Invoking
the resulting bound on the quantum Fisher information, we find that Eq. (5.59)
becomes







Although the quantum Cramér-Rao Bound derived in Eq. (5.64) cannot always
be saturated, it can when the generators ∂Ĥ/∂θi commute, as in Eq. (5.57) [186].
We will show later that the inequality in Eq. (5.64) can be saturated at asymptotic
time ttotal.










Before moving on to the optimal protocol, we will consider a protocol which
does not use entanglement and does not saturate Eq. (5.64) as a useful contrast to
an entangled strategy. Suppose we estimate each parameter individually, without
bias. Then the MSE E[(f(θ̃)− f(θ))2] can be written as
Munentangled = fi(θ)
2 Var θ̃i. (5.65)









where the ‖ · ‖ in Eq. (5.66) denotes the Euclidean norm. More generally, we use
‖~v‖p to denote the p-norm of vector ~v. Since Eq. (5.66) only saturates Eq. (5.64) in
trivial cases where ∇f(θ) is zero in all but one component, the unentangled protocol
described is not optimal.
5.6.3 Two-step Protocol
We now present a protocol which asymptotically saturates Eq. (5.64). Our
protocol consists of two steps. First, we make an unbiased estimate Θ of θ for time
t1. Second, given our estimates Θ, we make an unbiased measurement Q of the
quantity q = ∇f(Θ) · (θ − Θ) using the linear combination protocol in Ref. [26],
which takes time t2. Our final estimate is f̃ = f(Θ) +Q.
It can be shown that our protocol is optimal (in terms of scaling with the total
time t1 + t2) provided that the individual estimations of the parameters satisfy
E[(Θi − θi)4] = O(t−41 ) and that t1 and t2 are chosen properly. To simplify our
computations, we will make the more concrete assumption that our initial estimates
Θ are each normally distributed as N (θi,Var Θi).
For the sake of concision, let ∆ = Θ − θ which satisfies E[∆] = 0. Further-
more, let Tk be k! times the k-th term of the Taylor expansion of f (so T1 = fi(θ)∆i,
T2 = fij(θ)∆i∆j, T3 = fijk(θ)∆i∆j∆k, etc.). Thus, the Taylor expansion of f(Θ)
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would be






+ . . . . (5.67)
We compute our figure of merit:
M = E[(f(Θ) +Q− f(θ))2] (5.68)








E[T 21 ] + E[T1T2] + 13E[T1T3] + 14E[T 22 ] +O(∆5)︸ ︷︷ ︸
term 1
+













= E[VarQQ] + E[(q + T1)2] + E[(q + T1)T2] +
1
3
E[(q + T1)T3] +
1
4
E[T 22 ] +O(∆5).
(5.71)
The actual computation of the labeled terms is rather involved and space consuming,
so it is presented later, in Sec. 5.6.3.1. Notice that we may simplify








= −T2 +O(∆3), (5.74)
so Eq. (5.71) evaluates to










E[T 22 ] +O(∆5) (5.76)
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since E[T2T3] is O(∆5). Now, this simplifies further as
M = E[VarQQ] +
1
4
































since all terms with some ∆i to a single power will factor out as E[∆i] = 0. We will
assume that ∆i ∼ N (0, 1t21 ) is normally distributed. This is not strictly necessary
as long as the distribution of errors satisfies E[∆4i ] ≤ O(t−41 ), a condition that is
satisfied by phase estimation procedures like those in Ref. [229]. However, assuming
normality allows the calculation to proceed easily, as we will be able to simplify
E[∆4i ] = 3 Var Θ2i . Thus, we arrive at









2 Var Θi Var Θj + 2
∑
i<j







Then, the figure of merit for this protocol is






Var Θi Var Θj. (5.83)
In Eq. (5.83), the first term is the error resulting from the second phase of the
protocol, estimating the linear combination. The second term is a residual error
remaining from the first phase of the protocol after it is corrected by the linear
combination measurement.
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5.6.3.1 Simplification of Labeled Terms
In this subsection, we present the simplification of the labeled terms from
Eqs. (5.69-5.71) in full detail.
Term 2 is simplified by using the definition of VarQQ. One needs to be careful





= EΘ[VarQQ+ EQ[Q]2] (5.85)
= EΘ[VarQQ+ q2] (5.86)
= E[VarQQ] + E[q2]. (5.87)
Terms 1 and 3 are simplified by expanding the Taylor series for f(Θ) up to







= E[f(Θ)2]− 2f(θ)E[f(Θ)] + f(θ)2 (5.88)

































































i , as per Ref. [26], we know that the
minimum variance of an unbiased estimator of some linear combination α · θ given
time t is





which can be achieved with the entangled GHZ state |ψspin〉 = 1√2(|0〉
⊗d + |1〉⊗d).
We can apply this linear combination protocol to the second phase of our protocol
by setting α = ∇f(Θ). For the individual estimators of the first phase, we use the
fact that an individual estimation can be made in time t with variance 1/t2 [23].





















where we have absorbed the second derivatives into g1(θ), which does not depend
on time. Without loss of generality, we designate f1(Θ) as the largest fi(Θ). We


























where g2(θ) = f1(θ)
2 and g3(θ) have been introduced to absorb more time-independent
factors.
Finally, we must specify how the total time ttotal is to be allocated between t1














Notice that the g1, g2, g3 functions are only dependent on θ and not t1, so we may



















































where g is a function which depends only on f and θ. In particular, t1 = O(t3/5total),
so the fraction of time spent on t1 vanishes as ttotal →∞. Almost all of the time is
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spent on t2, the linear combination step of the two-step protocol. It can readily be
shown that Eq. (5.99) is asymptotically dominated by the first term, which (since
t2 → ttotal) is equal to the right-hand-side of the bound in Eq. (5.64). In other
words, this distribution of time asymptotically achieves the optimal MSE.
The two-step protocol exhibits Heisenberg scaling as defined for distributed
sensing [26, 230, 231]. Comparing Eq. (5.66) to Eq. (5.64) shows an improvement
of O(d), maximized when all components of ∇f(θ) are approximately equal. Intu-
itively, the advantage is maximal when all parameters contribute, but minimal (i.e.
no advantage) when only one parameter affects the function value. Similar behavior
was noted in the linear combination case [26].
Note that when actually implementing the protocol, the optimal t1 is unknown
since the function g that determines it depends on the true parameters θ. However,
we do not need to use the optimal t1 to saturate the bound in Eq. (5.64). If t1
is a function ctptotal of the total time where
1
2
< p < 1 and some constant c, then
the protocol will saturate Eq. (5.83). Although these different times do result in a




, which is insignificant asymptotically.
The two-step protocol will therefore be asymptotically optimal for a wide range of


















< p < 1 and some constant c. Since p < 1,
we see that limt→∞
t2
ttotal
= 1. Therefore, we may substitute our t1 into the MSE
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Since p > 1
2
, the t2total term is dominant. Thus, as we defined g2 := f1(θ)
2 =
maxi fi(θ)
2 under the assumption that f1(θ)






which saturates the bound of Eq. (5.83).
Other possible power-law scalings for t1 fail. If p ≤ 12 , the last term in
Eq. (5.106) becomes significant asymptotically and prevents the protocol from satu-
rating Eq. (5.83). If p = 1, then of course c ≤ 1 or t1 > ttotal. In this case, we can no
longer claim that t2 approaches t1. Even though the
g2(θ)
t22
would remain dominant, it
would be scaled larger by 1
(1−c)2 , which is always larger than 1. Hence, the protocol
would no longer saturate the bound.
5.6.4 Function Measurement in Other Physical Settings
We now consider a different physical setting for function estimation. Rather
than d qubits which accumulate phase for some time t, we instead pass n pho-
tons through d Mach-Zehnder interferometers and accumulate some fixed phase θi
encoded into each interferometer (see Fig. 5.4). For single parameters, the use of
entangled states to reduce noise in this setting has been explored in Refs. [173,211,
232–234] with multiparameter cases explored in Refs. [230,231]. In this setting, the
relevant limitation is the total number of photons used in the measurement, rather
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Figure 5.4: An example illustration of a quantum sensor network composed of separate interfer-
ometers. In each, one arm accumulates an unknown phase θi and the other arm is a reference port
with no phase.
than time. This constraint is particularly relevant when analyzing a biological or
chemical sample which is sensitive to light, making it desirable to reduce noise with
as few photons as possible. Similar biologically motivated situations are presented
in Refs. [227,235,236].
For photons, a two-step protocol with similar structure to the protocol for
qubits yields reduced noise compared to any estimate of f derived entirely from
local measurements. Suppose we allot N1 photons for the first step (individual
measurement) and N2 photons for the second step (linear combination), for a total
of Ntotal = N1 + N2 photons. We again begin from the general result of Eq. (5.83).
However, the use of photons which can be apportioned between modes introduces
new structure to the problem. We need to partition the N1 photons into N1 =
n1 + · · · + nd, putting ni photons into the i-th interferometer, as some parameters
may affect our final result more than others. Thus, in the second term of Eq. (5.83),
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The optimal variance when measuring the linear combination α · θ using N
total photons is unknown. However, Ref. [231] conjectures the optimal variance to
be





Furthermore, Ref. [231] provides a protocol achieving the bound in Eq. (5.108) using
a proportionally weighted GHZ state: |ψphoton〉 = 1√2(|n1, 0, n2, 0 . . .〉+|0, n1, 0, n2, . . .〉),
where ni = Ntotal
αi∑
αj
and where, in reference to Fig. 5.4, the modes are listed from
top to bottom. Note that this will only work for α proportional to some rational
vector as photons are discrete. Since Eq. (5.108) is saturable, we may simplify the















For fixed f and θ, the 1
ninj
terms in Eq. (5.109) are minimized for the same ratio of
n1 : n2 : · · · : nd regardless of the value of the total number of photons used, N1. Each
term is proportional to N−41 multiplied by some function of f,θ, and d. Therefore,
the structure of Eq. (5.109) becomes identical to the structure of Eq. (5.99), with N1
and N2 replacing t1 and t2. As a result, the optimal allocation of photons between
N1 and N2 will yield N1 = O(N3/5total) and N2 = O(Ntotal), meaning that the N
−2
2














This strategy is optimal if the linear combination estimation strategy presented in
Ref. [231] is optimal, as conjectured in that work.
Eq. (5.110) also exhibits Heisenberg scaling. Suppose we were to measure
each parameter individually and then calculate the function. When measuring the
parameters individually, we obtain the same error formula as Eq. (5.65), except now











The optimal distribution requires an ni proportional to the weight fi(θ)
2/3, yielding





As with qubits, by comparing Eq. (5.110) with Eq. (5.112) in the case where all
of the fi(θ) are approximately equal, we find that the photonic two-step protocol
yields a O(d) improvement in error over measuring each parameter individually.
This improvement when all quantities are equally important can also be seen in
Ref. [230] for the special case of f being a linear combination. As in the qubit case,
the improvement in error is lessened when ∇f(θ) is not approximately equal in all
components.
In fact, this method can be extended still more generally. Rather than cases
where the signal is imprinted on photons by a phase shift, we can consider the
protocol developed in Ref. [228], which is capable of entanglement-enhanced dis-
tributed sensing of continuous variables by using homodyne measurements. Besides
measuring parameters in different physical settings, we may also measure functions
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of variables coupled to spins, phase-shifts of photons, continuous variables, and any
combination of these.
In such a hybrid scenario, we can still make use of the two-step protocol.
The first step, obtaining initial estimates for the individual parameters, proceeds
equivalently, since the measurements of the spins and of the photons can be viewed
as occurring in parallel. For the linear combination case, we can assume that the




(|n1, 0, n2, 0 . . .〉 ⊗ |1, 1, 1, . . .〉+ |0, n1, 0, n2, . . .〉 ⊗ |0, 0, 0, . . .〉) .
(5.113)
Here, ni = Ntotal
αi∑
αj
, where the sum runs over only the j corresponding to photonic
modes, denotes the number of photons which pass through the arms of the i-th
interferometer. The state in Eq. (5.113) is designed in such a way that the two
branches of the overall wavefunction accumulate relative to each other a phase equal
to the total linear combination we are interested in. In order to extract this final
phase, the state can be unitarily mapped onto a qubit, which contains all of the
accumulated phase and is then measured.
One caveat is that the linear combination protocol will accumulate phase pro-
portional to time for the qubits and phase proportional to the number of photons
for interferometers. For instance, if θ1 is coupled to a qubit (and therefore has units
of frequency) and θ2 is coupled to an interferometer (and is therefore unitless), then
the two branches of our state accumulate a relative phase θ1t+ θ2n. Therefore, one
may have to adjust t or n in order to get the desired linear combination
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5.6.5 Applications
As our protocol can measure any analytic function of θ, it is widely applicable.
In fact, there is no requirement that different θi have the same physical origin. For
instance, a θ1 representing an electric field and θ2 measuring a magnetic field could
be used to measure the Poynting vector.
One potential application of function measurements is the interpolation of non-
linear functions. Suppose that an ansatz with d tunable parameters is made for the
strength of the field in a region. With readings from ≥ d different points, one could
determine the parameters of the ansatz and therefore determine the value of the
field at other points. Estimations of these ansatz parameters, which are functions of
the measured fields, may potentially be improved using entangled states depending
on the figure of merit [186, 237]. Note that this procedure can be carried out even
if it is difficult to invert the ansatz in terms of the d measurements. Suppose that
θ = f(c,x) and that c = f−1(θ,x) exists, but has no closed-form solution which can
be easily evaluated. First, we make measurements θ̂. To create an initial estimate
of the values c, we use a numerical root-finder to find estimates C. We can now
implement the second step of our protocol by finding the first derivatives ∂ci/∂θj




= I. Since f is known, ∂θ/∂c can be inverted to
yield the ∂c/∂θ needed to estimate Q = ∂c/∂θ|θ=Θ · (θ−Θ). Our final estimate is
C +Q, which was obtained without having to compute f−1 in general.
Interpolation in this manner can proceed by two different schemes. We can
either attempt to measure the ansatz parameters themselves, which allows compu-
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tation of the field at all other points, or we can skip the final computation step by
writing the field at a point of interest as a function of all the points that can be
measured. This final function can then be directly measured using an entangled
protocol, which will be more accurate. However, the first approach has the advan-
tage that knowing the ansatz parameters allows estimation of all points in the space
in question.
One particular interpolation of interest arises in ion trap quantum computing.
In trapped ion chains, qubits are manipulated using Gaussian laser beams, and two
primary sources of error are intensity and beam pointing fluctuations [74,238,239].
Our protocol offers better ways to characterize this noise. In order to detect the field
error at a qubit’s position without disturbing the qubit, we can perform interpolation
by measuring the field’s effect on other ions, possibly of a different atomic species,
positioned nearby. Given the ansatz of the Gaussian beam profile, we are able to
calculate the field at the qubit of interest and perhaps correct the error.
5.7 Outlook
We have presented measurement protocols for quantum networks which are
useful for measuring arbitrary analytic functions of many parameters and devel-
oped a Heisenberg limit for this problem linear combinations. We have presented a
Heisenberg-scaling measurement protocol using quantum sensor networks for mea-
suring any multivariate, real-valued, analytic function, and this protocol is consistent
with the Heisenberg limit when measuring functions with comparably-sized gradi-
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ents in each component. Future work may include proving the optimality of the
two-step protocol when constrained by the number of photons, which would require
extending the results of Ref. [231].
Our protocol can be considered a generalization of entanglement-enhanced
Ramsey spectroscopy, as in Ref. [23], to the measurement of spatially varying quan-
tities. In the future, we hope to search for further protocols and to remove the
requirements of small signal or evolution time where we have imposed them. We
identified magnetometry in general and nanoscale NMR in particular as candidate
applications of our protocol, but we wish to stress our protocol’s significantly broader
scope. In particular, we expect that our protocol will be useful for measuring spa-
tially varying quantities in contexts such as gravimetry [240,241], spectroscopy [173],
and rotation sensing [242–244]. Note there is also no requirement that the parame-
ters measured in a linear combination be of the same physical source. For instance,
a sensor network could measure a linear combination of both electric and magnetic
fields. In general, our protocol can be applied in any setting where Ramsey spec-
troscopy can be applied if the quantity of interest is nonlocal. In addition, recent
work [245] indicates that spatial correlations in measurements may be a useful tool
for noise-filtering and error correction in quantum sensors.
We specifically identified field interpolation as a promising application of our
arbitrary-function protocol, but we stress that our protocol can assist in the mea-
surement of any analytic function. More work remains to determine when it is
optimal to measure the coefficients of interpolation and when it is optimal to di-
rectly measure the final function. We are also interested in fleshing out possible
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intersections between quantum function estimation and machine learning. Super-
vised machine learning is a type of interpolation: estimating functional outputs for
unknown inputs by extracting information from known input-output pairs [246].
It is possible our protocol could be used to improve the accuracy of training a ma-
chine learning model if the necessary quantity for training was a function of physical
measurements. Additionally, the final output of many machine learning algorithms,
such as neural networks, is a non-linear but infinitely differentiable function of the
inputs [247]. Our work could aid in computing this complicated function for new
input when making predictions.
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